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0. *Basel*     D e d i c a t i o n   Thinks-1-  (1993) 

 
 

“Beauty is truth, truth beauty”  -  that is all 

 Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know. 

John Keats : Ode on a Grecian Urn  

 

There is nothing more deadly in the universe than a spirit rejecting Beauty! 

 

This is dedicated to my Love; Woman that I once Loved! Once upon a time! 

To whom I tried to show something different; Purely Pure Beauty! Ever so! 

 

But when I wrote such beautiful words … she only closed her eyes! Both eyes! 

 

And when I uttered so beautiful thoughts, she also closed her ears! Ô both! Then when I 

laid bare beautiful equal feelings, all hers, even closed she her heart. And she refused to accept 

Beauty and Truth! And Knowledge! So that in the end there was nothing left but a cold wall of 

stone, immovable; behind which laid buried a spirit who had once lived and throbbed, beating: 

and now vibrated no more; for it had refuted to see Beauty and Truth! Oh! So I talked on to 

myself, gravely fronting this hard tomb of stone so hard! And I travelled on while  speaking to 

everything, from star to star„ touching a spirit after a spirit and looking deep and more deeply, 

deep into the hearts of men„ until all was totally burnt out in me, destroyed, by the suffering„ 

leaving only Beauty, pure living Beauty inside: and now I want nothing. And the light of this 

Beauty, I gift to whole humanity! With only one prayer: “If you want to see Beauty, real and 

true, purely Beauty„ please try to have a Heart; so our World becomes Paradiso: otherwise, 

continues to become Inferno„ for you or for those around you !” 

 

For, of Totality of our Cosmos„ We have so Little Time„ so Short a Time to Learn„ of 

Ourselves of our Loves of our Lives of our Thoughts of our dO-Om of our Errors! 

 

    To-morrow and to-morrow and to-morrow 

    Creeps in this petty pace from day to day 

    To the last syllable of recorded time; 

    And all our yesterdays have lighted fools 

    The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle! 

    Life’s but a walking shadow; a poor player, 

    That struts and frets his hour upon the stage, 

    And then is heard no more: it is a tale 

    Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, 

    Signifying nothing. 

 

Shakespeare : Macbeth (Act V) 
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… Roma   This is a Book on Love   Thinks-1-  (1993) 

 
 

This is a book on Love 

     written with Love. 

So please DO NOT read it 

     if you cannot love in your life 

          or live on with love. 

This is also a book on human beings 

     loving people who can be better: 

It shows no ways no methods 

     but it can hopefully make you feel deep inside 

       that you can become better and much better 

     than you probably are or have been; 

          ONLY willing. 

There is absolutely NO violence in it. 

So please DO NOT read it 

     if you try your best 

        NOT to be better. 

Unfortunately, to become known, since commerce is now 

     Our Sole Soul, Dearly, very dearly;  

This book must be published: and costs are costs, 

(So any publisher), if not wholly and purely and 

totally and  plurally insane,  

       would want his money back; 

Hard! But it’s not his fault! Pity! None’s fault! 

Sincerely I apologize for it! And I am very sorry; 

     it is not my fault either: 

Not am I of man, who made the Rules of Mankind! 

So please DO NOT buy it, especially 

     if you have NO excess of money. 

Probably, one fine day, a dear fine friend 

     will loan it to you 

       in moments of loneliness 

     this handsomely lonesome book on Love   

                       with Love: 

     so respecting Poored Love 

and (my book on Love Lost!) Dear, dear friend! 

 

But one day if I can, I will gift it … free; yes free! 

 

To you … and the world … of Shackles and Jackel’s-Hides … free and free and free … 

 

… (p.s. 2016 … by modern means … I’ve put it on www …  Wao  We’r  Weak … hi hi … Quote, but plz, just acknowledge author’s name) … 
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1.  *Basel*    Probably ’twas A Dream  Dreams-1-  (1993) 

 

 

  Probably it was a dream. Everything in this world is a dream, only what is different is how long 

it lasts. A short dream, is disillusion: a long dream is illusion! But one day a child become adult, has to wake 

up and what seemed real rounds into reality, sometimes an imposing reality, sometimes heavy, very heavy for 

tender and innocent shoulders. Thus we dream and dream and dream again of what we would like to become 

as real, as really real! 

 

  Suddenly an early summer grew into this world a small flower, all fresh and pretty. Actually the 

whole field was full of these so innocently pretty young maidens, but this flower somehow was different; it 

threw its head to the wind in a tenderer way and it smiled to the petals around more sweetly. To give it a 

name, let us invent not; we’ll just call it Iris, in spite of the fact that it was smaller and much lighter and had 

the fragrance of all other flowers and the softness of a rose. Its tone was delicate, the skin almost transparent 

and had two small green spots on the færy-face which looked at you with the profound depths of deep waters, 

spirit brimming of love and hope. 

 

  Thus day after day our Iris talked to the winds and made them laugh. She caressed the leaves 

and made them flutter; she winked to the birds and made them sing: and the butterflies as passers-by always 

gave her lots and lots of hugs and kisses. But she lived in a lonely spot and did not have many companions: 

or let us say that there was a crowd of comrades all around but generally as they kept their eyes mostly tight 

and closed, they did not really realize that between so many ordinary flowers there was one which was a little 

jewel! People who are very normal generally lack perception; but in this case it did not matter much, as the 

wind knew it, the birds knew it and also the butterflies knew it. Then can you tell me, little children, that if 

the winds, the birds and the butterflies cannot appreciate beautiful flowers, who can! Because it seems, that 

people grown-up, are beauty insensitive!   

 

  This solitary situation made our little Iris rather sad and very lonely: so when the night fell, she 

just bowed her head and lo huddled around herself to keep the cold and bad dreams out. And she slept all 

night alone; for never nobody was near„ to hold her hand or hold her in his arms or hitherto his hands. 

 

  Thus was it that I first saw my Iris in my dream. At the very beginning I was rather afraid; very 

afraid that if I looked into her greeny green eyes, I would drown myself in a profound lake of un-returning love 

and hope; that if I tried to kiss the sweet petal-like lips they might lower themselves out of shyness and 

refuse, or if I tried to put my arms around her, the jealous winds might grasp her away from my reach. So I 

just looked at her from far and every time I took a step towards her in my dream, somehow the distance 

always remained as far as before or became further; that in the end it seemed that if I decided to tell her of my 

love, even if I belted at the top of my voice, she might not hear me or ignore to hear it, as it was from so far 

away. Thus was it in my dream. So this day, I imagined that my dream just turn into reality. 
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  Now when dreams turns reality, strange things happen; time and space disappear„ ’n unreal 

becomes real. Then was I no longer afraid of looking into her eyes to drown myself in pure love, of softly 

touching her hands and thinking that her caresses were destined for me alone and not for the leaves nearby, 

of kissing her lips and wondering on her promises which probably were only songs for the winds! Thus idling 

’n whimsing ’n whimsing ’n idling on and forth for a long time, which was perhaps many years in my dream 

but perhaps only a small fraction of a small second in reality. 

 

  Seeing this commotion, little by little, other flowers started to open their eyes. Ancients used to 

say, “it is better to have eyes closed rather than minds closed”; but what happens if you have opened eyes but 

closed minds: tongues unleashed yak! Everyone knows that buds and flowers do not have tongues, at least 

not those with which you speak; so flowers have other means of expression than words, my children. And that 

is how they started to ignore her. But why! Ignore her not for what she was or for what she had done, for 

wrong or irregular had she done nothing, but because she was as others were not; I explain: if you have 

closed mind and closed eyes, you see everything black, but if you have closed mind with open eyes then you 

see everything other than black where regularly all should have been jet-black; common reason then is, 

“Everything when NOT is black, then NOT is as it should be!” Thus is the reasoning of common beings, 

called humanity! Nature is very natural, but human beings by their reasoning want to make it stilted 

and mundane. At this point all were disturbed and finding no answer to satisfy their pre-reasoned logic, they 

began to ignore the questions: so nobody thought that it would be much better to close the eyes and open the 

minds. Not being a violent crowd and generally immovable, all they did was to turn their heads away; that is, 

when the sun came out they turned to the east and when the sun went away they all turned back towards 

west. That’s what we normally call “free will” or “freedom” or “freedom to think” or “liberty” or popularly 

“liberty of expression”: or in few very simple words, “stupid little idiots doing like everyone else, little 

stupid idiots”. Just visualize this superbly super democratic scene, morning east evening west morning east 

evening west, day in ’n day out ’n ever ’n ever ’n ever the same rut ’n rut ’n rut ’n rut. 

 

  In this whole story, where went our Iris. Ignoring all, she was as usual playing with the birds 

and the beasts, turning her face to the sun from time to time with a sparkle in her regard and looking 

absolutely glamorous and loveful. And as she was a bit on the side-lines, neither to the east or to the west, 

she didn’t really understand why a whole army of silly-like flowers were all watching the east in the morning 

and slowly and slowly as the day went by turned their empty heads to watch the west in the evening. Perhaps 

it was some sort of a strange ritual, practiced by persons having an exaggerated sense of self-fullness wanting 

to seem even more self-important in front of a self justifying society having no other objective than to purely 

justifying itself and it’s self. Why would one otherwise look only on one side when an-other-wise nature has 

given us mobile eyes ’n neck which allow us to see in all directions? Not capting a basic human weakness: to 

seem as constipated as possible, when one wants to voluntarily misunderstand evident truths! Harsh! Reality! 
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  Neither did she understand, why such a comical looking person stayed so immobile on an-

other-side of the field, nor to the east nor to the west, not turning his head in any way, having just a fixed 

stare on her. Like he existed far away in a dream on an-other-side of the bounds of reality without noticing 

that time was passing at two velocities, one fast and real while the other slow and reflective: and that every 

time he tried taking a step in her direction, space just empty filled up the gap and he remained as far away as 

before or further away! She found this effect very curious; not amusing, just curious and mused on the fact of 

who he was and why was he! Who he was, was easily answerable; a comic and lost stranger who did not know 

where he was going, otherwise what would he be doing inside a field full of  flowers which for Iris were not all 

silly, only companions! This was a place for perfumes ’n perfume liking creatures; and was not well adapted 

for strange type of strangers of lost ways, for there was no way here, only good smells and flowers who 

periodically look to east then west, exception made for Iris who looked everywhere and the stranger who 

nowhere, seeming to stare somewhere and somehow always towards her: till she almost felt pity for him, not 

the least conscious that she herself could somehow be this something or somewhere; his search, his 

destination! 

  

  What was more unanswerable was why was he! We could divide this question in three parts;: 

he, was, why: on the he, there is no doubt, he was he; that he was, seemed almost confirmed also; but why? 

In the simplified and predictable logic of Iris, this un-classification was becoming a dilemma. It is evident that 

he was he, and that he was; but why anybody is or somebody is, is a tricky thing. Is a person substance or 

thought, or is it flesh or blood, or a presence or matter or spirit or all or nothing; or when it is substance, can 

substance be without thought! Such deep preoccupying metaphysics was not of her force, for she mostly was 

used only to laugh; laughing to the winds when she wanted to laugh and let the sun-warmth dry her dew 

tear-drops when sad and lonely. So reasoned she: why he was, was ’cause a person has a right to be and 

having the right to be can be what he is„ not even his inner-self knowing why he is, or was! 

 

  So our story advances. A natural element expressing itself in all its splendor which from far was 

adored by an undefined presence of whom we don’t even know the why of existence, in the absence of time 

but imprisoned in the enormous distances of space, a complex situation which cannot exist on its own unless 

tied in by a thread of love, the sum set-in in a plain mechanically repetitive society blind to its own blindness, 

a classical and stereo-typed scenario. But the minute we mention a repetitive society, the clock starts to turn 

round; time is unfixed, events occur and things begin to happen. A law of nature so dicts: communications 

follow the nearest path of least resistance! She had an affectionate relationship with a near companion. Being 

trusting and un-ambitious, she did not seek far or wide and became attached with a certain sentiment of 

functional love; a legitimate desire of having pattery little flowers surrounding her. But we are dealing with 

more permanent romantic situations; so we will relate this affair shortly, to make its working clear. ’Twas 

pure habitude without adequate mutual comprehension; and ’tween the interested parties arose differences of 

modes and reactions. As the winds of fate are cold and unrelenting, in cases of dissimilitude, unless there is a 

big all-surrounding understanding, even honest affinities come to crises; thus breaking thus separating: and 

couples cannot form if partners are rotating their faces in opposite directions. People search small affinities to 
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try to work out an entire life-cycle based on stringed convivialities, for they do not analyze the major forces 

dormant inside their-selves. Where these rudiments are compatible, it works; where not, it doesn’t. The 

complete research of life is, that we know not what we are searching for! So none can point out what went 

wrong, when goes what wrong: the blind are not able to illuminate a blind, nor the confused correct the 

confused. And Iris suffering this short dream was disillusioned. 

 

  The stranger from afar had observed this all, but as he had lost track of the time factor, could 

not just foresee the stress a fragile and delicate flower can undergo put under the pressure of a long period of 

hardship; this pure and simple bloom remained always the identical pure simple bud he had known afore: 

and even noticing some veins of disenchantment on the forehead, he supposed that his love and care would 

efface the traces of hard burden on his beloved’s front. I say it not to discredit his due merit, but to underline, 

that lovers believe in the eternity of love where in reality there is no eternity; or if there is one, at least we 

cannot see it:  substance, matter, ideas and even thoughts of love can vanquish in the mobile sands of bursts 

of time. So it came that Iris decided to close herself into herself: and when one is closed-in in oneself, 

communication flows with stops. It is as problematic to close an open flower as it is to open a closed one; and 

not knowing where to begin, the stranger just chose to stand and wait„ and as such sort of freeze himself in; 

hoping that waking up from her solitude self-imposed, she would find herself in a warm and pleasant 

environment, where she might more agreeably loosen up herself in an aura of complete trust and faith: still 

not realizing that gradually she became a micro-cosmos inside a fully glowing and loving macro-cosmos, 

momentarily rudimentary incomplete macro-cosmos, struggling for it’s dire need of a loved micro-cosmos as 

it’s quintessence, to attain it’s definite and it’s completed form. 

 

  We started with a simple story of pure love. But life is not suppositions, nor designed out of 

even equations, balancing all by logical straight lines. What life is, is illogical zig-zags, unexpected labyrinths, 

unpredictable jig-saw puzzles, never cut out in neat clean squares of explainable situations. Ask yourself why 

you love: you will find that nobody has answered this question since the beginnings of records remote. Our 

supposedly uncomplicated love-story; a  delightful array of petals throwing its blondness to the winds, a 

protective shadow enjoying it from far, goading it to defend itself, watching that nobody hurt her curt her, this 

banal story of love, just got tangled in the complex criss-cross of life with its inherent incomprehension of 

social contradictions. So when the stage was set for lovers to unite, the irrational happened for a simple 

rational reason that life is irrational. She who was real went into a trance unto herself, another romancing 

which might or not come true, perhaps even tried to fall in love with a fiction seeming real, forgetting that odd 

against odd was only an escape route! One closed in a dark blind spot wishing tenderness, seeing a faint ray 

of light can pretend it to be the splendor of the shining sun, fleeing. But the stranger, where was he placed in 

this tumultuous mental activity and conflicting internal resolutions. Resolute, he was always there where he 

was as before; standing still constantly observing, not even daring to hold his hand out to her; apprehensions 

of disturbing her fantasies and shocking her into awaking into another dis-dimension! And while he was 

tenderly bending down reflectively over her, he also started realizing that he might himself be only dreaming 
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and suddenly might wake up, as time was passing more and more quicker and dreams are never eternal. 

Afraid, that if he awoke abruptly, who would protect his beloved„ as she uncared for, may even cease to exist, 

for all this probably might only be a dream. 

 

  As I told you before, my sweet children, our common love story does not remain a common love 

story at all, anymore. It has moved in TIME. Starting at the end, it can finish without even having a 

beginning; or it can have many beginnings without an end: or it can finish in illusion, disillusion, tragedy or 

comedy, laughter or tears; depending on who wakes up and when„ before, or together, or separate! Because 

we are not writing a story, we are Living it! Life is a story which lives and creates itself; and as it writes on 

itself while it goes along, we have no control on its different ends and beginnings: as neither we can ever 

fathom, how much we love or who and why we Love! So children, as it’s time that you go to sleep well so it’s 

time that we come to an end. So commonly fate decides! The hourly wheel turns around itself, it also has no 

beginning no end and oft no meaning; coming back to where it started as if nothing has or had happened in 

the meanwhile, to start again another rotation another movement where nothing will seem to happen until its 

full return. That is the only known way to Conceive True Love; Absolutely Independent of Time! 

 

  So we go back to the start, to begin to start our end. The bells of reality ring in a cruel manner 

to announce you another day another struggle. The only logical way I could finish my story, was to leave my 

Iris in her illusions, as you can keep on living in dreams even if you do not exist. So if you think you love, 

children, when falls the fatal toll, sacrifice your dream for the dream of the other: as your own heart breaking 

is the sole guaranty of your self-happiness, even if the emptiness following is so difficult to accommodate, 

inside or out! 

 

  Matured, I then decided to wake up: the fragrance was still all there, very much; so were the 

thoughts and the memories also there and if flowers can well laugh, so was the laughter: but this subtle and 

delicate flower bud whom, that to débute we had given out of our convenience, a name, perhaps a truly false 

one, was not there anymore, disappearing with my awakening; disappearing in a blink in the deep Iris of my 

wide-opened eyes! 

 

 

    Thus the cycle comes full circle: even in our dreams! 

 

    ’Twas truly a dream: and still somewhere she must live! 

 

    In my dreams: if dreams can exist! Probably! Surely! 
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1.  *Basel*    Probably ’twas A DREAM  Dreams-1-  (1993) 

Courtesy Google : Dream … Dreams - Wikiquote … Logarithmic__Close_up-Micro Stru … Thomas Cole … 

… Human-Eye-Reflecting-The-Sun … 220px-Orvieto_Pozzo_San_Patrizio_5 … The Quarrel of Oberon and Titania … 

Under each arm he carries an 
umbrella; one of them, with 
pictures on the inside, he 
spreads over the good children, 
and then they dream the most 
beautiful stories the whole night. 
But the other umbrella has no 
pictures, and this he holds over 
the naughty children so that they 
sleep heavily, and wake in the 
morning without having dreamed 
at all. 

~ Hans Christian Andersen 

Ole Lukøje 

 

 Never the spirit was born, the spirit shall 
cease to be never. Never was time it was 

not, end and beginning are dreams. 
~ Bhagavad Gita 

 

Life, what is it but a dream? 
~ Lewis Carroll 

  

 

William Shakespeare 
A Midsummer Night's Dream 

I have had 
a most rare 

vision. 
I have had 
a dream, 

past the wit 
of man to 
say what 
dream it 

was. 

 

During our dreams we do not 
know we are dreaming. We 

may even dream of interpreting 
a dream. Only on waking do 

we know it was a dream. Only 
after the great awakening will 
we realize that this is the great 

dream. 

~ Zhuangzi   

 

After ten thousand generations 
there may be a great sage who 

will be able to explain it, a 
trivial interval equivalent to the 
passage from morning to night. 

~ Zhuangzi 

All that we see or seem 
Is but a dream within a dream. 

~ Edgar Allan Poe 

To die, to sleep; 
To sleep: perchance to dream: ay, there’s the rub: 

For in that sleep of death what dreams may come, 
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil..." 

 

 William Shakespeare, Hamlet 

 (c. 1599), Act 3, sc. 1. 

We are such stuff 
As dreams are made on, and our little life 

Is rounded with a sleep. 

The Tempest (c. 1603 - 1612). 

… Google/Dream … glass ball manipulation | photoshop tutorial …  Butterfly Moon - StockFreeImages.com  … 

… ~ Zhuangzi … … ~ Edgar Allan Poe … … ~ William Shakespeare … 

… Dreams - Wikiquote … Brocken-tanzawa2 (1) | openeyesopinion.com …  His_Light_Shines_on_Us_(3473745278) … 

2.  *Basel*    Perchance   to   SLEEP   Sleep-1-  (1993) 
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2.  *Basel*    Perchance   to   SLEEP   Sleep-1- (1993) 

 

 

 
  Sleep had become a rare friend in these times. 

 

  Once were days that innocent children used to steal my sleep to dream pleasant dreams 

and I used to close an eye pretending to slumber, for what is more pleasing than the dreams of an 

innocent child. Only when my lids became heavy from watching their smiling faces, I quietly used to 

slide a few colourful færies in their dream-world. At those times sleep was a precious friend: and oft we 

passed a whole night together, dreaming of awandering of romantic adventures„ fancying what was 

deemed never to happen, still seemed to happen! 

 
  Then a day I discovered that I had a heart. Everyone has a heart, but mine seemed to be 

different, a little bit overdone. It was full of blood! And instead of the blood circulating rather very quickly 

around like all ordinary mortals, mine seemed to bleed so slowly on the inside: resulting in solely pain 

which circled on„ pushed on only by the evenness of my pulsation, throbbing and darting this immense 

ache into the remotest thoughts and pathways of my arteries. Thoughts pensive of my love, that which I 

had lost; not because that I did offer, to submit too less of myself, but because I had donated my whole 

existence. And who is so naïf as to believe in such trash! Such platonics exists in books and stories but 

in normal life, ha! So changing the subject rapidly, I told a few jokes, to the mocking public, about a 

gentleman who went to the hospital with a slow-bleeding heart and was sent back with a short curt 

pungent reply, “Sorry, we only treat emergencies!” 

 
  When you have made an enormous gaff, it is always better to whistle a stupid sort of air 

with dry lips„ and sound an idiotic and very orderly retreat. Thus begging leave, to the mockery of a 

public extremely public, in rather a clumsy manner, I made route to the house of my old friend sleep, 

only to find an eloquent notice stapled neatly on the door, 

 

“Closed because of Heart-Breaks. P.S. Consulting hours, after mid-night.” 

 

Awkward! So aimless, I roamed about on empty streets without confident, without sleep, 

only one question in my mind, which one day I will surely ask my love, my dear love„ “Tell me, what 

makes a heart-beat beat!” This time if she understands and condescends to reply, perchance to sleep! Or 

perchance to dream, solemn that if she wanted to accompany me in the shortly long voyage of life, I 

would prove to her that such high emotions existed not only in book-stories or in the far waste-lands of 

romance. Real can become only what you really want to make real, not always but with blind fortune’s 

blind bit of good old luck: even needing more than many lives and certainly a few large parts of the  to 

express to her in symbols unending, what I felt for her in any given single moment. 
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And if I had a gift of a thousand expressions, I will tell it to her to tell it to me„ to me again 

and again, in a thousand of varying ways, what remained always and unaltered, the sum multitude of 

the same; you know what, or what-nut! 

 

  So is my reason of being: and so is how I want to love! I have stood still for centuries in 

silence, stuttering not a single word, without compromises, waiting and just waiting to fill her whole 

existence with love; making love to existence as music is to ears. Thus long awake I lay so long awaiting 

sleep, attentive even to the slightest vibration of her lips, which one day I hoped would utter silently and 

discreetly in undertones inaudible, “Me too!” One and One is Two, or is Too Eleven? 

 
  But instead she said, “Strange things you write which are neither comic nor funny, not 

really romantic and nor know I not what: what seems to be, but is not”. And I replied, “I am but a simple 

and an ugly blob. What I feel, is what is true, and what I feel now, is only you. If I write about me, it will 

be total insignificance: only my love when real becomes, can tell the world one day, what really was I. 

The little I write is nothing, nothing as compared to what I have said to you in my imagination in spans 

of whole days and spaces of whole nights. Cutting the long short, better is that you go off to sleep quietly 

on my shoulder, my dear”. Perchance to sleep, a soothing floating sleep that the muse verse me away in 

her sleeping floating bercing wings. 

 

  Life is so funny. I tell her that I love her, she says “Thank you”. 

 

I offer her a cigarette or to drink, she says also “Thank you”. 

 

And if I tell her “I’m going away dear” she says just again “Thank you”. 

 

 
“Thank you” friends for listening, without perchance dosing off ! 

 

 

  Hamlet (Act III); contemplating suicide  …   or   … 

  “To be, or not to be  …  to die, to sleep; 

  To sleep; perchance to dream; ay, there’s the rub; 

  For in that sleep of death what dream may come,  

  When we have shuffled off this mortal coil” 

 

 
Perchance to sleep: die before or dream aft: irrelevant when ! 
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3.  *Basel*    STAR   in   the   SKY   Visions-1-  (1993) 

 

 

 

  I live in a very bizarre type bizarre place, a lonely but strangely pretty place. In this Strange 

Universe, lost in the span of time and space, exists a small miniscule star. It is extremely hard to see me or 

observe me, far in a lonely corner of a constellation very vast and varied; lots of big stars totally mingled in 

pre-history„ midst a lot of black stars and wholes, hid in a black hole there where I live. People look at what is 

shining, ignoring what is sad or insignificant; while insignificant is what life is. So living in a dark hole one 

lives it out all alone, without friends or enjoying people. Long lost am I that once some nice persons tried to 

search me with a large telescope to give me their name: but you don’t need sophisticated apparatuses extra to 

discover me nor to give me your name. My name is mine and I give it myself, to someone whom I like; then I 

can go on even without a name: just regard me with openly wondrous eyes of a child full of tenderness and 

meaning; and I will reveal myself to you, or you to me! 

 

 
  So was it that one day, or to be more exact, one night, a clear night, a few pretty ladies 

determined to go looking at stars. This was a good idea, but when pretty ladies decide to go star gazing, 

generally what happens is that without they being even aware of it, it is more the stars who observe them and 

some gallant ones go even to the extent of shining more luminously, trying to attract their attention in a 

dance brilliant of ardent court-ship. Totally insignificant was I„ completely lost in my being with no special 

attire to brighten such lovely ladies, particularly one whose eyes lashed more radiance and sharpness than 

any other star in the sky! And I wondered for whom was it written this short nursery rhyme, twinkle-twinkle 

little star: so distant so far, how I wonder what you are and who you are and where you are or where were 

you, so far, all this time, of untimely quickly passing hour! 

 

 
  How strange is fate that I who was supposed to emit ‘eclaring’ light and illuminate the darker 

lochs of populous dim deepnesses, instead illuminated became I in less than the flicker of an instant, by a 

glance so fleeting and a thought so tender. Since that day or more exactly let us say night, ’cause for me days 

’n nights are all equal as no sun turns around me„ I stay waiting daily ’n nightly for that infinitesimal twinkle, 

ô joy, that will gather all the light and lightness of the entire galaxies wherever they be or not be„ concentrate 

it to close it, inside the lone multi-colour prism of my being„ my sole being in the great profoundness of 

memories and remembrances forlorn. 

 

 
  Millions and millions of years of light apart, veiled souvenirs and brief moments of a vision of a 

pair of eyes rolling to unveil me, the twinkle of a twinkling little star in the sky so high! Back where am I: 

where space is invisible, nor clear nor divisible, nigh! Ô Star in the Sky. 
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3.  *Basel*    STAR   in   the   SKY   Visions-1-  (1993) 

… By courtesy of Google … Star … realmagick.com … 1-hymnsight.ca … 

… Star … dailymail.co.uk … heavenawaits.wordpress.com … imgarcade.com … 2-hymnsight.ca … 

   

   

 

   

Blood sausage is far from unusual. Known in different 

cultures as black pudding, Boudin noir, Botifarró, etc., 

the German version is made by cooking pork blood 

with a filler (usually bread or oatmeal) until it is thick 
enough to congeal when cooled. It is seasoned with salt, 
pepper, marjoram, thyme, allspice and ginger and often 

appears almost black. In the trendy world of offals, blood 

sausage is the low rung. It was time to conquer it. 

Another variation is Zungenwurst, Blutwurst with pieces of 
pickled tongue. 

In the Rhineland, Blutwurst is traditionally 

made from horse meat. In cities 
like Cologne, the Himmel und 

Erde (Heaven and Earth) dish combines 
apple, potatoes and Blutwurst. This dish 
was my first exposure to Blutwurst and I 

was surprised by how sweet and 
cinnamony it tasted with the apple melting 
into the shredded sausage on top of the 

potato puree. 

By Erin Porter 

… Wurst-gogermany.about.com … Wurst-en.wikipedia.org …  Wurst-fendtbrothers.com  … 

… By courtesy of Google … Text … gogermany.about.com … 

4.  *Hannover*    Blood-Wurst   Manners-1-  (1993) 
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4.  *Hannover*    Blood-Wurst   Manners-1-  (1993) 
 

 

  Slurrrrpp! Ah, blood-wurst! Aaaarrrrgh! That was good! 

  O Culinary god, thank you for your great infinite bounty! 

 
  Some simple people delight in the excellence of an exquisite meal: blood-wurst. More 

complicated ones mourn ever over a fine supper: well-done steak or hen-breast white. And while the simple 

smoochingly gloat over a mixed-in plate of apple puree with salted spaghetti without splashing it even with 

ketch-up this once, the complicated ones pass time picking cucumber out of their delicious salad, with an 

edge of a fork, sophisticated-like! Thus destined to meet o’er meat! An evening of dinner! 

 
  And both were extremely concentrated! One engrossed in the complicated mechanism of serving 

dishes; how to collect them, wash them, dry them, arrange but not break any: the other engaged in 

synthesizing the never ending flux of simplified thought in a straight-forward brain; a very astounding 

experience. Not for the “simple” blissfully ignorant of existing situation or of the existing conditions, but for 

the “complex” aware of the situation, has not the faintest clue of how to deal with it. 

 
  How one is born, is nobody’s fault. But no convergence is possible ’tween the “simple” ’n the 

“complex”. “Matter” ’tis not of inferiority or superiority: the “simple” can be direct and pleasant; the “complex” 

well-versed boring and long drawn-out. The “simple” throws himself in all with verve; the “complex” retains 

himself from all, till the point of rupture. And while the “simple” is just not aware of the complex’s existence, 

the “complex” is envious of the easiness of the happiness of the “simple”, his evident unconsciousness of 

possessing the blessing he stringes so naturally in his arms! The “complex” turns around in circles never 

ending, tormenting himself bursting with simple questions aft questions, almost jealous of the beatitude of 

the “simple” one un-riddled of any question and as subsequence undisposed to answers, folding in his hold 

just happiness plain, in his happiness feign. 

  
  The evening so ended without mutual resolution. Lucky are those who have little to think of„ or 

think with, probably living and enjoying it better: for who strains brains constantly, does not live very well; 

nor very long! 

 
  O Culinary god! I seek thy infinite pity! Remove these tortuous ugly thoughts from the mind of 

your loving humble creature questioning forever the what and why of all. I implore your endless grace: either 

answer at least some questions, or transform me simply to a vegetate state: an advanced state of a vegetable 

that ask I no further question! Hesitate not: throw away these fine mets: serve me an ordinary plate of bloody 

blood-wurst: Devine heaven: but make it appetizing! Please! 

 

Aaaarrrrgh! And Double Aaaarrrrgh! 

 
Honest, this is all: the truth and the whole truth. So help me God! 
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5.    *Hamburg*   Translation (for TINA)   Thoughts-1-  (1993) 
 

 

   Written in the memory of my little gone doggy! 

   So beautiful and delicate was she! My TINA! 

   Only she had ever understood me, and my heart 

   More than human sort of beings can ever ever do! 

   And her loss United me to the Undivided ! 

 
 

All the universality became so empty so  

On the hastened departure of my beloved 

That in every particle and in every fibre 

There remained no motion nor no vibration 

O then it fell such a dark dragging night  

That for thousand centuries no dawn broke 

And every day the sun kept on rising but 

In the still of blackness only darkness expanded 

In me motionless being ’n me motionless spirit 

In these movemented leaves and movemented branches 

Why have they stopped beating the Heart and its Thoughts 

That such ways that were always advancing suddenly turned 

    and coldly stopped still where they were 

      and never moved or went longer anywhere 

That the Tracked Traveler without Travelling 

    became Tired and Torn and Teary 

      and the Hours of waiting were so frozen 

       that desires were lost in silence 

Why all these rude trials day in and night out 

    on my poor and motionless rotting body 

O God gives me today and now Thy benediction 

    the quickness tied to the last Day of Judgment 

That in the end the entire visible movement 

         Be only Thy Infinite Grace! 

So Unique is become Love Invisible! 
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6.  *Basel*   Little DEVIL and the Big DEVIL  Children-1-  (1993) 
 

 

  Today children I am going to tell you a funny story. People suppose that stories are only funny 

when you laugh. But in this funny story you do not laugh, you just smile. Some people laugh when they see 

others being hit on the head by more other people who in their turn are hit on the head by still others, like in 

a slap-stick comedy or like in real life; difference being that in real life getting hit on the head you laugh not, 

relieved that an else-one got hit on the head in your place. No one ever gets hit on the head in our story; so 

you don’t laugh, you only smile: as the funniest part of our funny story is, just hold your laughter a bit, is 

that there is no story at all. Isn’t that funny! And very funny. 

 
 

  Once upon a time there lived two devils: one was called little devil and the other big devil. In 

normal stories, the little devil keeps pulling the leg of the big devil, but here ’twas the contrary; big devil 

always pulled the leg of little devil. Nothing really ever happened: he only called her tenderly “You little devil” 

and that made her smile. Please dear children don’t smile yet, or our story will come to an end and then 

instead of having no story at all we will suffer from the absence of a story: and that is terrible! We will 

become like real people who can live their whole lives in the full and absolute absence of a story. Any story, 

little or big, existing or non-existing. 

 
 

  By force of calling each other “You big devil” “You little devil” people started believing them, 

thinking them to be very evil devils: some gentry likes to believe what is visible on the outside, they don’t 

want to find time to dig deep for what is inside. But as you are all pure on the inside, you know well that 

there was nothing evil at all about our couple of devils; for they harmed none calling each other little devil and 

big devil, it was just their name and having a name is never bad for anybody. And you know, affectionate 

children, what is so funny in our funny story is that they were no devils at all: they were angels disguised, a 

pair of nice angels who loved each other. And God also loved them!  

 

As everyone knows, God loves those who love each other! 

 
 

  Now you can smile and go to sleep sweet children, thinking about our funny story. Have angelic 

dreams, for two small angels will vantage over you while you are sleeping. Loving somebody is a big 

responsibility! So to entrust this important task to competent hands, God had appointed our two small devils 

as children’s custodians for a special reason: as you yourself know very well my naughty naughty childs in 

plural form! 

That angelic children also can often be little devils! 
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6.  *Basel*   Little DEVIL and the Big DEVIL  Children-1-  (1993) 

… By courtesy of Google … Devil … lifehacker.com.au … cliparts.co … melody-in-the-air.deviantart.com … 

… Devil … colourbox.com … lovethispic.com … tattoostime.com … 

    

  

 

   

The Beast was a prince who lost his 
father at a young age, and whose 
mother had to wage war to defend 
his kingdom. The queen left him in 
care of an evil fairy, who tried to 
seduce him when he became an 

adult; when he refused, she 
transformed him into a beast. 

Villeneuve's version 

 

(French: La Belle et la Bête) is a traditional fairy tale written by French 
novelist Gabrielle-Suzanne Barbot de Villeneuve and published in 1740 in La 

Jeune Américaine et les contes marins (The young American and Marine 
Tales). It was abridged and published by Jeanne-Marie Leprince de 

Beaumont in 1756 in Magasin des enfants (Shop of children) to produce the 
version most commonly retold. It was influenced by some earlier stories, such 
as Cupid and Psyche, written by Lucius Apuleius Madaurensi in The Golden 
Ass in the 2nd century AD, and The Pig King, an Italian færy-tale published 
by Giovanni Francesco Straparola in The Facetious Nights of Straparola. 

Per Durham & Lisbon Universities, the story originated around 4,000 years ago. 

… By courtesy of Google … Beast … en.wikipedia/wiki/Beauty_and_the_Beast(2017) … 

… WalterCraneTate …  AnneAnderson …  WarwickGoble  …  Text … 

7.  *Basel*   The   BEAST   and   The   BEAUTY  Faery-Tale-1- (1993) 
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7.  *Basel*   The   BEAST   and   The   BEAUTY   Færy-Tale-1- (1993) 

 

  There was once a beast ’n there was once a beauty: a classical anecdote. But the whole 

atmosphere now was totally un-Mistletoe-like. The beast did not want that the beauty fall in love with him, 

because this was no young beast anymore; he was old ’n tired ’n a very weary beast. While it happens very 

often in færy-tales that a romantic kiss transforms an ugly beast into a charming full of energy young prince, 

breaking the magic spell, for a tired old beast there is no amount of kisses sufficient enough that can ever 

bring youth back: and in the misery of day-to day life are no bewitched-magic-sorts to be broken anyway. 

 
  In this tale, as in real life, everything was wrong, right from the start; even the title! Why the 

beast and the beauty; normally it should have been, the beauty and the beast: where a ravishing beauty is 

court-shipped by a cultivated beast, but in this case the only thing that our poor beast could possibly 

cultivate were the fields nearby and those also only if spared, out of the rainy day, to save or economise a bit. 

Nevertheless, this beast had a good and a pure heart and deserved something much better! Even then he 

didn’t want any beauty near him, for her own good: as had no wealth, no castle neither butler to serve him at 

his table„ and when the crumbs fell on the floor, he had to clean them himself. The beauty on the other hand 

seemed to have everything. As looks go, you can find beauties better; but that is because life in the past had 

dealt her a few tragic blows and her normal spicy sort of petulance was somewhat astray at the moment. 

Nevertheless, she had more than everything; husband, butler, television, car, everything and almost doubly 

and doubly everything: and logically speaking had no place for a beast in her life, null and void. 

 
  Super it is that stories of færies become so ordinary on the brink of realism. She totally ignored 

the existence of a beast, let alone the fact that the beast did not want her near him, for her own sake. But 

things happen the way they are supposed to happen; as færy-tales are written long ago, before we were even 

born: so you cannot change them. Accidentally she had stumbled on the beast and she who had everything, 

husband, butler, television, car everything, or doubly doubly everything, started to wonder if in her everything 

there was a place for a poor frightened beast who was trembling out of God-knows-what sort of fear, not 

realizing that the beast was only trembling out of fear for her; fear for her disillusionment in husband, butler 

plus television, car cum everything in double double, starting to care for a poor old beast trembling with fear 

because he could represent no future for her, incapable of jumping out of the wide blue with riches and 

glamour like that well-known charming young guy, after a magic kiss; all erroneous ’n faulty færy-tale like! 

 
  So you see how our færy-fabel is turning out topsy-turvy. In mostly realistic færy-tales, the 

beauty never has a husband and very rarely a butler„ and is always all over purely pure and purely virgin. 

But here we are relating actual life and in real life a beauty is tied down with a husband and a butler„ and 

was not all pure vision and pure virgin, like it happens in such færy accounts, with large and astonished eyes 

that could only see castles and princes idly sitting around just looking lovely, waiting for the sky to open up 

and fall down hard on her. Also she often had to wash dishes, not because the naughty step-mother obliged 

her to wash them for the pleasure of her nasty step-sisters but because you had to keep them clean everyday, 

for you cannot eat in dirty plates constantly. But this is still another story that we will tell you still another 

day. To carry on now what we had simply opened, it was in this ridiculous sort of situation that the beast who 

didn’t want her to come near him, in her own interest … suddenly unexplainably fell in love with her. 
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  Entire history is witness that it is quite normal for ugly beasts to fall in love with a reasonably 

pleasant attractive beauty. Nations have been overthrown for it and pyres have been kindled and 

extinguished. “Was this the face” famously who had everything, husband, butler etc., “that launched a 

thousand ships”, haunted and created a dilemna for him: everything was all wrong, who was supposed to look 

after whom; and darned be his pride, he who did not even have a butler let alone cars and televisions, for her 

own benefit, decided to disappear from the scene without leaving a forwarding address. But in our story as all 

is upside down anyway, so before he could put any of his rather well and worthy intentions into practice, she 

accosted him and thus spake to him finally for the first time, breaking the long drawn-out silence, “I know 

your inside thoughts and know that they are of noble meaning. You might think that you are a poor old beast 

and since long finished in life: but nature compensates its failures to complete harmony so if nature had not 

given nobility to the down-trodden, they would have no further reason to be or even to exist. I also know 

that you love me and by some clever combination of fate of whom I am no master, it is the same for me too; 

sigh, me too. I have everything; husband, butler and the whole battery of accessories to serve me: but 

somehow I feel that they may even serve me sincerely and well but I do not really accept that they care for me 

at all, as they also have in common sharing the superficial necessities of society to them so important and 

endearing; television, car and the whole paraphernalia reducing me to only a redundant part, condemned ever 

to be silent and ever to be present, of this sad paraphernalia always absolutely self-contained and completely 

self-sufficient. So have I decided to leave everything including every thing„ and adventure myself to the winds 

of airy freeness and if you will still have me, me as myself, let us go away together for the short period that life 

will allow us to live and love; and if something follows that might discontinue it, we will try to carry it on, into 

the beyond if we both so wish and continue to love each other whatever happens, what-so-ever happens here 

or in the afterwards”. Thus ’twas decided and written on the scrolls, partly by fate and partly by heart! 

 
  Isn’t it fabulous that a crushed-out beast so found love. He who had denied himself the gift of 

love, renouncing his being for the betterment of the object of his adoration, negating that she was the one to 

suffer for his personal lack of fortune or the plain hazards of destiny or the cruel passing of passing time, and 

with it youth and fortune and force. Is there any more powerful proof in this,  that God exists and is loving 

and just and kind: kindling ’Tis invisible judicious intervention, without even interfering with ’Tis very Own 

Home-made Devine Law, all in Perfect Equilibrium! 

 
  And you know what happened in the end: the beauty went off with the beast. And ex-husband, 

ex-butler, x-television, and x-car and x-everything and x-isolation, all remained as ex- as they were; closely 

knit together united for ex-ternity, looking at it ex-ternally that can we say. Then years later on, averted 

travellers tell me that somewhere in the long rambles of time, the beauty and the beast lived happily ever 

afterwards or whatever was left of it; and had lots of lovely little children regularly, who were not all ex 

beastly, nor all so ex- as that after all! Not as bad as that„ as an ex- as a beast! 

 
… butler  … beauty  … beast   … 

 …  Ex-E.D.  … Q.E.D.  … Beastsum … In Paradisum (Fauré)    … 
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8.  Roma    Translations from URDU  Death-1-  (1993) 

 

Go outside and play my Child 

 

   to this house comes only Chilling Mourning 

 
That the short  hour of Childhood 

 
   to have full pleasure in its games of Charms Charming 

 

It does not take very long or short Chimes 

 
   to become orphan in this world unChaste Alarming 

 

Where jealousy’s in full bloom to Cheat Awaiting 

 
   Choked that the dead body of our Sentiments  Waiting 

     to start its voyage towards onto the  Chilled Grave Awaiting! 

 
… 

 

’Tis death that there is no movement’s variation 

    
as so what’s life without vibration 

 

How old ’n weak are the heart-throbs 

  

as so under this pressure of we living blobs 

 
Bursts a heart as so when out 

  

as so forth does sprout 

       please sow it softly anew as old 

         with subtle string fragile ’n cold 

 

As so that blood has no stopping 

    
as so to keep flowing eternally out oozing 

       from the wound slowly slowly 

of love so boldly 

that none forget the colour bloody 

of pure sharp redness 

         of unkissed lips hurt so virgin ! 
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9.  Milano    Balls   and   Shit    Reality-1-  (1993) 

 

This event happened in *Bordeaux* (1980) … But I wrote it years later in Milano ! 

 

  Little a dog was playing with a ball. Throwing it in all sort of directions and catching it before it 

touched ground: seemed like his whole object of life was rolling and playing with balls. People play with balls 

also, like dogs„ that’s also very funny. There are big balls and small balls, there are hard balls and soft 

balls and there are hand balls and foot balls and basket balls and cricket balls and base-balls and noble-

balls„ and just plain balls ’n the bowels: in odd quantities. 

 
  Non-serious so, our dog played with his torn ball all alone, bothering none. While serious 

people divide themselves in different groups of eleven or less or more and there are often up to about thirty, 

all together chasing or running madly after a round ball; which is the gist of about any game. When a small 

dog plays with an even smaller ball it can be amusing: but when there are about twenty-two stupid idiots all 

running full speed simultaneously behind a medium-sized ball with umpires ’n referees and lines-men and a 

shouting public who even pays by the nose to see a poor innocent under-ball being hit mercilessly„ it can also 

become a matter of national prestige. But for our little under-dog there was no such problem, playing joyously 

with his torn-ball: however for national prestige, our little dog didn’t give a shit. 

 
  Seeing this commossed me„ deciding to write a short-story! 

 
  Retarded mentally a person walked on his crutches and sat on his wheel-chair, playing with 

his smart dog. Life could have been gentle with him, but had opted to throw him into deep shit. He didn’t 

complain. He had accepted what life had offered him and was quite content to sit on his wheely chair and as 

he himself could not run, he used to launch a ball to his dog who sprinted after it and brought it back to put 

it on his feet to get a nice tap on his head from the loving master. Thus continued it on day in and day out; 

three comrades, a stale beaten-up bastard of blind providence, a tiny little dog full of intelligence and spirit 

and only a rather roundish ball to share among the two: and none was complete without the others. 

 
  Reality demands that they had to live and eat also. So our paupery invalid worked and worked 

his hands out. When first I saw him, he was selling his stuff in a village carnival, of a crowd-full, confused 

and reflective saying repeatedly to himself, “I must go home, I must go home to get more merchandise; there 

are too many people, too many people: but who is going to look after my dog, my dog”. The scene was so 

touching, not to sat pathetic, that I offered to baby-sit the dog and while the master was away on his rapid 

wheel-chair, his dog patiently sat down watching his return with a short moaning sound intermittently. It was 

as if his whole world had frozen for a period; and I need not explain the details of the high jumps of joy he 

engaged, in when his master finally made his so awaited come-back. 

 
  Lived in an extensive house on the other side of the road, a fortunate man with a nice family 

and lots of bank accounts. Gentry likes to have a lot of bank accounts to show other gentry not having a lot of 

bank accounts who is more lucky to have lots and lots more of bank accounts, even if there were not much 

grainy grands in them sometimes. Momentarily was so the case, unhappiness following for he did not have  
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enough printed-paper to pay his car insurance. He ran all round and round after air-balls, thus managing to 

do some good old printing-business, which made him exceedingly smug, having enough money to pay his car 

insurance, even twice. Consequently he re-established his lately cancelled insurance, took holidays, went 

travelling, had an auto-accident: and found himself on a brand-new wheel-chair. 

 

  Two individuals now we have, squatting face to face on wheels and chairs. 

One unfortunate but happy, playing with his dog. 

Other fortunate in general but unhappy, perhaps he had no dog to play with. While our 

unfortunate friend was gratified to be alive, unmindful of misfortune or higher ideas like God, our more 

fortunate friend still having lots of bank accounts over bank accounts with lots of red or green pepper & 

money drafts-over-drafts in them and lots of dependents to serve him and change his nappies when need was, 

was ever sitting down morose thinking about God and destiny telling passers-by that life was like shit, just 

like the one he had now done in his nappies. To start with, we had told you that our unfortunate friend was 

mentally defective and it is well known that mentally retarded persons think not about God: such complicated 

concepts are the dominion of brainy philosophers or the plainly unlucky, so having something to do they can 

idle out time; for deep in adversity, passing dreadful and vacant hours without God can be very tiring! 

  

  Whiled it thus on for many long autumns unto summers. The two invalid sat just on their 

wheels guarding each other; not understanding nor the one the unhappiness of the other nor the other the 

happiness of the first: ’n thus serenely our lil-dog gaily played on with his own deformed ball„ ’cause he 

couldn’t play with anyone else’s! 

 

  With this story I went to a publisher considered very serious; and he was flabbergasted. Said 

he so, “You can’t publish Balls and Shit”, in a very dO-Omy tone, like deciding once and for all the end of 

the good world. “People do not want to hear such nonsense; all about shit bothers them: and they cannot 

imagine that a responsible and consciencious person can write such shi-things. But wait a moment. 

Supposing that you were dead: that would be a different matter, a good solution. It bothers the public while 

you are sitting and shitting alive; but once you are dead, it doesn’t disturb anyone. We can even make big 

business of it! So please die first: then come to us with your shit: and like Romeo and Juliette, your name 

we’ll shine studding in the sky! 

 

Weakness mine is thus, my Strength mine … well Understanding„ & just not quite UNDERstating … 
 

 

That you have to die … before making yourself, well well well UNDERstood! 

 

Realistically so, I tore up my story of Balls and Shit; 

and rolling it into a paper ball threw it to my young dog: 

who started playing with it because at least she, 

she didn’t care a shit wether it was a real ball or a paper ball; 

hatched or un-hitched ball or un-ball … a hit or a shit ball. 

 

Here I dare not a Balls Song Sung during 2nd. World War … as V may consider it an attaint on Private Parts! 
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9.  Milano    Balls   and   SHIT   Reality-1-  (1993) 

… By courtesy of Google … Play-Balls … dreamstime.com … pinterest.com … boostinspiration.com  … 

… Play-Balls … alamy.com … dreamstime.com … stock-clip.com … 

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

… By courtesy of Google … Cats-HH … de.aliexpress.com …  naturelands.wordpress.com … 
… Cats-HH … fanpop.com … funny-pictures.picphotos.net … 

10.  *Basel*   CATS,   HORSES   and   HAMSTERS  Teasingly-1- (1993) 
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10.  *Basel*    CATS,   HORSES   and   HAMSTERS  Teasingly-1- (1993) 

 

 

  What can be more stupid than a hamster. But when is loved by a smart young lady, it becomes 

something completely else, some-what completely metamorphorised, somehow completely me! 

 

  Such a smart lady I knew once„ ’n ’twas love at first sight. And without preliminaries, declared I 

my love in a rather surprisingly original manner. “I want to become your hamster”. She thought it very comic 

’n amusingly crazy. Imagine a fat lump of lard ’n grease almost as big as a pig trying to condense himself 

frantically into a small hamster. What does he think himself to be; a famous big prestigitator airy-like going 

in-out of musical boxes or what? I mean the only effect common between him and the hamster perhaps was 

the word “ham”. So not getting a positive reply from her, I went about in my usual abodes depressively lost, 

resembling a half-hamster with intelligence of the same proportions, totally concentrated in so many slots of 

smaller dimensions.  

 

  This same smart lady also loved horses. And with my brainful of a half-hamster, I dared to try 

again. “I want to become your horse”, so said I. “Then you can ride on me„ and I will take you across the 

beautiful and wild wonderousnesses of nature with the wet-rain and the west-wind whistling through your 

whispy-whirly hair”. Quite satisfied was I with myself this once; because in spite of the squinty brain 

described above, and below, very much below, I had maneuvered to pass off as very reasonably and 

hamsteristically romantic. But to my dis-appointment, the reply was still not very positive. She might have 

thought that getting a compliment like you were an Aphrodite song image„ walking around with hips swinging 

from one end of the great globe to the other and drooling passers-by winking and whining at you, would 

make some sense; but cold rainy wind wheezing through the hair„ with nobody around going nuts for them … 

hellooooo … brrrr … brrrr … and … double–brrrr … especially when you have just been to the hair-dresser 

and have had them all lacquered and flattened paying a fortune for it … you  must be a nuts-muncher! 

Makes your hair and all dress-up! So out you go good old man and let’s not speak about it anymore; 

expressed in this succinct phrase, “Ye don’t become no horse. No sir”. Full-Stop. This was very good; and 

very promising: she didn’t like me like a horse. 

    

  Desperate was I and sought to become something of value for her, anything under the sun 

possible, when I illuminatively remembered that she also had two cats. This was easy game; so all for all 

playing high stakes, I determined to give it a last chance, using my now even minuter brain„ or what was left 

of it. No romance on this golden occasion and the last; just practical sense. Then taking a real deep breath so 

that the whole sentence come out in a gush, not she interrupting me, I blurted forth rapidly: “I want to 

become your two cats, that you can feed me cosy-like and make me your special Kitty-Kitty ’n Kitty-Kat ’n 

Kitty-Kid! Ouf!” That to her seemed very reasonable, for cats are loving creatures and you must feed them to 

keep them in form: and as she had basically the makings of a good ol’ squaw ’n a tender mammy, she took me 

as her ‘Herr’; for you know, husbands can easily replace cats, as you have also to nourish them to keep 

them in form„ and going on. Logical, no! 
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http://www.photopoly.net/37-beautiful-cat-pictures/
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  As in færy-tales, we lived happily ever afterwards, feeding ’n being fed. Ô! Ô forgot to tell you. 

All this didn’t actually happen: a non-sensical fiction I just made-up„ to make her laugh when I saw her sad„ 

strangly sad, one strange day and I had had a terrible desire to approach her saying, “I want you to laugh out 

and love me, only by this insignificant dawning„ that looking deep into my humid lids, you see a half-but-

complete smile, for none else but you”. 

 
   Blink Blink    …  Blink Blink … Blink Blink    …  

 
  But dreading to loose her like a stupid ol’ hamster, kept I my maw of a mouth shut! O, pity! 

That a half-hamster’s brain’s worth not half it’s weight of a damned-hog ol’half of a half of a hamster! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

… By courtesy of Google … Cats-HH … de.aliexpress.com …  naturelands.wordpress.com … 

… Cats-HH … horseforum.com … World's RAREST Horses Ever! YouTube … Ang.O.paintings-Wildlife … 

10.  *Basel*   CATS,   HORSES   and   HAMSTERS  Teasingly-1- (1993) 

 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/c/EnglishFairyTales
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1uJqeQczyE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1uJqeQczyE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BteW7-ltsrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zvTgL2e044
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FKZdyzZy8dc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDIIH62xOl0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FKZdyzZy8dc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kMKc8nfPATI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FKZdyzZy8dc
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http://www.ango-paintings.com/
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http://www.photopoly.net/37-beautiful-cat-pictures/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FKZdyzZy8dc
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11.  *Basel*    The   VALLEY   of   IRISES   Teasingly-2- (1993) 

 

 

  In the valley where flourished the irises, flourished a lone flower. Her name was, one wondered 

why??? …  IRIS! A bud bowed and low! 

 

  Perhaps the first I was I: that’s me! The subsequent R was of Reflection; of thought of water of 

moon-light Refracting the ‘clair’ of the sun to ‘eclaire’ a nocturne world of Romance; of Reflections of thoughts 

of happiness of suffering. The second I was of my better half: her! Lastly the S bowed for Surrender; to one 

another, to the God of un-Seeing love: but little eyed Cupid was no blind bloke, for he tattered well his way 

around. And the whole composed a flower; half-open half-closed, half-upright half-inclined„ proving what 

complete is, is another name of two equal halfs! We! Love VI.R.US! We r us, so One 1 : I + V = Vin! 

And thus V 1 won : One and only One, i.e., Won, i.e., V One … We! 

 

  Flowers are not for ever, but reflecting about them renders us eternity by their beauty! Think 

not, we write no story nor extend we no theme, wander we about just enjoying an apparition in the Valley of 

Irises„ who seeking not compliments realized not, that she was special„ one special open compliment to 

nature: a compliment by nature on all so wonderfullly wonderful on this earth; a unique event: just a very 

very Complete Compliment of mama-nature, Completing the in-Complete Completely. 

 

  So fixed of foot was she, that were she a woman, she would be the contrary, a little vagabond, 

running around doing this and doing that. And so fixed a lady once I asked, “Listen, are you free this 

evening”, and she retorted, “Definitely Not”. On the pretext that she was invited to a restaurant: hi hi„ 

‘restaurant’, probably a junk-yard of an Imbiss where the uncouth were siphoning down fish ‘n chips with 

dark mayonnaise on top, balancing ably sloppy paper-couverts in a heap of waste-baskets scattered all 

around, where ended so filthy water-pools in the surrounds. Sorry! Only teasing was I! 

 

  To hook the devil by the nose, took it I to send her the opening of a story„ this one; that she 

peruse it at her leisure: jumping here and jumping there. Surprised was she; and I do hope, agreeably: to say, 

“Are you mad! How can you invent all this”. Then tenderly I added, “Me insides is a turmoil„ just ask not the 

cosmos to limit and close itself. Since you entered in me, stars have learned to expand and my being 

becomes only bigger than bigger”. And when I was about to end at the prelude of my recital, centuries later„ 

she cut me short, “Please stop. I love you also”. Thus was my flower-woman; direct, frank, laconic. 

 

  That’s all she said. Utmost try I, to make her speak a few more words; suppose you that waiting 

patiently some more centuries„ guarding her jealously in my heart, watching eternally my Valley of Irises, 

sigh, she may sway faintly her head; or saintly her face or move daintily her lips„ or talk a little’, a Wee little ? 

  

https://www.dreamstime.com/photos-images/basel-switzerland.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFdBNJsW46Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dudqnGArzyM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFdBNJsW46Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dudqnGArzyM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qNlk3FAb5c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V511CLkybWw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MwLWbWRsFig
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0_BnNDOpCM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SlTUXaWu29U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_ijz9kFy6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2xnPSRSSzU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BteW7-ltsrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7FUSwQLr_dU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qNlk3FAb5c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BteW7-ltsrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qNlk3FAb5c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gfg0XCBiZz0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=el2u-gUGdUQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFdBNJsW46Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dudqnGArzyM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2rKmS8iHT8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2rKmS8iHT8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Eh5BpSnBBw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2rKmS8iHT8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ROd1Acma64o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOjqd0qU3DA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDrQENloq5g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Umb6KYsLg18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nT3Ig1tKpWM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nT3Ig1tKpWM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BteW7-ltsrI
https://www.dreamstime.com/stock-images-woman-orchid-forest-image8646384
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8FAoDCmLc4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHMmtqKgs50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFdBNJsW46Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dudqnGArzyM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ewU_pDCLJyg
https://www.canstockphoto.com/images-photos/lips.html
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… Google … Irises … botanicalart.wordpress.com … 1-pinterest.com … vGogh-corksandcanvasevents.com  … 

… Irises … fleamarketgardening.org … -2-pinterest.com… spottedtail.com … 

   

   

Donald Rumsfeld stated:  U.S. Dept. Defense 

Reports that say that something hasn't happened 
are always interesting to me, because as we know, 
there are known knowns; because there are things 
we know we know. Then we also know there are 
known unknowns; that is to say we know there are 

some things we do not know. But there are also 
unknown unknowns – the ones we don't know 
we don't know. And if one looks throughout the 
history of our country and other free countries, it is 
the latter category, that tends to be the difficult one. 

 

The black 
swan theory or theory of 

black swan events is 

a metaphor that describes an 

event that comes as a surprise, 

has a major effect, and is often 

inappropriately rationalized 
after the fact with the benefit 

of hindsight. The term is based 

on an ancient saying which 

presumed black swans did not 

exist, but the saying was 

rewritten after black swans 
were discovered in the wild. 

 

 

 

The butterfly effect is the concept that 

small causes can have large effects. 
Initially, it was used with weather 

prediction but later the term became a 
metaphor used in and out of science. The 
butterfly effect is exhibited by very simple 
systems … randomness of the outcomes 

of throwing dice: 
the precise direction, thrust, & orientation 
of the throw into significantly different dice 

paths & outcomes, making it virtually 
impossible throwing dice exactly the 

same way twice. 

Two segments of the 3D evolution of 
two trajectories (blue, yellow) for the 

same period of time in the Lorenz 
attractor. Two initial points differ by 

only 10
−5

 in x-coordinate. Initially, the 
two trajectories seem coincident, 

indicated by small difference 
between the z coordinate of blue & 
yellow trajectories, but for t > 23 the 

dif. is as large as the value of 
trajectory. Final position of cones 

indicates: two trajectories are no 
longer coincident at t = 30. 

… By courtesy of Google … Text … en.wikipedia.org …  Lorenz Attractor …  300px-TwoLorenzOrbits … 

…  Dont-200px-Lorenz_attractor_yb.svg … Text … en.wikipedia.org …  Lorenz Attractor  …  Text … 

12.  *Lörrach*    DON’T     KNOW   Thinks-2-  (1993) 

 
 

https://www.dreamstime.com/photos-images/basel-switzerland.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFdBNJsW46Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dudqnGArzyM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJzD4vF5dFA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJzD4vF5dFA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.S._Department_of_Defense
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_swan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_swan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metaphor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hindsight
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Randomness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dice
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAfxKExKjVQ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lorenz_attractor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lorenz_attractor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lorenz_attractor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lorenz_attractor
https://www.loerrach.de/en/L%C3%B6rrach-at-a-glance
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12.  *Lörrach*    DON’T     KNOW   Thinks-2-  (1993) 

 

 

  There was this heavy, heavy thinker. He had studied and he had studied and he had studied; 

and he had learned and learned and learned: and thus he knew, he knew, he knew, that he knew NOT! One 

day when his pupils asked him … “What is the reason of the mysteries of creation”, he gave a very wisely wise 

reply„ ’n in a simple, “I don’t know”„ that’s what he said so wisely! 

 

  There was this crazy lover. And he loved and he loved and he loved. And his beloved seemed to 

like him also. So he wrote and wrote and wrote so many exquisitely beautiful love-letters that only the ink he 

flowed could have thus filled half the oceans of this earth. But one day when he asked his beloved, “Do you 

love me”, she gave him an indefinite wise reply. She said, “I don’t know”„ and that’s what she said! 

 

  There was this angel sitting in the sky with ’tis harp and ’tis book. God had entrusted it the 

‘end’ ’n the ‘beginning’ of the ‘end’ of the world, but it kept on non-chalantly playing and playing and playing 

’tis harp„ and reading ’tis evidently very readable book. Then when one sunny day, curiously some “casse-

pieds” nosy-bodies questioned him, “When is coming to be the end, the beginning of the end, of these rolling 

systems called worlds?” It shrugged thus ’tis shoulders saying, “I don’t know”, for God had told it nothing so 

far of ’Tis ultimate decision; so it sat there duly all day aimlessly re-playing ’tis harp„ thus so to re-read ’tis 

book, repeatedly repeating under-voice, “I don’t know, I don’t know”. And sincerely, when you don’t know„ 

what can you know„ except that you know not, nor nothing! 

 

  There was this miracle of a little red ant. He worked and he worked and he worked, to bring a 

grain after a grain after a grain of food to his hide-out„ to save for hard or harder days. Finally one tired 

evening a well-wishing friend riddled him long, “When is your work finishing„ and thus when will you hope to 

rest”„ he only deigned to give this reply, “I don’t know”. A wise reply, so to say, a truly wise reply! 

 

  And then there was God, Ultimately! And Who created and Who loved and loved and created„ 

like there was never no end to it ever, forever. And so when a chorus of angels asked, “How much do You 

Love Your Creation?” Lovingly were they admonished, by a wise reply, “That as such, is but the only thing in 

the Universes  which I don’t know … as I have NEVER NEVER lost it!” 

 

Thus well thought„ a very wise reply came indeed: Our Dear Old Creator. 

 

  Everything in this conglomeration of world-matter is relative: but matters of the highest 

knowledge of all, clear up only when you start realishing that in the end„ “You just don’t know, don’t know!” 

Know thus Nothing at all! 

 

  With this, the absolutely crazy lover, kissed simply the tomatoe-cheeks of his sweet beloved: but 

thus however, I know not„ how the story ends!  … Well! Well! Well! 

  

https://www.loerrach.de/en/L%C3%B6rrach-at-a-glance
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2qikF2O_wWU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-H6vmLgJHOk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Eh5BpSnBBw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BteW7-ltsrI
https://pixabay.com/en/universe-sky-star-space-all-2742113/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1-LCnGojnw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1-LCnGojnw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1-LCnGojnw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5RO6w8mpo9o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BteW7-ltsrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VCCtD7w-FOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VCCtD7w-FOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0_BnNDOpCM
https://www.shutterstock.com/search/hands+on+cheeks+happiness
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13.  *Lörrach*   HUSBANDS     and     BUTLERS  Tenderly-1-  (1993) 

 

 

  The poor butler was sitting on his bed, thinking. Unhappy! The mistress had given him the day 

off: a born butler he didn’t like off-days, ofcourse. He liked to do things for his mistress. Everything! Like 

wash dishes. He was’nt officially paid for it. But when you are a nice butler you do do “such things” free of 

charge. He also liked to serve dinner. Or say “Yes Sir”. Sorry “Yes Madam”. He used to say “Yes Sir” when 

the mistress had a husband. But now, all that was left really of the former husband, was a court-case for 

separation. And the butler didn’t mind it. Now he could have his mistress all for himself. He had a simple 

mind, so he didn’t mind. For, he used to think in a simple way. That is why we are writing this story in short 

phrases. Because, if we start using intricate language and complicated constructions of high grammer, the 

butler, our normal-life hero„ might not understand his own story. And that would not be fair. Would it ? 

 

 

  As we have already said, once the mistress also had a husband. And the butler used to say “Yes 

Sir” and “Yes Madam”. Alternatively and indifferently. In those days she was, so to say, a double-mistress„ so 

to say, a husband on top of a butler ah-ha, had had. But as everyone knows, husbands and butlers are 

radically different. For a husband you have to cook food and wash the vessel. But„ none of quite this for the 

quiet butler. A good butler can oven eats for you, if he likes„ or wash dishes, if he so wants. He is like a well-

regulated washing-machine. You just have to order “ Jeeves ” and then quickly press the button. And the 

butler starts washing the dishes immediately. Or you put him on “automatic”„ and the roast chicken comes 

out, after an hour.  Thus, in many ways you can “program” him. But you can’t do all that with a husband. 

Sometimes a husband can’t even make love correctly; but that is not the butler’s job: on automatic, of course. 

Leave alone cleaning vessel or grilling food„ my God, to husband? Phooh! And double-Phooh! And he leaves 

his things all over the house, that have you just now arranged for the simple pleasure of seeing you restart all 

over again, a great disaster; a habit of his, his father, his grand-father, his great grand-father: &nd so and so 

forth„ till the fourth or more generation. This last phrase was a bit long and intertwined, but as it was 

destined to the husband, the butler does not have to completely understand it. So it’s all right„ a butler 

being a bit mean of intelligence, I mean. We are saddened to have deviated from our pact: this being more 

the story of the butler, as much as is possible, we will leave the husband out of it, to concentrate on the 

butler; even if deep concentration was not really his main force  …  deep freeze, frozen, froze  … 

 

 

  Now times had changed. And the butler had the mistress all to himself. He even used to call her 

affectionately “Moostress”, as high-class English: that is because he feigned a terrible accent. But that was 

not his fault. He was brought-up that way in the deeps of stricken poverty. Then he did not well understand 

anyway the distinction between a mouse, “moos” his dialect„ and a mistress, realm of the educated. Basically 

he was quite satisfied to brush her hair, pass his fingers in her hair for her relaxation or massage her feet: if 

the moostress so desired. However we don’t just know the desires of mistress, or “Moostress”, if you wish. As 

she did not herself either, this subject we will not touch, out of respect for her privacy. So we continue. The 

best object of a butler is that you can call him whenever you feel like. It is the contrary of a more consuming  

  

https://www.loerrach.de/en/L%C3%B6rrach-at-a-glance
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https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/experts-time-division-days-hours-minutes/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xqZ16iNPaac
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7QewW3Up50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6iWovUbZwQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMO9gLposMg
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independent husband, who you can’t really call when you feel like; as being obliged to smell his dirty socks or 

laundering them, a good ol’ butler is problem-free; if not wishing it express, you don’t actually sniff nothing. 

Thus a butler has the added advantage, of being “odourless” and “ardourless”, unlike a husband! Good God! 

 

  But we know that our help was unhappy. The mistress gave him too much time off. Like a 

planet, he turns around his sun. And what of a helper’s role, if a mistress does’nt employ him full-time. Thus 

he sat abject on his bed, thinking long and wide, wide and long. But thoughts went not very far, as you had to 

plan out also the menu of tomorrow and carefully calculate future cooking temperatures. Tomorrow, the 

mistress could not accord him excessive freedom to cogitate, if cogitating could occur in as simple a brain 

as such. Cleaning was to be done and plants were to be watered; and water was to be filled and also,  

filters were to be replaced: his was a full-filled brain, for he was no fool to be easily fooled??? N’est-ce pas? 

Sorry that was French, which was what the Moostress understood„ but not at all he; for he was English„ 

surely a bit week, but a brain-full of English. 

 

  Alas! None care for wisdom watered! Friends! Have you noticed that I have again managed to 

write another no-top-no-bottom story, no end as usual. That’s my personal tragedy; a real and endless fable, 

of tragi-comedies: no end, no fend, no off-end! 

 

  What’s the moral: is it that a butler reflects while a husband does not? Or ’tis the other way 

around? Let me share to you, a secret; all the above is not really important. Important is that the mistress, 

moostress in this case ‘hases’ so nice a time. Sometimes doing the thinking even for both of the two: and why 

not three„ or both of the three; that’s also, me writing this scrap! But it is better that I make myself rare on 

the scene, for that being another account we’ll relate it to you separately: “Narration for my Moostress”. 

 

  One question? Did you remark that deliberately I missed of our mistress, out a something of 

primary importance? Omitting to put into evidence during all, the inkling of a doubt, that even a simple butler 

has a heart: but it’s saddening that often queenships, believe that bleak simplicity swirls unendingly around 

in daily chores ’n wash-machines … True Jeeves … 

 

  And the heart! Once it might come out cleaner, while for another once only broken! Who knows„ 

and how and the what about„ the when and how? How … Ugh ? 

 

  Because a butler is a butler, not minding, not meaning, never saying anything except a soft … 

“Yes … Sir” or “Madam”! He thinks, methinks for sure … True Jeeves … 

 

But! Who knows of what he methinks! Who knows? Do you? Or don’t you ? 

 

For a Butler is a Butler … Whatever he may do ! 

 

For a GUY IS A GUY … Wherever he may be ! (Doris Day) 

"A Guy Is a Guy" is a popular song written by Oscar Brand. It was published in 1952. 

The song originated in a British song, "I Went to the Alehouse (A Knave Is a Knave)," dating from 1719. During World War II, soldiers sang a 
bawdy song based on "A Knave Is a Knave," entitled "A Gob Is a Slob." Oscar Brand cleaned up the lyrics, and wrote this song based on it. 
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… By courtesy of Google … CroppedImage210120-castle-11 … butlerschool.com … Text  … 

… Guildford St Nicolas (PGW was christened) … online-literature.com … Jeeves (Text) … pg-wodehouse … 

 

The word butler derives from the old 
French bouteillier, and identified the cup-bearer 

or the one in charge of the bottles in large 
households. Bottle and the French equivalent 
both come from the medieval Latin buticula, a 
diminutive of buttis, a cask, which is also the 

origin of the English word "butt", given to large 
wooden container for liquid. The beer cellar in 
medieval times would have contained butts or 

wooden casks, not glass bottles. 

So the buttery originally had nothing to do with 
butter but was the place for storing the butts. 

 

"Precisely, sir," said Jeeves . 

"If I might make the suggestion, sir, I should not 
continue to wear your present tie. The green 
shade gives you a slightly bilious air. I should 
strongly advocate the blue with the red domino 
pattern instead, sir." 

"All right, Jeeves" I said humbly. "You know!"— 

"The Aunt and the Sluggard", My Man Jeeves 
 

why 
 
  (wī, hwī) adv. 
For what purpose, reason, or cause;  
with what intention, justification 
… or motive: Why is the door shut?  
Why do birds sing? 
conj. 
1. The reason, cause, or purpose … 
for which: I know why you left. 
2. Usage Problem 
On account of which; for which. 
n. pl. whys 
1. The cause or intention underlying a 

given action or situation: studying the 
whys of antisocial behavior. 
2. A difficult problem or question. 
interj. 
Used to express mild surprise,  
indignation, or impatience. 
 
Usage Note: A traditional rule states: 
why is redundant in the expression rea
son why, as in The reason why he acc
epted the nomination is not clear. It’s tr
ue that why could be eliminated, and th
at that could be used instead of why, b
ut reason why has been used by reput

able English writers … 
since  Renaissance 

Why is the sky blue? Why does snow melt? Why do people die?  
Why is that man sleeping on the street?  
Why can’t I have ice cream?  
Why do I have to go to bed? 

Young children are full of questions like these. They’ve learned 
from us that people ask why. As philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein 
would say, they’ve learned to play a language game (“form of life” 
or activity that human beings engage in), and through playing this 
particular language game over and over and over, they come to see 
and experience things and events causally and to expect that 
everything they encounter in the world is either the cause or the effect 
of something else.     Lois Holzman Ph.D. 

 

Once we’re adults, “Why?” stays with us. 

Causality is one of the ways we know—to know something has come to 
mean to know its causes and its effects. Causality, Reality, and others are 
among the 12 categories of thought identified by 
18th-century German philosopher Immanuel Kant to correspond to forms 
of understanding that are the foundations of our conceptual knowledge. 
These categorical ways of thinking are a priori, meaning they are 

independent of experience—they’re the innate structures of the human 
mind. It’s these categories, the story goes, that then shape our experiences. 
The short version, in the vernacular of our day, is, "We’re programmed 
that way.” Traditional psychotherapy depends on causality. Identifying what 
is causing depression  …  changes it … 

… By courtesy of Google … thefreedictionary.com … Text …  psychologytoday.com … 

14.  *Offenburg*     WHY ?   Thinks-3-  (1993) 

 
 

https://www.loerrach.de/en/L%C3%B6rrach-at-a-glance
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMO9gLposMg
http://www.butlerschool.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8wGx2XeAr4c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-gvuakWxM4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AF2vvdvYlm0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMO9gLposMg
http://dictionary.reverso.net/french-definition/lexique
http://dictionary.reverso.net/french-definition/lexique
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAfxKExKjVQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-gvuakWxM4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-gvuakWxM4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-gvuakWxM4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYSsebSh8bE
https://pixabay.com/en/universe-sky-star-space-all-2742113/
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/sleep
http://www.alamy.com/stock-photo/children-silhouettes.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0_BnNDOpCM
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/empathy
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/therapy
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/depression
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uznD09kBX_M
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14.  *Offenburg*     WHY ?   Thinks-3-  (1993) 

 
 

 

  And one day, begging afore ’Tis pardon, when after so long long waitings, God will give me audience„ 

I will but request simply, “Why?” 

 

  And one day, when God will give me madness, instead of reason„ which is also madness in its 

unreason, I will but pray on again the same, “Why?” So one day, if God’s Will will cut short the term fixed of my 

suffering, unto ’Tis I’ll say, “Thousands Thanks”, submitting still onwards to ’Tis, “Why?” Why all my pains? Or my 

lack of brains? What had I done wrong! What have I done so wrong! Is love only a fire which burns? 

 

  And one day when my beloved will condescend to hear me, three times I will ask her the following 

question “Why?” “Why” these so long hours of separation, “Why” solitude?  And three times I will receive no reply: 

but I will wait on, paying the price of love whatever has to be paid. So seems written my destiny; and the script 

of fate never falters. 

 

  And one good day, God’s Wisdom might reply to me; or fire or anger or love: or? In misery, did you 

notice, unclear being mind„ the difference between God’s Anger or Love? All is the same to you, when wrapping 

madness has enveloped your soul. 

 

  And one day my beloved probably may reply to me also. “Arn’t you happy! Havn’t you noticed that it 

is a very nice day today”. She has a very strange way of avoiding quite awkward questions„ so’s my loved beloved. 

 

  And God has a strange way of avoiding irrelevant answers! 

 

  And well advises Hope. The Hope that you have to find by yourself alone. But how do you find Hope 

… when you are deep down in scoff. 

 

  And finally when I became mad„ and sang forelone lullabys to my beloved who wanted not even to 

sleep, without great concern she considered it proper to ask me only one question in return, “Why are you looking 

so bewildered? Why! Why! Why!” 

 

  And to all these “Whys”, I humbly supplicate just a half of a halfened explanation, 

“Why”! Ô God Almighty, Whose Name Is Good God! And Clemence! 

 

  And You who never put more weight on any shoulders, other than the burden they can bear, please 

tell me why, when they say that when You love, You open the door to Paradise; why, why, why, appeared to open 

the seeming gate of gaping Hell, before I closed even not my eyes or lids, without the fowling day of Reckoning, 

afore the falling day of Reckoning! 

 

  And “Why”? Is it that You love me so that You want me to prove my love„ until the last fires of Hell 

inside get burnt out! Is so bliss? If so it is, so will it be … By and My God! 

 

  And always begging ’Tis pardon, “But Why”? Why insignificant me? 

 

  And “Why?”  “But Why?”  “So … Why Ask Why?” 

   

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uznD09kBX_M
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfaeonmHc2A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BteW7-ltsrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z1nu_8IQd78
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAfxKExKjVQ
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/experts-time-division-days-hours-minutes/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAfxKExKjVQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BteW7-ltsrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z1nu_8IQd78
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BteW7-ltsrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BteW7-ltsrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6PaCFwq_ik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BteW7-ltsrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=djwgZWFW4gg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9HholIx7uaU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BteW7-ltsrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BteW7-ltsrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z1nu_8IQd78
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15.  *Offenburg*   MISTRESSES    and    BOY-FRIENDS  Comically-1- (1993) 
 
 

 

  Having ten doors and ten keys and putting wrong keys to wrong doors, none will open. 

Same are logic bands of pairing couples. Only can open the right door, the right key. Beings also are of 

complex material; thousands of keys and accordances must be associated to proper hooks before finding 

a right couple! With one sole hand, clap you cannot. Coupling is lots of hard work and constant 

sacrifices: of both partners. And some want to do it jumping into bed, closing eyes, just waiting for 

miracles! Can it stand up? To a reasoning person, I mean! Well! And a deep well! You want to be honest, 

then please no escapes. Everything serves what it serves! Don’t tell me a horse is a cow, when a cow is 

not a horse. Sorry, I was not born yesterday! 

 

 

  I have never had a girl-friend. It seems too easy. You just go out to find one. Being more 

exigent, I like difficulty. So speak to me of mistresses: my speciality, my dominion. Select a pretty and 

elegant one, having a certain character; then cure it, cultivate it, court it, to finally conquer it: 

culminating in a cosy sort of companionship so agreeable to both; sometimes in bed ’n sometimes 

without, with or without it coming to the knowledge of “husband”. Function might it sometimes and 

other-times not. So you try then to try again. And when it succeeds, you enlightenedly kiss her, 

respectfully denude her, carefully wrapping away the under-clothes for future use, and start to caress 

her gently in pre-agreed agreeable spots, increasing in intensity your strokes as sighs flow by: seems like 

out of a doctor’s hand-book. “Handy Advice : on how to make successful pairs … out of all broken-down 

un-successful ones”. Don’t worry; doctor’s couples will remain always a success unsuccessful: it’s only 

this said practitioner who has made his unsuccess so successful, becoming filthy rich. He could have 

been a witty-bitty more honest: incise on his consultancy door, “Make love, not beds”, and make you 

laugh also. But then he himself wouldn’t have laughed, for the fortunate unsuccessful would have 

succeeded then; and unfortunately he not: even not a smile. Smile if I don’t have to clarify it all to you, 

so I hope. You, who are expert practicians of the Kama-Sutra, or parts of it, yourselves initiated! And 

Those not, just raise your hands! Good Heavens! I mean ONE hand at a time, not TWO TWO please! 

 

 

  O gods! Never realized that I had such a vast following among the base ignorants. 

 

 

  Don’t think I am a very elevated writer. But, doesn’t matter. Everywhere in the stalls and 

shops you find copies of this Kama-Sutra, K.S. literally in German, “Keine Scheiβe” or ‘what you should 

not do when you should not do’: and rock-bottom or other bottom prices; inexpensive, like my book, 

which is of little value if you don’t read it. 

 

  Lesson done! Friends! Now go home. And find a partner … What? You don’t have any? 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uznD09kBX_M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyl6eoU-3Rg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9HholIx7uaU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKhlFic_A5A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BteW7-ltsrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1uJqeQczyE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zvTgL2e044
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zvTgL2e044
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyl6eoU-3Rg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyl6eoU-3Rg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAfxKExKjVQ
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  No partner? Oh! That’s why you raised both your hands so high? Since when … Sorry! 

You poor old mistake of nature! Anyway, take a chance, go in the street, roll in mud, chase skirts, risk 

all, or just buy a few photos; but please do something: then put your guts to real hard and serious 

practice! Play-things are vital issues! And if you have problems with certain chapters, write a card to the 

undersigned who will guide your bare hands where need be, laying bare his vast experience of the 

subject. What? Yes Sir, of course this bare service is gratis. What? Of course, postage is paid by us, for 

bare public good. Because it would be a great honour and pleasure, and so satisfied will I feel, that you 

have had such great a pleasure! Saving dishonour! Our great moto barely ’n nudely is„ ‘If you have to 

face it … bear it bare …’, or on the contrary, just do barely a bearing hug! 

 

  Christ! Seems like people nowadays, are gradually foregetting the noble art of love-making. 

There is even talk that those, what are they called, helpers of the heart or something of the sort„ and 

those of the five Fs “free food for fortune’s forsaken”, hi hi, funny folks … that makes seven„ we don’t 

even know how to count„ hi hi; to continue, are also bent up on inaugurating a section for contenting the 

eager students of our K-maSter-a-hurra, to increase their membership and fees. 

 

 

  God Damn! This competition may appear surprising, reviewed the number of porno films 

viewed these days: however appreciating the facts from a different angle, audiences only sitting and 

watching porno-films are just simply sitting down t’watch porno-type films, they are not doing 

constructively what they should be, doing; destructively! Right? Right!! On an off-side of our question, 

here we were inadvertently diverted; but me-hopes that this unwarranted diversion was divertant in the 

right way, anyway! So our Elders said, “Of the many ways any way is good„ let us say, alas very 

constructively„ that many of these ways, lead not to anywhere, anyway in the end!” Halt! 

 

 

  Boy-friends are a slightly other matter. I do not like boy-friends, frankly speaking, or 

more exactly the ‘term’ boy-friend. What? Ah, you suppose wrongly, I am jealous ’cause the lady I love, 

has a boy-friend. Not at all (without comma) Sir! No no no no no! Not at all jealous am I„ even if 

sometimes very illogically, I feel an urgent and pressing desire-to-punching his-nose-in and-pushing his-

tongue-back so-far-that you have to go all around and speak with the back-side of his head front, if you 

want to engage in a conversation amounting to intelligible, for it is with the under-back inferior of his 

head that he is probably formulating a semi-advanced thought in any case. Who? Jealous? Superior me? 

Me! You must be joking, (with comma) Sir! Honest! 

 

 

  Honest!   Honest!   Honest!   Honest!  & Honest! 

 

 

  Honestly, don’t you see that I am sitting quietly, all calm and charm and no harm; and 

smiling while he is passing his thicky fingers through her hair, posing his such a swollenly hand on her 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyl6eoU-3Rg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2rKmS8iHT8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyl6eoU-3Rg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHMmtqKgs50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8FAoDCmLc4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BteW7-ltsrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8FAoDCmLc4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDrQENloq5g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ipVgIIWGCak
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ewU_pDCLJyg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ewU_pDCLJyg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0_BnNDOpCM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8FAoDCmLc4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rJjMiXlq9ns
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xqZ16iNPaac
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyl6eoU-3Rg
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uninterested thighs and giving a drooly bloody cheeky sort of kiss on her cheeks, calling her ‘mouse’! 

What a RAT …  moosy darn mouse! Insect, Reptiles and Beasts! All the things that I cannot do! And like 

a firm casted stone I am not budging an inch, reciting  jokes to third parties, in whom even for Jehovah’s 

sake, I could not care less, a model of the essence of party-spirit, keeping my flaming eye-balls rolling 

that they unroll not elsewhere, my teeth tight not slightly, not even the very least slightly gr … Gr ... 

grrrrinding! Hurry! Please give me a hash! Just a very simple hash! A hash: A hash! My Kingdom for a 

HASH! O haste, a HASH! Ahhhhhh, gr … Gr ... Gr ... grrrrinding, a HASH! 

 

 

So blissful ’tis here: with these four white-cushioned walls„ and the pure white-cushioned 

floor„ and the white bed with the white pillows„ and cushioned sheets„ and my off-white straight-jacket 

with my hands tied cleanly and neatly behind the soft cushioned back! Who? Did you say jealous! Idle 

mutterings! Peaceful me! You are all wrong! 

 

 

It’s just that boy-friend is a completely illogical term! Boy hyphen friend! To give a 

practical and very precise idea, the word to be reinvented should have been, man-friend! Jesus! How can 

you possibly expect a boy-hyphen -what-not-what-nit to satisfy a lovely lady! Boy hyphen friend! That is 

to emphasize a boy before all and friend only in the second place. He will never become a man. And this 

is not dash (-) it, satisfactory. Moreover a boy-friend is so easy to find or to accumulate. Just go into the 

garden and say, “After you have done the herbs, wash the last dishes and then jump into bed„ O boy it 

needs to be shaken O friend”. And before you have mummed out jiffy-o-mother, you are ploughing the 

garden, scrubbing the dishes, doing and undoing the bed„ while he is only jumping in and out of it, 

taking fresh showers, or walking around the house like a half-naked ape on a loud-band, contrary to a 

hush-band; definitely lying with the feet up on the new sofa, watching the television: life is so convenient 

and dinner is served. Worse than any full and legal husband; worse than any court of law … in or out! 

 

 

But your close dears know … you are deluding yourself; and your intellectual life rotates 

around a pair of intimates„ who quietly sit asking you nothing, surveying your regards cautiously! 

Feeling pain for your tired being and shaking their heads, when you observe not: even not one daring to 

kiss you, even if one could„ or one should. 

 

 

  Boy-friends are selfish! It suits them to be so, suiting them while it is convenient: 

shirking and escaping responsibility; as it always will remain. 

 

 

  With a husband secure, at least you have more money, a bigger apartment, a bit more love 

and more a hope of enjoying the small pattering of little feet in some near future. I do not like any type of 

boy-friends: especially if they touch the lady I love. 

  

https://www.shutterstock.com/search/hands+on+cheeks+happiness
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_e_MaSyMAUg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PY131Znm7NE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0syBx0UnKQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gvozcv8pS3c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4amUhKvjc9I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyl6eoU-3Rg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8FAoDCmLc4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7QewW3Up50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ewU_pDCLJyg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BteW7-ltsrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7QewW3Up50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BteW7-ltsrI
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  Remember what the fire said: “Please don’t play with me!” And burnt itself out! Not 

to hurt! But beware of flying crackles: be aware and be warned. 

 

 

  Let’s make the same lady jealous, and talk about mistresses. I have the full choice, three of 

such glorious gifts: not counting past loves and occasional adventures and escapades, of what I am not 

very amateur and frankly speaking only in rare moments of off-balance. These worthy mistresses have 

been conquered with many a meticulous preparation, uncertainties and a long awaiting drawn ’n dawn’d 

out to many a sleepless nights, combined to a supporting husband’s absolute respect, in total ignorance. 

Discretion demands, that the anonymous carry no names, for names are never anonymous. So let’s call 

them what you will„ at your will: Ah, Be, Ci. 

 

 

… A … B … C … 

 

 

Ah deserved well her name, ’cause ’tween sheets and shouts„ it was the sound she mostly 

did scream, Ô a dream, “Ah, Ah, Ah”. The only grammatical and complete phrase she ever managed to 

utter, always maintaining the same position, ’tween her ups and downs, was “Your hands, Your hands”. 

What magic had my hands, that what and wherever they touched or they passed, aroused the woman 

in her? It is an interesting theory I admit, but I still have to conduct a series of very demanding 

experiments on other selected subjects, before I have enough dependable evidence and undeniable 

proofs, scientifically sound and sounded, that I be awarded a Noble Prize for so Noble Hands„ if they 

have just a bit upstairs, they must hand it to me! Anyway, what we shared together, loosing ourselves in 

each-other, was so ’nNobling that its fulfilment, was its own Priceless Prize … Abounding ’n Abundant. 

 

 

  Be was a Beast in Bed. But she never made it: the bed. Who knows how many times I got 

this bed-and-room„ re-done and re-paired for our pair. Springs just seemed to sprout. They don’t 

anymore construct beds like our grand-father’s. She was sensitive and cost-free, outside of beds. And 

she collected herself a fabulous ward-robe„ being always exquisitely dressed, whenever her clothes 

replaced passions. The spaced moments which we jealously snatched away from life, from time to time, 

were for us only; for me alone: very rewarding; starting with kisses seeming to englobe eternity. I have a 

strong feeble for her: so let’s please Traverse Topics … Boundless ’n Binding. 

 

 

  Ci was a soft creature; French: so everything I asked, the answer was voluptuous, in her 

sensual voice, a deep and long drawn-out “Si …”. She said “Si” never anything else, only “Si” or “Sigh”, 

that when I berced her in my arms I also got in the habit of saying, “Si douce, Si douce”, sigh, si, so soft, 

so soft. I was only on the preliminaries, for she was still to be conquered and to be enjoyed yet„ but to all 

effects ’twas Done as ’twas Done being Done, because she had already said me “Si”, which in French  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z1nu_8IQd78
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8FAoDCmLc4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3hPa6x8V2o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p3zHh56xcfs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyl6eoU-3Rg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyl6eoU-3Rg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AScYt194kYE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyl6eoU-3Rg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyl6eoU-3Rg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyl6eoU-3Rg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMyH4nPYS2o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAfxKExKjVQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8FAoDCmLc4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAfxKExKjVQ
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http://dictionary.reverso.net/french-definition/lexique
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means “Yes”, but a yes more yes than a yes: and of a much more romantic asdpect: a yes, si si. So so an 

emphatic negation of “Non”, si si … Eyes Close to Cee … Careful ’n Caressing. 

 

 

  And thus I went unto my lady-love and laid the cards on the table. Being prudent, I arrived 

rather balanced; with a sensitive-’n-accurate electronic balance. Then I made a rock-hard pact. Let’s play 

the highest stakes at the highest risk, and may the best triumph. The bids closed; then I put on my side 

of the scale, three delicious mistresses who were totally women: on the opposite side she could hardly 

play a half boy-friend, who far from being a man or even a boy was but a child. Sagely I gifted her my 

spoils: “I waive you the win if you so wish!” But in future, please don’t play with me! Like had said the 

burnt out fire, spint by tears: don’t puff me cinders ’n embers … 

 

 

She got the message. Till now, I might have resembled some-a-what heavy monkey-

character out of a Hong-Kong & King-Kong film’s shot, smashing fists on a table to break it in two to 

pick up on my shoulder too my full-half-square still trying to violently squirm her two legs beautiful in 

anger to carry her too to the town town-hall hall with two borrowed rings too in my two two hands, knew 

that I had won hers by thoughts. Tapping on tables might sound he-manly, hi ’man ’how you, but is not 

necessary: more is attained by sweet sweeter and sweetest murmurs. 

 

 

It existed a ‘for’ and an ‘against’, on what there was to choose. And the ‘against’ surely was 

not very assuring. Her role as a girl-friend; a small mouse-moos undergoing the hardships of the world to 

find her tiny bit of a cheese: and not even smiling when you said “cheese”, because this photo of life was 

bits out of focus. But the ‘for’ was that my honest proposition made good sense, no nonsense: 

renouncing three whole-and-meal complete mistresses, three elegances personified, in exchange for one 

but simple non-fashionable woman with hidden multi-dimensions which she alone could neither fashion 

nor discover: and I was the gainer. Her hardships were the same, pains were the same, but her 

responsibilities were ampler, facets were larger and her role was full. Child needs protection, friend 

needs understanding, mistress needs comprehension and love„ and queens of hearts need to command 

their subjects to fulfil their every wish. “Order that my head bow to thy command for thy lips are but a 

vent to thine pure desires!” An ordinary boy-friend cannot conceive this. Perfection is the dominion of 

lovers, so leave it to us, as lovers can transform trivials into things of Beauty! 

 

 

And Beauty Attained  … Is Beauty Retained … to Eternity! 

 

 

  And thus the miracle happened, Ô happy days. Chose she me … giving up her boy-friend; 

especially as earnest as I could, I assured her that if for some freakness of nature, it didn’t equal out  
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between us, she could have him back. But he in the meanwhile, and that I learned from reliable and 

trusted friends, had gone out once anew, into another garden etc. etc. and was putting his feet generally 

gain on another table and becoming worse than a husband. You now know how this procedure works! 

Steadfastness in stupidity, is the characteristic of the weak. 

 

 

  But my case was dangerously more complicated. How can you give up three bon-bon type 

loving mistresses, all at the same time. Misery. Being a smart and a clever guy, I found a system: inviting 

all of them to dinner. No Sir. You’re crazy. It costs too much, if done separately. For economy’s sake, 

together: yes, same time, same place, same table. O! I forgot to mention; because of slight unintentional 

omissions of the under-writer, each one ignored the existence of the others, believing herself unique, 

hear me loud and clear, yours truly regarding. The risk of being under-written-to-or-taken (care of) being 

great, rightly I whistled stupid and whiffed blubberingly, that I had made a mistake„ and a thousand 

excuses and what not and that I will never do that again; and the next time, By Pity … By Pity, they 

made me clearly not unclear that never was there going to be a next time and they politely and 

graciously and expediently accepted my excuses, by taking off all their pairs of shoes and hammering 

them in my face with everything included, all three paired pairs with six heels and nails and bites: the 

adorable furious pussy-cats. Then they pulled every available and unnecessary hair out of my skull. Now 

I look very intelligent, because I have a large front; giving truth to my old nurse-maid who had always 

told me, that children who have large fronts are always open-minded and intelligent! As an open mind, I 

personally think that I extracted honourably out of very complicated ’n tricky situations; not loosing 

many superfluous white hairs, only really black ones. 

 

 

You don’t really swallow that, hun! Well, you are right. You think that I am refined, and 

would arrange subtleties in a manner more discreet. May be you are right! As nobody knows the names 

of my mistresses, just keep guessing. They are good women and with the appropriate respect due to 

them, let us leave their sorts in a shroud of mystery. But I implore you never to refer this to my lady-

love. My old age and white hair I confide to your custody. I do not want my front to become bigger and 

me seeming more intelligent than I am. If it does’nt work as I wish, I would not have to go out then back 

into the waste gardens, for I am old and tired: without neither will nor wish to restart. Leave by-gones be 

by-gones, so for remembrances only. But if anything goes wrong, you know the standard procedure. 

 

 

  Sincerely, mundane gardens I hope we forget forever. But if we want really to enjoy them, 

let’s hold hands in hands and stroll out at leisure, with love in eyes and bliss in hearts; ♫♪usic of the 

wind and streams streaming in the ears, resounding in the intimate profundities of intimate complicities! 

Forgetting no more what the fire said lastly, “Please don’t play with me no more”: and spint itself out 

in tears, to blaze no more, to hurt no more … 

… Warmth Attained  … Is Warmth Retained ! 
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15.  *Offenburg*  MISTRESSES    and    BOY-FRIENDS  Comically-1- (1993) 

… By courtesy of Google … Miss … wattpad.com … s424.photobucket.com (A-B-C) … 
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1. Two-year-olds enjoy using their senses and motor skills 
to explore the world and are highly curious about unfamiliar 

objects, events and phenomena. They can solve simple 
problems with the "trial and error" method and will practice 
an activity many times to master it. Children this age also 

pretend more during play, using familiar objects and 
situations to process their daily experiences. 

2. New discoveries are also facilitated by blossoming 
langual skills, prompting "why," "what" & "how" questions. 
During the year, children this age pick up parts of speech 
to form more complete sentences. They can understand 

and say hundreds of words, but familiar adults may need to 
"translate" for others due to immature pronunciation skills. 

They also understand simple directions and many common 
phrases used in routine situations. 

3. This age lays the groundwork to read & write. They may pretend to "read" as they 
independently look through familiar books; can sing the A-B-C song, not 

understanding that letter names correspond to designs. A variety of scribble marks 
anywhere & everywhere, helps to attempt to write the first letter of their name. 

4. Play and completing daily routines, they learn math skills. Toys represent objects, 

to recognize daily patterns activities & concepts of time like, "tomorrow" and 
"yesterday." Thus logical reasoning can solve everyday problems; sorting shapes, 

complete puzzles with eight pieces or less and stack a set of rings on a peg by size. 
They also understand addition and subtraction with the numbers "one" and "two." 

5. Are exploring all the ways of travel; rolling, crawling, creeping, walking, running, 
jumping and climbing: kicking forward, catch & roll & throw a ball overhand 

(inaccuracy). Two-year-olds love finger play activities (e.g., "The Itsy, Bitsy, Spider"), 
pounding and squeezing clay, shaking rhythm instruments and scribbling. They can 

turn doorknobs and unscrew lids and have improved their skills using eating utensils. 

6. Motor skills explore the creative arts. They make 

sounds by banging and shaking instruments and 
household items. They enjoy dancing upon request, 
doing finger plays and acting out chants and songs. 

Gain control over their voices, can join in singing the 
refrains of their favorite songs. With art, they enjoy the 
sensory pleasures of the art materials and focus on the 

process of creating art, rather than the final product. 

7. Playing alongside other children, they usually keep 

to themselves. When conflicts arise, adults need to step 
in to prevent aggression and teach appropriate 

behaviors. Children this age are beginning to label 

feelings that they recognize in themselves and others. 
Controlling emotions is still difficult, however, so 

frustration may trigger emotional meltdowns. Comfort 
objects like blankets or teddy bears help two-year-olds 

cope with new situations or strong emotions. 
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16.  *Basel*    TWO     YEARS     OLD   Thoughts-2-  (1993) 
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16.  *Basel*    TWO     YEARS     OLD   Thoughts-2-  (1993) 

 
 

 

  Two years old was I and a half, surrounded by beauties of women. Holding me, caressing 

me, thinking I was but a baby: each one of their innocent hand-touches enjoying profoundly I, inside of 

me purely smiling, thanking God for giving me so young, the faculty of appreciating beauty; this faculty 

of appreciating beauty„ so young so raw. 

 

  Sometimes they used to say, and I don’t know how they knew, for I was only two years old 

and a half, “Lucky will be the woman whom you will love”. Again I used to smile pure inside of myself 

without telling them, for words had not yet been given to me, “That will never happen. I will never love!” 

And fear spoke frighteningly deep inside of me, deep, “Because I do not want to suffer”. Then I didn’t 

smile anymore„ since was I only two years old and a half. 

 

  When I was a bit older and started to understand bits and pieces, I spoke to God: ’Tis had 

now given me words, so that I could speak out loud, “Pray, impose me a slightly different order. If You do 

not want to give me true love as love eternal, then let me lead a normal simple life: please do not make 

me suffer. But if  You give me love then only give it to me, when I am for it ready ’n mature having made 

myself perfect as possible humanly, so that I could carry this love to the ends of known time and fill the 

known bournes of the partial ”. I was still very very young, quite immature and quite inexpert: so forgot 

to define what Love was. God smiled and gave me ’Tis word and we parted good friends. 

 

As I was so naїff, what I had failed to notice is„ that right from the start, ’Tis had enclosed 

a small child inside me, all fragile and pure and innocent, and was carefully watching me„ watching what 

I would do with it. Closed is this child inside everyone, ’cause in fairness, none doesn’t want to treat 

persons unequally. And this child, people normally let grow up becoming so as themselves, starting to 

move around the world as themselves, deluding themselves that they have become complete. But even 

quite young as I was, for some fortunate reason, I intuited God’s first witty trick. And I smiled up, as I 

could not speak to ’Tis anymore, for we had already parted good friends; do whatever You will, put me to 

proof in any way You feel like„ but this child will never stagnate, will never be impure and thus so, will 

never corrupt. And this gift that You have trusted me, the day we meet anew I will render it back to You 

as pure as it was when confided, if not purer. I don’t know why You have chosen me a custodian of Your 

belonging, but if custodian You have destined me to be, custodian I stay and my own being exists no 

more”. So becoming unchangeable, I bowed my head under the burden. Since that day I never raise 

my head, to prove anything to anybody; I only raise it to see if somewhere somehow, ’Tis watches me! 

 

Bowed down as I was, I marched thus life in half-paces and learned life not in what 

sparkled high and great but what fermented base and low-trodden: because nobility has its master in 

the dust under our feet; for that is our beginning and our end. So for a century and a half, so went I  
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around, forgetting all about this talk of love: nothing personal being now allowed to me; and being only a 

custodian, could do only acts for others: feeling for them, thinking about them, ’n talking about them. 

’Twas God’s second witty trick. In this poker I was playing with destiny, ’Tis permission granting, when 

the least I expected, all covered under dust, was given me Love. 

 

  I had very naїfly awaited for something slightly different, physically rather pleasant; with a 

nice bust and a sensual body or something of the sort„ who I could hold in my hands and kiss on the 

lips. God has but a humoristic sense of the surprising: thus gaving me a woman who was as me„ the 

same mind, but knew nothing about it. When I talked of sentiments, she spoke about boy-friends; and 

when I talked of love, she spoke about carrots and salads … and what there was to eat this evening or 

the next eve: and it seemed to me that all my sacrifices and perfection’s research were being thrown 

away, mingled unto dirty leaves upto clean cabbages. 

 
  It was the clever child inside me who came to my help„ for strangely enough, it’s known 

that clever children are often miniature men. “You are a stupid idiot and had ever been so! All your 

life you have been seeking perfection while it lived there right under your nose. Things are always 

perfect. The Paradise and Earth, were created perfect: only human beings make them more or less 

imperfect. Avoid the Imperfect to find the Perfect, which was only lost to your sight. Go now to your 

beloved and tell her: the salad was grassy green and the cabbage was an open flower; and boy-friends are 

amusing„ doesn’t matter without or with broken noses.” 

 

  With astonished eyes looked she at me. “What sort of a mind have you, just tell me!” “Like 

yours, my love: identical!” Spake the clever child in me. This time when I embraced her she gave me 

finally a thought, so lucky was I in love. God has a good sense of humour! But still I have to tell her, that 

if she wants to look into my mind and share common griefs and pleasures, I would implore her to 

exchange a little happiness I have in store, against her immense pain, as I am more of a companion of 

pain than her: together then we can try to render things not perfect, but search for lost perfection. 

 

  Let the fire burn, but let not burn, not for a long time! For God is out there waiting to 

take ’Tis gift ’Tis little child back; ’n you can trade in„ neither luck nor love nor plans nor reasoning: and 

my time is ever shorter. This I know since two years old and a half, saying to avoid suffering “never love”. 

Have you understood anything„ and a half! Love, Love! 

 

P.S.: This’s the Truth, the Whole Truth and … 

 

Nothing … but the Truth … So help me God … 
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17.  *Basel*     P H O O H …   Teasingly-3-  (1993) 

 

 
 

  Phooh … What a fantastic word. 

 
 

It doesn’t mean anything, and it says everything. 
 

 
I tried to look it up in the complete and exhaustive dictionary: 

 

  under P. Nothing. 
 

  under Ph. Nothing.   under F. Nothing. 
 

And line by line, I read and re-read every page of the dictionary: 
 

  all five thousand. Nothing. 
 

 

I perused all the dictionaries of the world; French, Chinese, Arab:  
 

  alles Wörterbuch und Not-Wörter-Buchs. Nothing. 
 

 
Leaving me a much bit perplexed, for who invented it. 

 
No living or otherwise human being had ever employed it before. 

 

 
  But if you ask my sweet-heart, “Have you had a tiring day”. She will reply, non-chantingly 

“Phooh”. All natural. As if there was nothing more common in this world than to say, “Phooh”. And it 

explains everything. It is entire: and cannot be diminished or expanded. But generally it is used to 

denote the end of a very very very very very big big big big big big big big big stress. 

 

 
  Have you finished cleaning the house: “Phooh”. 

 

  Is dinner ready, darling: “Phooh”.  

 

 

  It can adapt itself to almost any situation, as well as go along well with a slight shrug of the 

shoulders or throwing up of the hands, which can heighten the effect. Can you imagine that instead of 

saying stupid discourses and shouting at each other, Hitler, Churchil, Stalin, Roosevelt, Mussolini, all 

Devils, had just said “Phooh” and shrugged their shoulders and thrown up their Arms, there would have 

been no world war second to none; with millions of more happy people living today, producing millions  
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of more unhappy and largely abandoned kids in geometric progression and bringing the promised end of 

the world civilization, closer than it actually is! What a fortune. I am telling you: my sweet-heart does try 

to be a real benefit to humanity, for creating such an original word. 

 

 

  But to avoid all possibilities of world wars, you have to pronounce it correct. You just 

can’t say “Fooh” like an educated illiterate. It is written “Phooh” and “Phooh” it stays: she said it so, 

“Phooh”. But really it is pronounced “P’h’ooh”, the first P’  and h’  slightly separated and the right sort of 

air pushing out in a quick burst, around the h’es (aiches) with an imperceptible pressure of the cheeks 

like you were blowing up a balloon, but not exaggerating, to make a small child happy. So go right back 

to the beginning of my essay and read it all over again and please get the pronunciation correct. 

Inspiration! Expiration! “P’hooh” “P’hooh” “P’hooh”. It is a question of great importance, of greater 

importance than world-wars„ the honour of my sweet-heart! So please! Make an effort! 

 

 

A real effort … “P’hooh” … 

 

 
  Once, you have got the pronunciation in rule, as a rule eXact„ you can almost start a 

conversation. Well, almost. And there you can add a lot of variety by controlling the outcome of the air 

on the two h’es making them sound nearly like three, a good grammatical refinement, like “P’hhooh” or 

“P’hoohh” or “P’h-oohh” and so on and so forth ’n fifth, giving subtle undertones ’n shades of meanings„ 

that you can only find in the highest of circles, of closed subscriptions, of open elites„ like national 

theaters executing classical texts; Molière and Jazz. 

 

 

  Writing down this scribble anew, neat and clean hand-writing, wrapped in silver and gold 

paper, a fuchsia silk ribbon around it, I gifted it to my sweet-heart asking her, “Do you love me”. And 

she used a variant. “You’hou’h”, she said, “Yes”. Finally I made it, “Phooh”. Seeing my confusion, a timid 

child putting one foot before the other, fingers going round and round around my button hole, she burst 

out laughing, “Phoohuhuhuh!” My great stress being over, and “Phooh” so I said with relief. Thank you 

my friends for the perfect pronunciation; I appreciate it. I like to make her laugh, my sweet-heart! Sure! 

She might not have much of a conversation, but “Phooh” she can say„ clearly. 

 

And that’s enough for me. Aspiration„ “Phooh”  … eXpiration„ “Phooh”  …  “Well, Well, Well”  … 

 

… Think, U’r almost ready … to replace my Sweet-heart ???   … “Well, No, No, No”  … 
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18.  Roma  The MAN who Talked BIGGER than his MOUTH Romantically-1- (1993) 

 

 
  There was once a man who was always talking bigger than his mouth. Not that he really talked 

too much„ it is only that the others said so, wrongly or rightly, probably because the others did not 

understand him very much, or not at all, much. Sometimes he would say “the nightingale is singing” and the 

others would reply rude “singing my foot, making noise: I have to work tomorrow and I want to sleep”. But he 

kept on going around always saying nice things about even nicer things which nobody understood because 

they had to work, or had work to do, or had to eat quickly, or sleep immediately, or were just very busy really 

not being completely able to explain what they were busy with, for being busy enough is an art„ and is 

enough of an explanation for busy people„ for they don’t have the leisure for explanations; what a stupid 

question! Busy men have never pondered on or tarried on the philosophy of busi-ness (of what makes them); it 

is such simple sense: they are just busy being very busy; what an idiot-full, our friend! 

 

  In short, he was a misfit in the practical and the functional society, because he was never busy 

and talked only nice niceties on even nicer niceties. So this person who always talked bigger than his mouth 

got fed up of everything that seemed so busy, without really being it; nobody had the time to listen to him 

especially if he had only some nice things to say and not such things like, I’m sorry you are busy, or I’ll come 

around another time when you are not so busy„ or not so very very busy: and he groped far and wide to 

find one who was not so much of a busy-body, or never busy, or never never ever busy„ and not for ever or. 

 

  He found finally a solid wooden statue in a museum. A lady all beautiful ’n sculpted over all 

with such curves that left little to envy the godesses; remained but a slight inconvenience. She didn’t have a 

tongue. Or let us say, tongue had she, surely well hidden somewhere in the wood; so she didn’t speak! It 

suited him fine; very finely suited it to our man who talked bigger than his mouth, for then he could talk for 

hours to her, she not being obliged to reply or having any irrelevant comments to make. He thus related 

intense stories of love, full of tenderness; or humoristic tall-tales that could make a woodened statue explode 

with laughter, manner of speaking: but she never said anything, just stood silent listening obediently. Thus 

he wondered what sadness had she in her heart„ or if wooden hearts could be rented: then slowly and slowly, 

steadily to steadily, little by little, he fell in love with her. So he subscribed for a museum ticket for life; and 

went and saw her everyday„ nor pause nor fail. 

 

His stories became more ’n more tender„ ’n more ’n more profound ’n much more fuller of 

lightness ’n laughter, for there was somebody to listen to them now; but she never replied: nor did she show 

ever any concern on wether he was sad or lonely, or wether he had eaten good and slept well and what had he 

done this evening, small insignificant matters, such insignificant matters which can make love greater; 

because when they are well-meant they can do a lot of good, a whole lot of good: but he never asked her to 

have any consideration for him anyway, because she was made of wood„ of wood sculpted unto wood. 
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  And having never any response, his stories became sadder and sadder, so sad that one day he 

cried out to God: “Why this bee-hive of thoughts that sting with poisoned darts our whole mental processes. Ô 

bliss cut off my brain and throw it far away; ’cause normal people are more intelligent beings, they have lost 

brains„ to thus live better. Please God, transform me in a wood sculpture or a wooden something, a thing of 

some wood so I always stay split in ShadowS„ seeming a smiling statue ’n seemingly smiling all my semi-life, 

even if irrelevantly”. So prayed he, off and on. 

 

  This wish God granted him not; for God does not like to transform anyone unto wood or 

wooden statues. Generally, people make wooden statues of themselves, or of themselves, but God has nothing 

to do with it. ’Tis has given everyone a heart and ’Tis prefers that it beats, even if sometimes it has a 

tremendous burden on it: and only real lovers know that two hearts beat better than„ one and the burden 

becomes much lighter also, divided when it is shared. In this case no second heart was available because a 

wooden statue might have a visible wooden tongue but can have no visible wooden heart; and thus God 

resolved the problem in ’Tis own original manner„ a very original manner. 

 

  So came one day, out of the blue and out into it, that our gentle protagonist disappeared. Let’s 

say, didn’t ever come back again. And the wooden statue waited and waited but nobody had time to talk to 

her. Surely they spoke much good about her as an object, as a work of art, even as a useful accessory which 

could make a, oh, good decoration in the far empty corner of the large house, for the immense satisfaction of 

the house-mistress: and guests could meaninglessly regard her saying “beautiful, beautiful”„ but nobody did 

speak to her ever again as a person, a living person, a person well living who was well loved; because such 

dreamers who talk bigger than their mouths, are of rather rare extraction„ in this daily mundane world. 

 

  Years afterwards then on, one day two visitors, were walking around the museum„ where 

then, to the other said one, “Do you remember our friend who talked bigger than his mouth. ’Twas on a dark 

night, that a fact unexplained happened. So very tired he had been driving long on a long stretch; the weather 

was bad and the road slippery. Thus he hadn’t slept enough: so happened what was to be feared. His car 

suddenly skidded and the poor man, threw his dice in and never anymore with destiny played. Nobody knows 

what became of him and lots of his acquaintances still wonder why he just disappeared in the blues, sort of 

volatilized in nowhere and null remained. Absolutely nothing. And what is extra-ordinary, is that in his 

breast-pocket they found a used ticket, an old museum ticket, old but intact, used but not torn, not even 

stained: it appears that the heart had stopped throbbing so abruptly, before that his blood could even stain 

slightly„ or make unclean this such a common an object. Bizarre„ Very bizarre”. 

 

  If the visitors, had not turned their backs rapidly and gone away„ they would have seen a 

touching scene even stranger for these unexpected strangers. One tear dropped from an eye of the statue. 

Probably, remembering a sad phrase of this dear man who talked bigger than his mouth, had recollected her 

a fleeting thought. Or probably she just re-lived his last words … 
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  “Statue! Do you realize that I have mad magic in my tongue; magic that can cause a tear to 

flow from dead wood. I have thought and learned„ and observed life for many a year, too many of years. It was 

such a hard work. And all this poetry of magics I wanted to gift to only one woman. And ’twas only ’n only you 

… I cried to make myself laugh so that I can tell you something funny that will make you smile, 

something that made me laugh while I was crying. Please, don’t waste it and please keep it sounding in 

your ears forever! But alas, you are made out of wood. And what cannot be, cannot be! One cannot play dice 

against one’s destiny retaining hopes of winning!” Thus was the last time she ever saw him. 

 
  So is our story„ of this gentle man who spoke bigger than his mouth! Or was it only his mouth 

who spoke bigger than him. Who is master, who is slave, ’tween mouth and man, one never knows! And 

never will we know, for spake he n’er more, neither ’n nor more to none! Lost blue, in the blues! Quiet, like 

embalmed memories holding silence embossomed, near and dear! 

 

P.S.  A very difficult essay. 

 

  The sentence “the man … mouth” is tiringly long and one might fall down in a sort of junky 

repetition. But I like what is not easy, for difficulty is the queen of mistresses. 

 

  Then, it is to be noted the poetry in an insignificant term like a museum-ticket … Here, there is 

a lot of hidden tenderness ’n meaning! For tenderness ’n meanings are only explained, in a Soft Said Style! 
 

   

   

… Mouth … Museum … photobucket.com …  Skull … swizzworld.com  …  sculptureartdeco.us … Danseuse … 

… Google … Ticket … flickr.com … Lovers … cdiscount.com … antiquites-miroirs-dores.fr … Sapho … 

18.  Roma  The MAN who Talked BIGGER than his MOUTH Romantically-1- (1993) 
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19.  Roma   NARRATION    for    my    MOOSTRESS   Teasingly-4- (1993) 

 
 

  Pretty. Pretty like a Siren. Not really like that all softy coming out of the sea, in the middle of a 

moonlit night, but more like the hurrying police-cars “Phooooo, Phoo”, all darn hardy, making you jump out 

of bed, screaming at middle of the moonlit night. 

 

  Sometimes making her laugh, sometimes just tenderly holding hands, I won my moostress’s 

heart. And my problems were born. 

 

    But, they wern’t serious problems. But reasoning with a balanced and fresh mind it appears, 

that just winning the heart isn’t enough. It is not concrete. Heart is all inside. This is insufficient. For 

holding concreteness in your hands, you must win outside; for example, the hand I have just afore 

mentioned: and that is not risk-free. ’Twas the first time in my life that I didn’t mind, for she was pretty, like a 

siren; and without jokes, the one softy which comes out of the sea in the vast middle of the magic of a moonlit 

night. My moostress is now away a half a day„ and it’s her lack of presence, that behooves my problems. 

 

  So I gave her a choice: to decide between a few simple roles … girl-friend„ mistress; wife: in 

brief, briefly my woman. Punkt! 

 

  But who likes girl-friends„ having all the inconveniences of a wife, without relative advantages. 

Here I speak not for myself; I speak as a fair person detesting injustices. I take their part: they do dishes, 

washing, beds, and other useful things; or waiting patiently when Mr. is late„ for he had this to do and that 

to do„ or when forgets her birthday„ as he had this to do and that to do„ or when she is all alone on new-

year’s eve, because the young man had this to do as well as that to do„ accompanying his two children and 

ex-wife: or he is a collector of “wife-likes”: and if he is not satisfied with one, he takes another„ without a 

second second’s hesitation, for she as a person. It’s not fair game. I have lots of respect and pain for these 

girl-friends; but they could themselves be careful, to choose better„ instead of just self-reducing their status 

to a poor wife-like, all plights included„ wife’s rights excluded. 

 

  Let us now take wives. They are acceptable. Only disadvantage is, that they are always there ’n 

around, doing something. Caring! Was the soup good? NO ! Was the steak ok dear? NO ! Will you like to call 

Mr. Stupids this evening? NO ! Are you thinking Cherie? NO ! It’s funny that wives do not seem to hear the 

word NO … so they always talk: ’n if you aren’t there, they keep on talking with the parrot and the chairs. 

Imagine your surprise when one evening you come home tired, a hard day’s work behind„ and the parrot asks 

you, is the soup good cherie; thinking it was your wife, you are obliged automatically to reply NO … you 

might have even said Yes not being tired„ or knew ’twas the parrot. 

 

  This is the last stage; not so desperate if you love her. More concerned was I to show you the 

initial steps, you just having asked her hand. 
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1. Ô, it is so sudden  (five years have you been waiting to pose the question) 

2. I must think about it  (she never did think, in all her life) 

3. I do not know if I am ready (counting rapidly, seems she has had like three divorces behind) 

4. Do you really mean it (Bloody hell if I didn’t, why ’da devil would I kneel down on my 

knees and kiss her toes, like mad like now). 

She was dying to be asked a second time, so quickly saying Yes that you couldn’t know what hit you. Fatal 

questions; second times! Aware last stage … First! And be sure that you love her! Or void out! 

 

  An ideal compromise is a mistress: almost like a wife without major disadvantages; dishes, 

beds, talks. This subject needs no big discourses as every one can weigh the profits and losses. A mistress or 

two, twice or once, everyone has had: and if you say me that you not, then you’re lying. I’ll tell your wife, 

mama; me am no school-kid! Yak! Yak! 

 

  So, “wife-like” or “almost wife”! Beds or un-beds, make or un-make! Be or un-be! If fate didn’t 

have pity on me that she made the choice of becoming my wife; then … if it were done, when ’tis done, then 

’twere well it were done quickly. Done, can be! (Macbeth: tragedy: act one, scene last). And don’t give years 

explanations, on how hard it’s to take a decision, that done be not undone: frightened last stage, when the 

parrot says, is the soup good cherie; and back-out! So listen dear, “Ready am I now, to make high sacrifices 

in your own real interest, and how. Please Ô please become my moostress”. Muh, muh, muh„ moostress. 

 

  Wrote her I so a letter and await her reply, I. More than half a day; drastic: the postal services 

of this country still have not got into their empty heads, that they should hurry up when I write to my 

beloved„ drop everything, rush me back the reply, soonest as possible; unblock me, burn useless government 

ordonances of no help to honest bodies, honest … aiding only non-taxpayers, ministers and their friends-like, 

who will soon get involved in financial or sordid sexy scandals anyway: ordonances rapidly out of date for the 

next elections (post-poned and post-paid and non-refundable and non-returnable). 

 

  Undoubtedly, the reply has long been posted, as my proposition was very reasonable. 
 

… So logic demands … 
 

  First : to become my moostress„ as a ‘functional wife’ … 

  Second : if need be„ to become a ‘real wife’ … 

Third : to convert to my ‘real woman’„ my love, my life …  

Fourth : for while, to transform a mistress to a wife it’s easy„ but … 

Fifth : cannot change so quickly to a mistress ? beg your pardon„ a wife …  

Sixth : at least, not all alone by herself ? so, needs someone else„ to be a ‘non-wife’ … 

Seventh : so an elsebody must do it ? and I DON’T like that„ ’twill take more than a week … 

 

… Ô well, so weak … hi hi … 
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20.  Roma   PLEASE   Just   THROW   it   Away  Philosophy-1- (1993) 

 

 

 

  “ The best was never born and the worst dies never„ never ! ” 

 

  Or better, that had I written the most beautiful things on love. And more beautiful love-things 

will certainly be written again„ perhaps rarely; but if they don’t suit you, or are becoming fastidious to you in 

anyway, because you think that they were not written for you or that you wouldn’t like to be her for whom 

they were written„ please throw them away ! 

                           

  Or better, don’t throw them away. Make a nice fire out of them; it is cleaner, warmer and more 

useful to humanity: and who cares that the scrawled words which were weaned on and with dried up tears, 

dried up to make the paper more crackling when the flames consume the heart and thoughts of the author 

who mused them, just crinkle into ashes. And these ashes, when you have collected them carefully after that 

the roaring fire has burnt itself out dwindled„ please just throw them away ! 

 

  Or better, don’t throw them away. Sad ashes have magical properties„ the finest of dust 

powders are they, they say. Take a handful of this dust powder, this very fine dusty powder, particles of my 

thought’s dust and polish brightly your remembrances that they become diamond heads of shining 

happiness, your happiness that I so desire, so desire to make effervescent with the dust of my dustful 

thoughts; and when my thought’s dust is almost reduced to atoms of nothing, pick up these bits of misty 

nothings putting a silk ribbon around them tight like ashes of a dear gone-by; and thus finally when it dawns 

that you hold them in your own sweet hands so longly awaited„ please throw them then away ! 

 

  Or better, don’t throw them away. You can never have anything less than nothing in the 

fullness„ and never anything more than bits of nothing in the nothingness; and bits of nothing can never 

harm anybody, so let them rest in peace and die in peace … softly put them up with respect, tears in your 

eyes, in an ode’ish Grecian Urn, on a high mantle-piece where they can stay for ever„ forever even forgotten: 

and if by some unforetold chance some of your wandering thoughts ever involuntarily happen to remember a 

few of the words of love that I had uttered, I pray you not to bother; just take your lost souvenirs and after 

having tightly closed your darkened eyes„ please just throw them then away! 

 

  Or better; to make it complete all around, include what I have instantly written now„ and 

“Please Just Crinkle it and Throw It Away !” 

 

 

  Or even better: make of it a nice fire out to warm you! Cold??? 

“Then please„ Throw even the Cinders ’n Embers Away !” 
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20.  Roma   PLEASE   Just   THROW   it   Away  Philosophy-1- (1993) 

… Google … Throw-/-Dictum … pixteller.com … Bin ... disclose.tv … Lost … tonesworld.wordpress.com … 

… Lady … readygypsetgo.com … Boat … trans4mind.com (Greece)… Sunset … redditpics.com … 

   

   

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

… Ring … shutterstock.com 1&2 …  Violin … not-too-shabby.deviantart.com …  Hazy … wvphotographs.com … 

… By courtesy of Google … Smoke-/-Lady … siberiantimes.com  …  Fire … wvmetronews.com … 

21.  Aquila   Translation   from   my   LANGUAGE  Philosophy-2- (1993) 
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21.  Aquila   Translation   from   my   LANGUAGE  Philosophy-2- (1993) 

 

 
If the heart didn’t burn 

    who could have seen the ending scar 

Why do intimate thoughts 

    become airy targets 

If there was no matter 

    what could support a hurt 

If the wound didn’t raise its rings 

    what plain proof is there  

      of what stays and what not 

Please ask the grey smoke confused 

    not to get scattered and not so far 

For what is this weary whirly life 

    but a full hole in the empty space! 

   
P.S. Somewhat of an explanation is required  … Idea : Smoke-Ring 

   Smoke makes rings in the air. 

   And the particularity of a ring is, 

   It comes around and ends where it starts. 

   Smoke is the “matter” of a burn. 

   It is also “air” or “what not” and so a “hole” … 

   Now think to find the meaning: space being a heart ring! 

   Encircling itself, left space (void) where the heart was, 

   After that the heart has been burnt out, 

   And smoke rising like thought in rounds, 

   Does not allow us inspite of its wringing pain 

   To afford to loop our entire existence confused 

   Either in the hole in the space diffused 

   Or the uniform even hole of the whole space 

   Which is our only existence! Emptiness! 

   Empty round of smoky darkness! Unenlightened be! 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHMmtqKgs50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2xnPSRSSzU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wC_jjlF-Kc4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FqL-S9w3foU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wC_jjlF-Kc4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wC_jjlF-Kc4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FqL-S9w3foU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHMmtqKgs50
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FqL-S9w3foU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHMmtqKgs50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHMmtqKgs50
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wC_jjlF-Kc4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0_BnNDOpCM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FqL-S9w3foU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FqL-S9w3foU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iSIF3HprHVs
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22. Roma    B   U   B   B   L   E   S   Tragically-1-  (1993) 
 

 

  The bubbles were bubbling and while bubbling were bursting and blasting and as they were 

bursting and blasting a few lives got tangled and so entangled in blundering around themselves that they got 

blasted by the bubbling bursting bubbles. 

 
  Thus in life we do not know when we are nothing or when we are a bubble full of air or an airful 

of bubbles or just a simple bubble floating around in the air and when will this air bubble burst to become 

only air or just plain air or just nothing. 

 
  And the air made these bubbles float and gave them substance and subsistence and they 

started to have reason to believe that they were something or at least something floating about and not just 

plain nothing or nothing that could not even float about. 

 
  In these millions of bubbles there separated out a small bubble who wanted to be independent 

of all the rest just dancing and jumping about like a happy kid not realizing that he himself was contained in 

a bigger bubble who held him when he fell down and protected him from jumping too high and breaking his 

head ’n back against the sky or against his destiny as brave ’n mighty as he might be. 

 
  But one day the big bubble burst and the bunny bubble was thrown out into a world composed 

of thousands of other entangled ’n untangled bubbles each thinking that he was unique and the other 

bubbles were blown there only to make him stand out better. 

 
  In the rumble-bumble of life this is not so for there are bubbles which keep bursting each one at 

its time for no bubble is a special bubble and each one has its own time and when his time comes and it 

bursts it blasts mercilessly a few other bubbly bubbles just bumbling around. 

 
  Fortunately this was not the case of our little bubble for he wanted no harm to no-one nor to 

anyone nor anybody never ever but unfortunately one day as all other bubbles he also burst but he burst not 

because that his time had really come but because of another bitty small bubble whom he loved so very much 

and who had burst for certain reasons of a bloody ’n cruel destiny and thus our lonely little bubble even 

trying his best not to burst out by remembering the rare happy moments passed together could not contain 

his every present ugly thoughts who simply finally succeeded just to join the air around and thus to hold him 

no more neither never more our very special and smally small little bubble. 

  
  For when he burst forth he did not blast any other bubble of him around who were hundreds 

and thousands ’n by billions in number and neither did he hurt or bust even the surrounding air which had 

been his best buddy ’n substance just dissolving his entire substance into nothing which he was before that 

he had become a bubble ’n a very very humble bubbly bubble for that. 

 

 

P.S. Writing technique at folly’s limit; no punctuations, nor commas: & no corrects? 

  

http://www.alamy.com/stock-photo/roma-italy.html
http://blog.flickr.net/en/2014/03/07/magical-photography-with-soap-bubbles/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCyk0CLc5Rw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7obMwouFYrg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ewU_pDCLJyg
https://pixabay.com/en/universe-sky-star-space-all-2742113/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAfxKExKjVQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAfxKExKjVQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAfxKExKjVQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAfxKExKjVQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2xnPSRSSzU
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22. Roma    B   U   B   B   L   E   S   Tragically-1-   (1993) 

… Google … Bubble-/-Black … wordlesstech.com … Red … chrisk.name … Bunny … graphics.ucsd.edu … 

… Pair … valuewalk.com … Sad … fifthestate.co … Green … imgarcade.com … Couple … en.wikipedia.org … 

   

    

  

Boreas Icy North … Notus Hot 
South : destroyer of crops … 

Eurus Unlucky East … Zephyr : 
Messenger of Spring & Storms.

 

  

… Winds/Valley … 4damind.com … Nezir … thecrimsonhammer.wordpress.com …  god … greekmythology.com … 

… Courtesy of Google … Winds … wCrane-thetextilebiog.blogspot.com … Four … daxiong.deviantart.com … 

23. *Kiel* : *Deutschland*   The   FOUR   WINDS  Premonitions-1-  (1993) 

 

 
  

http://www.alamy.com/stock-photo/roma-italy.html
http://favim.com/source/imgarcade.com/
https://www.last.fm/music/4damind
https://www.greekmythology.com/
https://daxiong.deviantart.com/gallery/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8WENU3wtDw
http://www.touropia.com/tourist-attractions-in-germany/
http://meanderingsofthemuse.blogspot.com/2012/05/four-winds.html
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23. *Kiel* : *Deutschland*   The   FOUR   WINDS  Premonitions-1-  (1993/2020) 

 

Nezir, Lord of the North Wind, is an air elemental commander - a Djinn - who commands the armies 
of Al'Akir from the Throne of the Four Winds. He is one of the three members of the Conclave of Wind, the 
first boss encounter in the Skywall's raid instance. Supposedly, Siamat, Lord of the South Wind was also a 
member of the Conclave, but his recent death prevents him from attending … Fantasy … 

 
An empty plain, scattered with giant sculptured masks, swept up by a thunderstorm & tornado thingie.  

four faces of the wind, twisting and turning, personifications of The   Four   Winds (greek “anemoi”). 

… Greek Mythology … 
 

 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

 
(Redirected from Four stags of Yggdrasil) 

 

This drawing made by 
 

a 17th-century Icelander 
 

shows the four stags 
on the World Tree. 

 
Neither deer nor ash trees 

are native to Iceland. 
 

… Nordic Mythology … 
 

 
In Norse mythology, four stags or harts 
(male red deer) eat among the branches 
of the World Tree Yggdrasill. 

 
According to the Poetic Edda, 

 
the stags crane their necks upward to 

chomp at the branches. 
 

Their names are given as 
Dáinn, Dvalinn, Duneyrr and Duraþrór. 

 
An amount of speculation exists regarding 

the deer and their potential symbolic 
value. 

 

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
 

(Redirected from Four Symbols (Chinese constellation)) 

History … The Four Symbols were given human names 
after Daoism became popular. The Azure Dragon has the name Meng 

Zhang (孟章), the Vermillion Bird was called Ling Guang (陵光), 

the White Tiger Jian Bing (監兵), and the Black Turtle Zhi Ming (執明). 

In 1987, a tomb was found at Xishuipo (坡水西) in Puyang, Henan. There 
were some clam shells and bones forming the images of the Azure 

Dragon, the White Tiger, and the Big Dipper. It is believed that the tomb 
belongs to the Neolithic Age, dating to about 6,000 years ago. 

The Rongcheng Shi manuscript recovered in 1994 gives five directions 
rather than four and places the animals quite differently: Yu the 

Great gave banners to his people marking the north with a bird, the south 
with a snake, the east with the sun, the west with the moon, and the 

center with a bear … Chinese Mythology …  

The Four Symbols 

(Chinese: 四象; pinyin: Sì Xiàng) 

are four mythological creatures in 
the Chinese constellations. They 
are the Azure Dragon of the East, 
the Vermilion Bird of the South, 
the White Tiger of the West, and 

the Black Turtle of the North. Each 
one of them represents a direction 

and a season, and each has its 
own individual characteristics and 

origins. Symbolically and as part of 
spiritual and religious belief, they 
have been culturally important in 

China, Korea, Vietnam, and Japan. 

 

A Han-dynasty pottery tile emblematically representing the five cardinal directions 

The colours of the animals, also match the colours of soils, in these corresponding areas of China … the bluish-grey 

water-logged soils of the east, the reddish iron-rich soils of the south, the whitish saline soils of the western 

deserts, the black organic-rich soils of the north and the yellow soils from the central loess plateau. 

Correspondence: Five Elements …  

Mythological creatures have been synthesized into the 5 element system. Azure Dragon of the East represents Wood, 
Vermillion Bird of the South represents Fire, White Tiger of the West represents Metal, and Black Turtle (or Dark Warrior) of 
the North represents Water. In this system, the fifth element Earth is represented by the Yellow Dragon of the Center. 

Correspondence: Four Seasons … 

The four beasts each represent a season. The Azure Dragon of the East represents Spring, the Vermillion Bird of the South 
represents Summer, the White Tiger of the West represents Autumn, and the Black Turtle of the North represents Winter. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8WENU3wtDw
http://www.touropia.com/tourist-attractions-in-germany/
http://meanderingsofthemuse.blogspot.com/2012/05/four-winds.html
http://www.wowhead.com/npc=46753
http://www.wowhead.com/zone=5638
http://www.wowhead.com/npc=44819
http://meanderingsofthemuse.blogspot.com/2012/05/four-winds.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Four_stags_of_Yggdrasil&redirect=no
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iceland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norse_mythology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_deer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NFI3LxusfBg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yggdrasill
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poetic_Edda
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NFI3LxusfBg
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Four_Symbols_(Chinese_constellation)&redirect=no
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daoism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_dragon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peafowl
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_tiger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turtle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xishuipo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puyang
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UaxgqbTaXlE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_dragon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_dragon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_tiger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Dipper_(asterism)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rongcheng_Shi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yu_the_Great
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yu_the_Great
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bird
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snake
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_ijz9kFy6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3yKKfWOuNqQ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bear
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pinyin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_mythology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_constellations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Azure_Dragon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vermilion_Bird
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_Tiger_(China)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Tortoise
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Korea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vietnam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Japan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wu_Xing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_dragon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peafowl
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z1nu_8IQd78
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_tiger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turtle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Eh5BpSnBBw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yellow_Dragon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0syBx0UnKQ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_dragon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peafowl
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_tiger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turtle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:AM_738_4to_stags_of_Yggdrasill.png
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Cernuschi_Museum_20060812_042.jpg
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 (So here I start an impossible task … Reconstruct what was lost a quarter of a century past) 2016 

 

  Four Gongs Sounded then„ ’n came from the Four Corners„ The   Four   Winds ! 

 

  The Icy North Wind„ an Early East Wind„ Wobbling West Wind„ ’n a Subtle South Wind …! 

 

 NEWS … But HOW Did It Happen … North East West South 
 

In a Stormy Night of the North in the far Ends of *Deutschland*„ in a city off the Coast of *Kiel*„ I was in an 

Exhibition, helping a Friend, who turned out later to be a Foe, I had written a “Tale of The   Four   Winds”„ my 

Case Briefly was stolen; otherwise it would have been the Story of the Century … but, but, but, & but ! 

 

Thieves are to be condemned„ NOT ’cause they have stolen a materiel dear, however worthless it might be„ 

but because they have stolen a Part of the Past becoming Present in the Future„ with Sentiments ’n Thinks ’n 

Thoughts … This is like, a Nation which has NO Past in Records, has NO Records in Future„ in a Manner of 

Honours in the Realms of History: leaving NO acheivements for Generations to come … just COMEin’ to GO! 

 

… This Preamble Allows Us To Continue … 
 

Thus in the Stormy Night of the North in the far Ends of *Deutschland*„ that Three Winds met„ waiting for 

the Fourth of the North, which was a bit late, as Winter had not yet Fully Fallen … 

 

There was a Clash as they acame From Far, 

 in their Majesty ’n their Fame, 

  all being Flagrant ’n not a Game„ 

   in their Fury ’n so glorious a Frenzy, 

    in their Folly ’n their Fully Fervent Flame„ 

     drowned in a Night so coldly Cold, Frowned a Panorama so oddly Old … 

 

The East Wind said to the West, I have taken No Rest as in a hurry so was I„ ’n West Wind Winked to East … 

Ô just bla bla, for you are not as important as all that, ha ha; a jest being just a jest, Ô jester U … ’n so on ’n 

so forth, for now we’ll just rest. And the Wind of the South, to say a Nothing, only but opened her Mouth„ 

then closed it again, for Nothing came Out; as her North part was Missing„ without any fuss, nor Hissing … 

 

“ When shall we three meet again 

In thunder, lightening, or in rain? 

When the hurly-burly’s done, 

When the battle’s lost ’n won! ” 

 

Ô Leave the Classics„ ’n Stop Shaking the Shaky-Pear Tree; now that have I come … the North Wind echoed 

coldly! So let’s bow down to business, or let’s Make-a Bet„ Ô stop making so much noise or fuss for nothing! 

Avoid, So Much Ado About Nothing … hi hi hi !!! But Learn: “Both Engage; One Won„ so One is Done!” 

… Wise Words … What Will Wonderously Wind When Will … 

 

http://meanderingsofthemuse.blogspot.com/2012/05/four-winds.html
http://www.touropia.com/tourist-attractions-in-germany/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8WENU3wtDw
http://meanderingsofthemuse.blogspot.com/2012/05/four-winds.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PuwzB1aF6Js
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5NMxiOGL39M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2xnPSRSSzU
http://www.touropia.com/tourist-attractions-in-germany/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KpvLHenu_d4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDIIH62xOl0
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So have We What to Do ’n to Say … I come, graymalkin! Fair is Foul ’n Foul is Fair: Hover through the Fog ’n Filthy Air. 

With Who Start With I„ “Eeny Miney Mayna Mo; Catch a Nigger by his Toe … He has Screamed„ ’n so we can 

now, let him go-go-go: thus so so so, Humanitarian r V … Easily, Measily Mayna Mo!” Let us hereto thus pay 

hommage to the East„ as that’s where the Sun rises„ for Good or for Worse„ for we all love the Verse! hi hi! 

 

Hum! Hum, said the East! Dumb! Dumb, said the West! Numb! Numb, said the frizzly South! (Bumb! Bumb! 

Had the North been there)! You have a good reputation to defend„ so don’t blurt out what you can’t fend! Tell 

us of your Wisdom ’n your dumb dumb„ for you’re known to be Wise„ but now you look, all other-wise ! hi hi! 

 

Try what you will, the sun rises in the East, whatever you may will! We’hv had moments in the Past„ that 

which eternal will never last„ for Times now go fast; so come to a cup of tea, in -Paris- or Belfast, ô crafty 

witch without ballast! So now I’ll tell you my story at last„ if you shut up, to not to show your lower cast„ hi hi 

’n ha ha!!! Forget NOT the Kubla Khan ’n the Glorious Mongol Clan of the past„ in the Kingdom of Majesty; 

but we’hv also had a Royalty, so let down alas in Loyalty„ by the mechanisations of a civilisation 

mechanised! Certes we were not wise or other-wise, but that must come to all? The present now awakes in 

the feet of the wakes„ ’n shangles now break„ for what rises from death has nothing more at stake … thanks, 

thanks ’n again thanks; for teaching us what was so fake … hi hi … 

 

Suddenly, thus Spake the North Wind„ who had just come with a blast … 

In the Beginning there was no Light„ then God said, “Let There be Light” … 

 but Still There was No Light„ apart the Darkest of the Darks, in the Still … 

  only Happened the Biggest of Big Blasts „ ’n all Fell into an Absoluteness of Cold … 

   of Absolute Zero„ a Past lasting for more than a Thousand of our Present Centuries … 

  in an Overall Plasma„ then Expanding Slowly to Freeze All Light, to Stop All Motion … 

 which Started to Thaw-out a bit„ so self-Created an Iöta of Cold Mini-Atoms … 

in the Frozen Light„ so Frozen that it became an Unmoving Electro-Magnetic Black Mass … 

 of Static Energy of Heavy Light„ only emitting Constant Waves„ Still Cries of Shock … 

to Mark it’s Presence in What Was„ so Haunting the Entire Creation, for Ever ’n Ever … 

 to Still Penetrate All in an Eternal Resonance„ Embracing the Total of the Cosmos … 

thus to us Speaks the Voice of the Universe„ in Subtle ’n Hushed Under-Tones … 

 “’n I’m Born of this Absolute Cold„ Frozen Dead, in the Theoric North of Universe … 

Born to Poseidon„ King of the Congealed Dark Seas … Poseidon or Not, am Here”!!! So Spake the North Wind! 

 

I spring off from the Darkness„ of the supposed Dark Matter ’n the Dark Energy … the memories 

 One Pulls In„ the Other Pushes Out, unto the Extent of the Cosmos Extinct … 

  the Push-out being Faster than the Pull-in„ into the Darkness of Spaces so Spaced … 

   of an Absolute Zero„ of the Never Come-Back„ of Trillions of our Present Centuries … 
 

Nature can only be Scented in Sounds … Visible & Invisible„ Audible & Inaudible 
 

Then whom had been silent all the way through„ of same Dark Matter ’n Dark Energy … spake„ so spake in a 

deep ’n a deep ’n cold voice„ from the depths of the cold ’n the icy cool of the depths: The Silent West Wind!   

http://www.shakespeare-online.com/plays/macbeth/macbethglossary/macbeth1_1/macbethglos_graymalkin.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3hPa6x8V2o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_ijz9kFy6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BteW7-ltsrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_ijz9kFy6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAfxKExKjVQ
http://www.parisenimages.fr/fr
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3dgFx8WNyrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7QewW3Up50
https://www.freeimages.com/search/streaming-light
https://www.freeimages.com/search/streaming-light
https://www.freeimages.com/search/streaming-light
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oXcdbPY4dT0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1aufRjaMtq0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1aufRjaMtq0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D09Fan_Grqs
https://www.freeimages.com/search/streaming-light
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ixf9ZyZaE9Q
https://www.freeimages.com/search/streaming-light
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ijosf90RAG8
https://www.freeimages.com/search/streaming-light
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5B3mXdpbhw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Umb6KYsLg18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VCCtD7w-FOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1aufRjaMtq0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VCCtD7w-FOQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wgKbi7FZz8
http://www.deepseachallenge.com/the-expedition/mariana-trench/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wgKbi7FZz8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iSIF3HprHVs
https://science.nasa.gov/astrophysics/focus-areas/what-is-dark-energy
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8oeTOIFfJE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Umb6KYsLg18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iSIF3HprHVs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FqL-S9w3foU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1aufRjaMtq0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2rKmS8iHT8
https://science.nasa.gov/astrophysics/focus-areas/what-is-dark-energy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QgLP6wyI9n8
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Thee who know not better than me, for I’m the West„ Silent ’n Observing„ One who cannot be provoked … 

the Occident judging the Orient with a Serpent-Eye … Colonial ‘Comptoirs’ ’n Companys „ call them of the 

East„ always being of the West ’n the Best„ “Eeny Meany Myna Mo, Catch a Nigger by his Toe …  to Tow them 

Eternally„ ’n only if he Screams a Rendering Cry, let him Go„ Ô Ô Ô … Eeny Meanly Myna Mo ! Mo Mo More!” 

East of the Sun … ’n … West of the Moon 

We of the West, Went to the East, as A Beast to the East„ We ate their Fruit ’n made them Crude! Do be done! 

But do ’n Remember, ‘The Sun Always Rises in the East’„ ’n so Spake the dO-Om!!!” Thus we’ll avoid fine 

phrases, to speak of these beasts of prey, called Humanums! So shall we Meat again! But, Not Invain … 

 

Thus were these normal bickerings of old friends, who had not met since a certain time … for there’s Magic 

in Seperations, of old Memories re-living, each travelling a long way„ ‘ghosts from an enchanter fleeing’! 

 
Nothing is left, except of Remembrances of Times of Mighty Motions and Mighty Notions … of Times Past! 
 

 Bise / Boreas  (cold, northern wind in France and northeastern wind in Switzerland) … Icy North 
 Mistral (cold northerly from central France and the Alps to Mediterranean) 

 
 Föhn / Notus (a warm, dry, southerly wind off northern side of Alps & North Italy … Hot South : destroyer of crops 

 
 Wind Sculptures (man-made kinetic masterpieces„ avoiding thunderstorms or clusters) 

 
 Eurus (east wind) … Unlucky East … hi, hi; thus is the West … ‘The Sun Always Rises in the East’ 

 
 Zephyr (west wind) a gentle, mild breeze … Messenger of Spring & Storms. 

 
All Winds of Fortune or mis-Fortune for Men, or what is left of them, a day in Future! 

 

When you dive into the Past, deep depths of sounds of Past … all that you’re left with are Remembrances! 

Phantoms of old memories, or that what you had lived„ that what is not Real anymore. When you lived unto 

the Stars ’n Deep Depths of sounds of Seas, awondering that Mother Nature had gifted you such Sensibility 

that was not often common to mortal man … then thankfully you bowed your head, lost in Meditation! 

 

When you dive unto Lost Oceans, of Deep Depths Mysteries of Oceans Drained, voids where Winds Function 

NO more„ except Remembrances of Phantasmagoric Visions„ Visions undulating in Vales ’n Mounts, bathed 

in Crystalline Waves of floating Dimensions„ sometimes Cold sometimes Warm, sometimes Sharp sometimes 

Flat, for miles ’n miles of sable sands„ where live fast fleeing beings, bringing back sad memories of Phantoms 

of old, or that what you had lived„ that what is not Real anymore. Then you see unto the fallen Star-Dust ’n 

these Deep Depths of sounds of Seas, awondering why Mother Nature had gifted you such an acute 

Sensibility that is rarely common to mortal men … then respectfully you bowed your head, to Sleep! 

 

But all that is neither Here nor There in this World of Nowhere„ where Winds function NO more„ ’cause Tears 

are Too Wet to Woo, your Diluted Vision Remembrances„ Visions in Hazes ’n Mazes, all off-Focus, signifying 

Nothing; ’n all your wooing ’n spousing of morrow’s thoughts, creeps in this petty pace, in Death’s Depths!  

  

https://www.youtube.com/user/TheJonathankleck
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUWEYLVooxU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3hPa6x8V2o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vv2qnoUfjPU
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_of_the_Sun_and_West_of_the_Moon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMyH4nPYS2o
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But yet, all lived in the Dark Back of the Head, as if None had passed or died or even had gone away … So, 

how can that live-on; when is-Not or is-Not-Now„ even if-were-before??? Ay, there’s the rub„ ’n the Dilemma. 

They say that Pearls live at the Bottom of the Sea, closed into their own Shells„ and they say that Strings of 

Pearls are but Stringed Beads of Irritation, when our Real Internal Thoughts do become ’n remain as 

Eternally Lost Threads of  Remembrances ’n Doubts! So what is a Doubt? I Doubt that I am BUT not??? 

 

Here ’tis a Dilemna that two subjests are launched simultaneously … Facts Over ’n Thinks Under Surface … 

 

Thus was I liberated of the Darkness of the Waves„ Darkness of the Allegory of the Caves! 

 

… The Allegory of the Cave … by Plato … based on Socretes 
 
In the Allegory of the Cave, Plato distinguishes between 

 

People who mistake sensory knowledge for the truth 

And 

People who really do see the truth   ...   It goes like this … 

 
The Cave 

 Imagine a cave, in which there are three prisoners. The prisoners are tied to some seats, their arms 
and legs are bound and their head is tied so that they cannot look at anything, but a simple stonewall, 
which in front of them. 

 These prisoners have been here since birth and have never seen anything, outside of the cave. 

 Behind the prisoners is a fire, and between them behing, is a raised walkway. 
 Images of People outside the cave walk along this walkway carrying things on their head including; 

animals, plants, wood and stone … by a Fire behind, all thrown on the Wall, by Marionettes. 
 
The Shadows 

 Imagine now … that you are one of the prisoners. You cannot look at anything behind or to the side of 
you … but constantly, stay only looking at the wall in front of you. 

 When shadows of people walk along the walkway, you can also see the shadows of the objects they are 
carrying cast on to the wall, by the fire screen … all a Marionettes’ Show. 

 If you had never seen the real objects ever before, you would believe that the shadows of objects were 
‘real’ ... Images of a Mistaken REALITY. 

 
The Game 

 Plato observes that the prisoners would begin a ‘game’ of guessing which shadow would appear next. 
 If one of the prisoners were to correctly guess, the others would praise him as clever and say that he 

were a master of nature. 
 
The Escape 

 One of the prisoners is then set free from his bindings … and leaves the cave. 

 He is shocked at the world, which he discovers outside the cave and believes not that it can be real. 
 As he becomes used to his new surroundings, he realizes that his former view of reality was wrong. 

 He begins to understand his new world, and sees that the Sun is the source of Life … and goes on an 
Intellectual Journey … thus where he discovers Beauty and Meaning. 

 He see’s that his former life afore lead, and the guessing game they played, was completely FALSE. 
 
The Return 

 The prisoner returning to the cave, Informs the other prior compagnions, of his found Reality. 

 They do not believe him and threaten to kill him … if he tries to set them free. 
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Try what you will, the sun only rises in the East, whatever you may will! We’hv had moments in the Past„ 

that which eternal will never last„ for Times now go fast; so come have a cup of tea, in -Paris- or in Belfast, 

ô crafty witch without ballast!     … etc … etc … etc …  Hazarat Ameer Khusro 

Khusro darya prem ka, ulti wa ki dhaar,  Jo utra so doob gaya, jo dooba so paar. 

را    وہ  ڈوب ایگ :   وج ڈوپ ا   وہ پ ار ! سروح۠     درپ ا ایپر اک،   ایٹل واہ یک داھر؛      وج ات   

“Oh Khusro, the no return river of Love,  Runs in strange directions. 

One jumping into it drowns„  while   one   drowning,  crosses” … 

Shikwa & Jawab-e-Shikwa … or what said, the Poet of the East …  Hazarat Allama Iqbal  

Khol  aankh, falak deekh, fiza deekh, sama deekh„  Mashriq se ubartay huay  Suraj ko zara deekh. 

“Open Eyes, see the Sky, see the Surf, see the Scene „  See the slow Sun rise, only in the East” … 

 

But, is it really Real, what we see ’n we Feel ’n we Hear„ here then, ’tis a Dilemma again, that Two or Infinite 

Microscopic Universes are launched coincidently … where we exist simultaneously„ Facts Over ’n Thinks 

Under Surfaces Unknown, Dimensions Unknown; ’n Names unknown: the Universal Micro-cosmos, thus so 

becoming Macro-cosmos, in Existences Parallel … that … I am … Else-where Also! That could explain, the 

Co-Incidence of Heavens which are Hell„ ’n the Meanness ’n Meaninglessness of our Mortal Thought! 

 

But, is it really Real, what we see ’n we Feel ’n we Hear„ here thus then, we can say, that We are When we 
are Observered„ ’n Our Existance is our Conciousness of our Casuality, in a certain Space in ’n at a 
Certain Time, which can simultaeneously be in other Spaces co-Related, by the Impartial Law of Probability! 
The really Real, can so be the Laws Emanating of Another Super-Universe, that Organises you into a Single 
Consciousness System that eliminates Hazard by Method„ Method employed by Billions of Micro-cosmes, 
who Self-Organise into a Unified United Scheme of a Structured Human-Being, or any other Being„ being so. 
Thus we conclude: ALL Time Effects ALL Time ALL the Time, every Moment Procreating every other Moment„ 
that Past Present Future are a Single Quantum Unit„ the Basic Identity of The Universal Golden Ratio„ in 
this Totality of the  Fractal Construction, overall Central Golden Mean’s Self-Similarity„ by Self-Repetition. 
 

Thus Beyond is Creating US„ as Simultaneously, WE are co-Creating the Beyond … 

 Pull-In ’n Push-Out smoothes unto Self„ as Utmost Extents of Cosmos Distinct … 

  Then Everything evens in„ Theory turning to Reality, of Realms Real re-Defined … 

   That Atoms to Individuals ’n Individuals to Colonies become„ Conscious ’n Present … 

Predicting so: Anything that Can Happen, Will finally Happen„ ’n ALL PHASES of Universes Inter-Twined!!! 

When, in the Wilderness of the Beyond, sung All the Winds from the North to East to West to South, in these 

Unison Sounds all Together Bound … When the Wolves will Cry ’n Howl at Midnight … When ’tween the Moon 

full ’n half to wane, where Wolverines will wont in Eternal Arrays to mate their Mates … When, in the Dismay 

of a Total Dismay ’n DisArray … Morn will come to Wipe out “all fond Records” from Memomories Mine ’n 

Thine … of Love of Hate … Frailty, thy name be, What may be  … be it Woman … or Wind, or not be … Then 

the Shakespearian Frame, Used or of no Use to be … takes it’s Turns ’n effects … in the Tragic ’n the Comic, 

which Twist ’n Twirl in the Hurly Burly … to Mingle in this Meddly Maddened! 
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So spring I off from a Darkness„ of supposed Dark Matter ’n Dark Energy … 

 One Pulling In„ Other Pushing Out, unto the Total Extent of the Cosmos Extinct … 

  Push-out being Faster than the Pull-in„ far into the Darkness of Spaces so Spaced … 

   Reversed Absolute Zero„ of the Ever Come-Back„ of Trillions of our Present Centuries … 

So Results a Unification of ACTS, FACTS, Facets, Faces„ ’n ALL PHASES of Lone Universes Inter-Twined!!! 

… Stoppage 2017 … Here there was another Blockage for over a year, as Thinks ’n Thoughts NOT being 

as Migrant Birds, are difficult to recult. Then Destiny again played with me … ’n I had a Dream … NOT 
a Kingly Dream, as King’s Dream, but a Færy Dream„ as is gifted to the Favoured … in real 6 Dreams: thus 

one after the other, to Complete the InCompelete! So woke I up mornings„ with vivid Memories ’n Visions …! 

 

This Constant bickerings ’n nickerings of Winds convened None! So they outcame a System of Conveniences, 

which convened ALL! They decided to TOSS; not a simple coin, as we know All„ but a Cube of 6 faces, ALL 

around with North East West South„ ’n top ’n bottom, with Heaven ’n Hell, for hi hi! Equals = NEWS = hi hi„ 

’n Heaven ’n Hell, for Thrower. Here we can Pose a Theological Question … Does Heaven ’n Hell Exist?????? 

Truly, in my own opinion, let’s bank on Pure Logic … Does a Heller even know a Heavener or vice-versa????? 

’n Logically Speaking … NO … So for one in Hell, Heaven Exists NOT„ ’n for one in Heaven, Hell Exists NOT … 

Thus say I, Logically Speaking … to Hell … All Guru, Évêque, Rabi, Mullah ’n sant … All GÉRMs??? hi hi! 

 

Then as Iqbal, “See the slow Sun rise, only in the East”, the East Wind per courtesy, was allotted the first say … 

 

“I had a Dream„ ’n in the Dream, I knew that Dreaming was I. ’Twas in a Færy-Land found myself I, unto a 

Royum Unknown, where reigned NO King ni Queen ni Prince ni Princess Charming„ ’twas thus a Real Royum 

of the People, for the People, by the People„ ’n All was decided by Mutual Consent, in all Peace ’n Harmony … 

’Twas a Færy inland that myself lead around, just revealing to me the Just„ as unjust existed NOT. Rainbows 

curved as everywhere, shared colours with everyone ’n bliss rayoned off on every face. Then she lead me on to 

view all sorts of scapes„ land-scapes to seas-capes to reposing e-scapes, to imbibe one unto one’s own Spirit. 

Once the tour ended, she bade me good-bye with tears in her eyes, for which asked I the reasons Why ??? 

Then in a soft tone she bade me then not to ask, but on my persistence with a finger on her lips, she broke to 

reveal that a WAR was forth-coming„ not because of them but ’cause of other lands, people of other places, of 

places like mine, who could NOT digest that Peace ’n Harmony could live on their own„ of dis-order what they 

called NORMALITY, ’cause they knew NOT the normality of Order ‘sans’ Selfishness! A dO-Omed Paradise.” So 

woke I myself up, the echos of dO-Om ever reverberating in my Soul … ’cause we self cause our casualities ! 

 

The toss now went to next, which threw first Hell then West … A Natural Order??? The Wobbling ’n Wavering 

West Wind cleared throat, to make clear to all a Native Non-Comprehension kNack (NNN), ‘No NoNsense Plz’. 

Then with a Grunt ’n Groan of Thunder ’n Rain„ when Babes moaned ’n Old-ups hold-up in terror their 

breath„ yelled, “We of West make-up a huss ’n fuss in fiction un-turned to reality, in Captions ’n Captains 

THIS ’n THAT, up-Holding fictive Powers of terrifying Thunder ’n Lightning ’n Rain„ signifying just Nothing! 

 

“We’ll Win, Will We„ is just a Fantasy, lost since Ever, a Fraction of Time since Eternity … of Forgotten Adam! 
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So Full of Riddles ’tis, this Fable of Facts of Past of Now of Future … Devine it … if you can? 

 “ Then shall we meet again; ’n when Armageddon will so come to Reign:  (Fact ’n Fury) 

When Protestants, Hebrew, Originals ’n Catholics; “Phoxes” ’twill be One;   (Act ’n Action) 

When Aliens, Témoins, Orthodox ’n Muslims; “Atoms” in ’twain Undone;   (Fear ’n Fiction) 

When the hurly-burly’s done; ’n the Lost-Won Battle’s finally Begun!    (Dear ’O Dear) 

When Whales turn to Snails ’n Feet to Fish„ then U’ll have all U wish,    (Wail ’n Whine) 

When U’r worst half’ll be better„ ’n the better half the best, in a swish!  ”     So Shut-up the West Wind !!! 

 
 (Historical ReCapitulation … Showing … How History can go Wrong … and Wrong can become History ???) 

 

 “And from over 15 miles off the Horizon, smelled a Ship„ a Ship gone to Conquer the East ’n the West, sailing 

North ’n South„ where Sailors in Requisition, were chained to their ranks, doing all the necessary on spot, 

while rowing ’n rawling … coming back as sceprotic heroes to charm the maidens„ as goes the Fiction, far 

from Reality or History!!! But talk we’ll NOT of the famous Vasco da Gama, who with a Cape ’n Horn went 

around„ to return blowing his Horn, “I found it, I found it;” so, Columbus mis-taked only on the Red-Injuns!” 

The Dream Vanished ’n VOID took over„ ’n ALL PHRASES took Leave … to reunite„ in Renewed Shapes !!! 

… Stoppage 2018 … UnStopped 2020 … Here there was another Blockage of over two years ’n more: 

then Thinks ’n Thoughts were brought back again, as the Winds Woke up anew … ’n I Dreamt as fore … 
AND thus, Spoke the Winds to the Winds, inviting the South Wind„ “and You the South Wind … you who 

remain ever in the Shadows, blowing into the Shadows and unto the Sails of Ships forlorn and forsaken … 
that after Various Wanderings„ of vivid Memories ’n Visions … finally blow into the Harbour, sometimes Safe, 

sometimes Stale ! Ô come South Wind … our Sister … Tell thy Tale, of your Whims and your Wails? Come”! 
 

And thus, the Wind of Winds, the Wind of Veils and Sails, the Wind of Voyages and Paysages, the Wind of 

Bays and Ways unknown, the Wind of Ports and Kingly Courts, the Wind of Aventure and Mis-Venture that 

‘Struts’ an hour upon an hour ‘on the Stage and then is heard’ in Whispers or ‘no more’.1., the silent Wind of 

‘Return or NO Return’ in Rivers of Waves.2., unto Homely or UnHomely Ports, ‘in Vacant or in Pensive Mood’.3. 

of ‘Hoards’ ’n ‘Hoards of Troubles’.4. of Wishers Well UnWell, the Winds of Fortunes Turned UnTurned, finally 

Returning into the Laughs and Cries of ‘Friends and Country-Folks’.5., well massed on the Quays and Docks, 

when white Sails rise from the blue Horizon, to the Shouts and Shrieks of the amassed Maddened Crowds, 

waiting to lead them Returnest to Houses long UnHoused, of lonely Pears and longing laughing Sears, to 

‘Drink Coffee and Sit for an Hour’.6., to Discuss Destroyed ‘Wastelands’ of Millinaire Civilisations, where blew 

‘Magic Casements opening on the Foams of Mysterious Seas, in Fairylands Forlorn’.7., long abandonned and 

forsaken, where nearby did flew slowly ‘a meandering river’.8., where ‘a stately Dome did decree’; ‘water, water, 

everywhere, not a drop to drink’.9.: so did the South Wind with a discrete cough start … and so spake … 

 

1. ‘Struts’ Macbeth (Shakespear)  2. ‘No Return’ Film (Marilyn Monroe) 3. ‘Vacant Pensive’ Daffodils (Wordsworth) 

4. ‘Hoards of Troubles’ Hamlet (Shakespear) 5. ‘Friends and Country-Folks’ Julius Ceasor (Shakespear) … ‘Country-Men’ 

6. ‘Drink Coffee and Sit for an Hour’’ Wasteland (T. S. Eliot) 7. ‘Magic Casements opening on the Foams of Mysterious Seas, 

in Fairylands Forlorn’ Ode: Nightingale (John Keats) 8. ‘meandering river’ ‘a stately Dome did decree’ Kublai Khan (Coleridge) 

9. ‘water, water, everywhere, not a drop to drink’ The Ancient Mariner (Coleridge)   … “Thus, History Repeats Itself???” 
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“And thus in the dark of dark of the darkness of darknesses so deep in the profounds of the profoundness of 

the profoundnesses where moved many an immense and unimaginable masses of the sleekest of the sleek 

fleshes and bloods invisible to the visible eyes of unknown unseen monstrous beholders dug so deep down 

into the flowing and stable or unstable stands of the deep dugged waters of the spreading sands of the 

deepened seas mingled into the darkened sands of the deapest and darkest of all oceans sunk resounding in 

the sands of times in their interaction of and by the heavy and unbearably deafening dumb sounds of an 

unsounding humming reminding all and sundry unknown that what seemed to exist not did exist as from 

time to time flew by an unexpected unflashing electrical eel or a similar object as a rounding wheel existing 

only an instant in a single unseen glimpse as a hidden being of a far away image in a far away world sunk 

into the oblivion of an infinitessimile point anchored in the infinite space of immense dimensions lost into 

these folds after folds of distant super dimensions after dimensions and extensions beyond into the behind of 

the behinds of the beyondness of beyondnesses where existed the counterpart of the cold over colder and 

coldest of unloving spaces with the lightness of the lightless inert matter unglimmering in its haltness as yet 

unfelt and unseen compared to the warmth of the vibrant and living fleshly bloodly unseen enormous lifeful 

beings of a mass and weight unbearable and unimaginable so totally unfelt by these ignorant beholders of 

farways since times and ages immemorial floating by all over these watery domains of oblivion having no 

bounds no founds nor ends until an end unexpected overwhelms these unseen sands of times seemingly as if 

to come to some invisible untold of end by their sheer burden and weight afore seeming so fluid to flimsy and 

unthoughtful minds of kinds and beings of doubtful shapes and forms of strange likeness to the minor minds 

of minor humans in all their shrill and trill ascerting that what seems not actually is even if totally invisible to 

the thoughtful thought of thinkers who to the contrary think that what seems is perhaps may not be or is or 

was because the ephemere in this vast immensity of times and chimes dusted by the constant rolling of the 

wheels of fortunes done undone or of the symbolistic reminiscences of lost memories of facts and acts which 

have been or not have been as interred into remembrances of past so uncertain in future as ideas ephemere 

burried into this vast immensity of large rolling spaces measured into these cosmic sands called time ’n again 

so totally fragmented into miniscule parcels and particles which we very unwittingly and unimaginatively call 

so blatantly the devine human intelligence which is only another nick-name for beings without a single 

glimpse of light sunk into shades?” … Thus the South Wind spake in a Single Breath; nor Pause nor Stop. 

 

And thus ended … the Story, et l’Histoire, e la Storia, und Geschischt … of the Four Winds, the Four Sisters! 

So Spake the North Wind … of Cold Face, de Visage de Froid, la Faccia Freda, das Gesicht Kalt, to End All! 

So Spake the East Wind … of Tear Face, Visage en Larmes, Faccia in Lacrime, Gesicht in Tränen, to End All! 

So Spake the West Wind … of Wild Face, Visage Tourmenté, Faccia Tourmente, Gesicht Gequält, to End All! 

So Spake the South Wind … of Calm Face, de Visage Calme, la Faccia Calma, das Gesicht Ruhig, to End All! 

Then the Tempest blew and Wiped out All Traces and Signs, that they had ever Met or Discussed or Talked of 

Anything Ever, nor of Them or Others or Events: for Mystery is ’n Ever was, the Four Winds, or Four Sisters!  
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The Best I could … in Many Many Years … in so Many Many Years 

 

   (Thus I failed, in an impossible task … Reconstruct what was lost a quarter of a century past 

… Lost Rememberances of Færy-Lands deep under the sea, intertwined into the soft souvenirs of lost and 

mind-boggling forgetness, fabricated of fleeting smoldering cinders of hazy recollections„ that once lost, are 

ever lost; becoming just impossible to be-come„ neither in has, nor in be, or in being!) 

 

 And here the Meeting Ended … for … 

the Winds are NOT the same Winds 

the Air is NOT the same Air 

the Sounds are NOT the same Sounds 

and Beings NOT anymore a “Being” 

all over are Beings without Being 

all over are Sounds without Sound … only Noise 

all over is Air without Air … only Smoke 

all over are Winds become Stings … Dark Pollution 

and 

Animals are Murdered 

Humans are Murdered 

for Gain, for Profit, for Money-Honey 

for Religions, Schisms, Isms 

Humanity become Un-Humanity 

Worth become Un-Worth 

“Full of Sound and Fury … Signifying Nothing”! 

         (Shakespeare) 

 

A gO-Od Old Tale of Tailed Monkeys … Now Mounting Trees on Trees? 

Two-Leggéd Crawlers Crawling 

     In Earth 

       On Earth 

        Under Earth 

          Under-Dog or Slave! 

      

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eacrzwl5mAQ
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 Les  Valkyries Chantaient 

 Une Musique de la Mort 

 Les  Valkyries Chantaient 

 Une Musique de la Sort 

 De l’Âme séparée si bien du Corps 

 Les  Valkyries Chantaient 

 Du Présent au Passé plus loin encore 

 Flottant en Regrets qui deMords 

 Sans Futur ni Hors ni deHors 

 Les  Valkyries Chantaient 

 De ce Qui n’était Pas et Ni Serait pas 

 Loin de ce Monde du Son du bla-bla 

 Les Phantômes des Gens de si ga-ga 

 En Resonnance Vide de leur ha-ha 

 Les  Valkyries Chantaient 

 Pour un Certain Peu de Temps Perdu 

 Dans ce Monde de Tant de Taboos 

 Les Yeux Voyant le Nul en Rien Confondu 

 Errant en ce Nulpart de Nul Partout 

 Vide dans ce Vide et ce Sourd Surtout 

 Puis a eu un Silence d’un Rien très Moux  

 Alors les  Valkyries ne Chantaient plus ! 

 Ainsi les  Valkyries 

 N’étaient plus là en Chantant 

 De la Guerre et du Malheur 

 Car de la Profondeur 

 De la Terre et de la Mer 

 Se sont Levés des Silences 

 Du Calme et de la Douleur 

 Et ont mis à la Mort 

 Avec Raison et Sans Tort 

 Cette Beauté Sommeillante qui Dort 

 Dans le Fond et en Hors 

 Au Pied du Destin et du Sort 

  “du Calme que l’on se Calme” 

 Mettant Fin à cette Terreur 

 De ce Monde en Grand Erreur 

 D’abord en Bas … puis deHors 

 C’est ainsi que les  Valkyries 

 Ne Chantent plus car elles Dorent ! 

  The Valkyries Chanted 

 The Music of Death 

 The  Valkyries Chanted 

 The Music of Dearth 

 Of Spirits separated so well from Corpse 

 The  Valkyries Chanted 

 Of the Present to Past further or more 

 Flotting in Regrets that Pinch 

 Without Future nor Here nor There 

 The  Valkyries Chanted 

 Of What Was Not ’n Nor Will be 

 Far from this World of Sounds of bla-bla 

 Of Phantom Folks well in their ga-ga 

 In a Resonnance Void of their ha-ha 

 The  Valkyries Chanted 

 For a Certain Lack of Times so Lost 

 In this World of Many Many a Taboo 

 Eyes Viewing a Null in an All Confounded 

 Erring in a Nowhere of Nowhere Everywhere 

 Void in this Void ’n this Deafness Overall 

 Thus flew in a Silence from a Never so Fluid  

 That the  Valkyries Chanted no more! 

 So the  Valkyries 

 No more being there  to Chant 

 Of War ’n of Dread 

 ’Cause from the Profounds 

 Of the Earth ’n the Seas 

 So arose Silences 

 In Calm ’n in Dearth 

 And as such put to Death 

 With Raison ’n Without Wrong 

 This Beauty Dreamer which Sleeps 

 In its Founds ’n in inSide 

 At the Feet of Destiny ’n of Sort 

  “b’ Calm that becomes all a Calm” 

 Putting an End to this Terror 

 Of this World in so Great an Error 

 atFirst soDown … atLast outSide 

 Thus ’tis that the  Valkyries 

 Chant no more ’cause they went to Sleep ! 
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24. Roma  That the POISON be SWEETENED; PLEASE  Philosophy-3- (1993) 

 

  It would be easy to drink if you took care that the poison be sweetened … very well 

sweetened; please! 

 
  There have been cases in the past when people have drunk it without additives like 

Socrates, who even took pleasure in it and engorged it completely unsweetened, because he would than 

put to proof his philosophy that there was a spirit in his mortal body and he wanted to study the 

passage of this spirit into the eternal beyond. But these were big people, big thinkers, big philosophers 

and were capable of surmounting un-surmountable hazards of destiny like our friend Socrates. And then 

he had an illustrious student like Plato, to write about it: they say that this death scene in ancient 

Greek, is the most beautiful piece of literature ever written.  But I have none of that; I am neither a big 

man, nor a big thinker, nor a big philosopher, nor have I a lustrous disciple to record my so impending 

dO-Om: then I can only think uptil the point of understanding that philosophy leads you to trouble in 

life, big trouble which obliges me to say contrary to my masters, that if you have to give me poison to 

drink, for which I do not criticize you because such is life and as life is, just think a bit before with some 

consideration that it would be easier to drink if you care to see to it carefully that, the poison be 

sweetened; please. 

 
  And then such big people, these big people also have a big name to leave and a very big 

name for that; but I have no name to leave and even the one I have is a reduced version of a few letters 

which arranged otherwise could even mean something base, something shocking, something uncalled for 

and uncanny, making elegant old ladies suddenly hold-up their expensive brand mark eye-glasses  

rather annoyed, spontaneously saying: “You don’t say things like that”. Can you imagine going about all 

your life with a name “like that”. But even leaving alone a name or a non-name or a non-lieu, I have 

anyway nothing to leave, not even thoughts of somebody loving, nothing at all, so I ask people who ask 

me sometimes, “Why didn’t you …”, to not to ask me such questions for then they would unintentionally 

be giving me poison to drink not realizing that it would only be a bit easier to drink it, if they assuringly 

assured me that they had well verified that the poison be well sweetened; please. 

 

  Is it a crime to have searched for love? And if it is not a crime, the punishment for this so 

not-crime is it so violent that you had not and never will have or never find out what you have searched 

for. And even if you think that you have found it once, the one you have found has not found it back 

still. And even if the other finally had found it a bit later, common but inverted life does not permit that 

they find one another mutually at the same moments to walk alone parts of their shady fortune together. 

Was it a joke or a comedy of destiny, for destiny writes strange tragedies in guise of comedies, comedies 

that play practical jokes … but jokes that make you neither laugh nor smile even a bit … thus so, if an 

un-avoidable joke ’tis, let’s also play it joviously ’n well: that poison be sweetened well; please. 
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  Come! Come Folks come. Gather here. It is also not fair, that on the opening night of this 

fair comedy in the theatre of your life, you do not fare well„ that on the opening night of this great and 

fearful comedy of your life, you do not laugh and make others laugh ’n smile ’n laugh. All is ready here: 

the public’s here and the actors are here and they have a valid text here„ and they want a good valid 

applause here, a laughing and hearty applause very valid, here ’n there. So come all Folks, come here 

and let us play the funny game of tragic comedies. Make so, that the curtain rises in time. And then 

when comes the full scene, take a cup of poison, put it in the hands of your beloved and make-pretend 

that it’s a real, real poison: and act big so that everyone can go home happily satisfied and content. And 

when suddenly you see what she does not … but you realize that it is really a real poison, take very 

carefully the cup from the sweet hands of your beloved, still playing La Divina Commedia: so firmly and 

quickly you drink it uptil the last drop to make no fatal errors, leaving nothing for her; but before doing 

that you solemnly make her promise that she will never drink poisoned cups: and for old-times sake, as 

if nothing was, ask her that she had made absolutely sure that this play-thing, for for her what was only 

a play-thing, a false cup of poison, for me was to be sweetened„ and very well sweetened: please. 

 

  For I am all ordinary ’n common ’n nothing, especially nothing big, a no-man, a never-man, 

a never-wanted-man: so un-sweetened poisons are hard to digest for such a never never-wanted-man … 

a never ever-man … taking a true blooded Poison in full … that be never ever … unsweetened! Please! 
 

Socrates (/ˈsɒkrətiːz/; Greek: Σωκράτης [sɔːkrátɛːs], Sōkrátēs; 470/469 – 399 BC) was 
a classical Greek(Athenian) philosopher credited as one of the founders of Western 
philosophy. He is an enigmatic figure known chiefly through the accounts of classical 
writers, especially the writings of his students Plato and Xenophon and the plays of his 
contemporary Aristophanes. Plato's dialogues are among the most comprehensive 
accounts of Socrates to survive from antiquity, though it is unclear the degree to which 
Socrates himself is "hidden behind his 'best disciple', Plato". 

Through his portrayal in Plato's dialogues, Socrates has become renowned for his 
contribution to the field of ethics, and it is this Platonic Socrates who lends his name to 
the concepts of Socratic irony and the Socratic method, or elenchus. Plato's Socrates 
also made important and lasting contributions to the field of epistemology, that has 
proven a strong foundation for much Western philosophy that has followed. 

 

 

Socrates 

 

According to Plato's Apology, Socrates’ life as the “gadfly” of Athens began 
when his friend Chaerephon asked the Oracle at Delphi if anyone were wiser 

than Socrates; the Oracle responded that no-one was wiser. Socrates 

believed the Oracle's response was not correct, because he believed he 
possessed no wisdom whatsoever. He proceeded to test the riddle by 

approaching men considered wise by the people of Athens—statesmen, 
poets, and artisans—in order to refute the Oracle's pronouncement. 

Questioning them, however, Socrates concluded: while each man thought 

he knew a great deal and was wise, in fact they knew very little and were not 
wise at all. Socrates realized the Oracle was correct; while so-called wise 

men thought themselves wise and yet were not, he himself knew he was not 
wise at all, which, paradoxically, made him the wiser one since he was the 
only person aware of his own ignorance. Socrates' paradoxical wisdom 
made the prominent Athenians he publicly questioned look foolish, 

turning them against him and leading to accusations of wrongdoing. 

… By courtesy of Google … Poison … Text …  A bust of Socrates in the Louvre …  Socrates-en.wikipedia.org … 

… Poison … S-Death-en.wikipedia.org … The Death of Socrates, by Jacques-Louis David(1787) … Text … 
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25. Roma   EYES,   NOSE   and   MOUTH  Comically-2-  (1993) 

 

 

Wondered have you ever, why God has placed the eyes above the nose? 

 

  You haven’t! I thought so! Lazy bums! Well, let me tell you something about it. Hum! Frankly 

speaking, I just realized myself that even I didn’t know much about it. Even more frankly speaking, because 

I am capable of speaking even more frankly if you want, but you may not like it, so let’s stay with the original 

subject, I didn’t ever even think about it before. Like you! Lazy bums! Good for nothing! But while you 

have no excuse to be so un-qualifiably ignorant, I have. Oh! Pardon me! I’ve got it all wrong again. I am so 

confused. I actually wanted to say, I cannot afford to be. And do you know why I cannot afford to be. Do you? 

Come! You are not so ignorant as all that, after all. You know it well that I want to make my heart-throb 

laugh. And do you know why I want to make my heart-throb laugh. It is because she does not speak: and so 

good subjects for writing are becoming scarce these days. Well it is not really that she cannot speak? She can 

speak but she does not say a word. It’s a childhood defect. 

 

  They taught her the wrong language that they should not have instead of teaching her the 

right language that they should have. So she has communication problems. And I am desperately trying to 

find any subject under the sun to be able to make her laugh or at least smile. Didn’t you know that making 

the person you love laugh is also a sign of love, sigh, especially when she smiles looking at you. 

 

  So let’s not desperate„ ’n let’s start talking nonsense ’n something will come out of it; it 

always has. Supposing, that the eyes were not at their place, but were at the place of another organ„ and in 

the first trial, let us remain nearby not to get into complications. So let us change the eyes into the place of 

the mouth. Can you imagine yourself looking out of your mouth? You would be so astonished that you would 

have nothing to say. And even if you had something to say, you couldn’t say it anyway„ because the mouth 

and the words are not there any more, allegorically speaking. It is on top of your head. And that doesn’t work! 

 

Why? For plain mechanical reasons … well enumerated … as follows … 

 

  Firstly, all the food will be passing very near your nose„ and you will be smelling everything; 

and as most people are always in a hurry and do not have the time to smell the food that they eat, it cannot 

work out anyway. Secondly, what do you do when you feel sleepy: open and close the top of your head like 

the capote of a car; or a French cocoquotte-minute (pressure cooker) ? 

 

  Thirdly, the front of our head would be open and nobody wants an open brain. Where would 

all our religions, politicians and social systems go„ if everyone had an open mind or an open brain. Nothing 

will ever function: because not only would we be asking too many bothering questions, but also giving too 

many efficient replies. And that doesn’t work either. Religious, political and social systems, absolutely avoid 

questions; and refuse generally to give any valid answers„ not because that they really cannot, but because 

they are deliberately held in hand by so incompetent sub-clerks who often take care more of their daily jobs … 
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rather than sacrificing themselves for any principles. So we close our brain and the mouth, of which we have 

been opening too much so far, but not in the case of extreme necessity; it goes back to where it was, under 

and before the brain, evidencing clearly that we speak before we think„ and that our mouth is the brain 

force of our thought: because God in ’Tis infinite wisdom had originally placed it, where it suits better. 

 

  So spake Zarathoustra: End Plant A … Eyes & Mouth … Un-Inter-changeable!  

 

  For our subsequent juxtaposition, let us go a little bit further„ not exchanging anything this 

time but just transplanting our nose in a different place, let us say our back-side. It still doesn’t work„ 

because we cannot sit down on our nose or nostrils, it hurts: and then we could not stand it, all day long, 

smelling bad smells unless by some miracle of nature„ perfumes come out when we fart: but everyone 

knows, especially unfortunate people hit by life„ that we have to make-do with what we have; and we have to 

live with our night-mares and our farts as they are, or aren’t! There is no escape. 

 

  So spake Zarathoustra: End Plant B … Nose & Back … Art is Art„ ’n Fart is Fart!!  

 

  And supposing we exchanged totally these sides, to vice–versa; the back–side just going to the 

front-side„ with the nose still tenaciously hanging down, into its place of a very important organ„ essential for 

the production of future humanity? Come, Come. Nobody has ever yet produced future humanity with the 

back-side„ for even when produced from the front-side, things are as bad as they are. And which so ultra-wise 

and so ultra-illuminated doctor told you that you can propagate future humanity with the tip of your nose; it 

is illogical: it would be humanity without a future, like the used handker-chief you just threw away, after you 

had cleaned your nose-tip. 

 

  And the Creator in ’Tis infinite clemence, had again made the things in their right order. Again 

demonstrating to us, that it is normal to P in the Pants (front) and S in the arSe (back); repeat it constantly 

and you’ll find that there is a strange system in it„ the makings of the song of humanity (dart or fart), putting 

again in evidence, that while most people go about all their lives peeing in the pants in the front, not harming 

anyone, no one but themselves, they have also the possibility, very gratifying, of not looking at the shit they 

have just done, because its directly behind, behind their back. Logical, isn’t it! So we put every-thing back, 

including the back-side at its back-place, cleaning what we had to clean: and we go back-step to square one. 

 

  So spake Zarathoustra: End Plant C … Nose & Dart … Dart is Dart ’n Fart is Fart!!  

 

  With these arguments, I went to a man of science„ because in the modern world everything has 

to be proved by a man of science. Everything has to have its visum. Even the sun cannot exist unless a man 

of science says, that it exists! And this man of science said to me, “Ahem!” and then, “Ahem!”„ the total of 

which amounted to two “Ahems!” And asked me to find another man of science “Ahem” (3)„ because it was 

not his dominion and I had to consult somebody who was specialized in organs. So I rapidly consulted the 

telephone-book; where not finding “Ahem” (4), I ended up with an “EheNT” E.N.T. (Ears, Nose, Throat) 

specialist, which was the closest that I could approach to my specific organs. 

 

Don’t take me wrong! “Ahem!” (5). 
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  Clearly explained to him I, that I wanted to make my heart-throb laugh; and I wanted some 

professional advice, because I have written something on E.N.T. That was only to put him at ease, because I 

did not want to put other organs in his care, other than he was used to touching to! Nota: for the readers 

comprehension: my E.N.T. was Eyes, Nose, Teeth (Teeth technically being a cutting sub-section of the 

mouth). But he was a clever one and immediately put his finger on the anomaly, right between my teeth 

and said to me angrily, treating his finger with medicated cotton because he could not get it out in time, when 

I bite(d) or bout(d): “You have pointed to the wrong place. I only deal with Ears, Nose and Throat.” And as far 

as I am concerned, apart from these three, no other organs exists in the whole body„ and I spit on them.” 

 

  And he spit from his throat, clearing it first. “But in a desperate case, I can so consider the 

mouth, only if you leave it open, ’cause the mouth is the motor-way to the throat„ and as you already know, 

that really the Throat is my Kingdom; but if you keep your shut mouth closed, I can’t do anything about it. So,                                                                        

First you have to open your mouth and say, Ah; for the Be seems to be a much more beefy problem not to be 

easily unbeefed: and I really cannot promise your heart-throb, if we come to and or or when we come to the 

end of the alphabet!” Then clearly he spat again, from the throat of course, that now being clear; and making 

me pay a big sum of money, gave me an appointment in a few months time. He also left it to my discretion to 

explain to my heart-throb that if she opened her mouth more often and started saying Ah then Be and then 

eventually Ci„ and so slowly ’n slowly ’n steadily ’n steadily, learn ’n work on all the other remaining letters 

of the alphabet, arranging them in different and varying patterns possible„ she could eventually speak. 

 

  I am all emotion to tell you that it worked. She can already pronounce “Yes”. Can you imagine, 

almost up to the last letter of the alphabet. And if she really does not manage to pronounce the Z, I don’t 

really care„ as we do not uZe it very much in normal life; and who is interested in Zebras and Zulus. I am not 

very Zealous! Sorry, did I say Zealous! I meant Jealous! See the strain I am undergoing to get the Z straight. 

You will say that if the Z was not straight and was like a Zig-Zag„ it would not be a Z anymore: but I am so 

happy that I will over-pass your funny comments. I see you wish me well! But really the stress had been too 

much that I shall go about saying Zoo instead of You, which does have a part of the truth in it in her case; 

and “zealous” instead of “jealous”, which I am very much in her regard, inspite of the fact that I often say the 

contrary to hide my “zealousy”; as jealous as zealous, I surely am not. 

 

  And finally, when we got married and went off„ all alone, alonely together„ on the first night 

of our honey-moon, after we had respectfully settled down in our bed, I asked her a question that I had been 

dying to ask her for a long long time, “Darling, can I make love with you with my nose?” For the first time long 

she smiled and she smiled “Yes” without hesitation. Do you know what she means? I really don’t! Oh, yes you 

do! My friend, my congrats. At least there is somebody walking about on this earth, who makes sense of all 

this nonsense, I have written or blurted out, just now. hi hi ! 

 

  And tenderly I took her in my arms and touched her nose to nose. It was only to make her 

laugh. But it least we know now why the nose is where it is! And careful, don’t touch it: it is my heart-throb’s 

nose„ and a very loving nose for that … Not your bloody nose … 

 

Careful ! Now that you KNOW the NOSE … & you know, Why the NOSE is, where the NOSE is ? 
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25. Roma   EYES,   NOSE   and   MOUTH  Comically-2-  (1993) 

… Courtesy Google … Face-favim.com … Parts … maggieyeahx.DeviantArt.com … lips … fanpop.com  … 

… Eyes … nosurprises's.DeviantArt.com … Funny … picphotos.net … Diff … nanninanni's.DeviantArt.com … 

   

   

   

 

A special Painting, for me by Ada Massaro 

 

One took it once ’n never returned ??? 
 

… Courtesy of Google … Dog-/-Design … imgarcade.com …  Froggy … jokideo.com … imgarcade.com … 

… imgarcade.com …  Tina ... (thQ-AdaM.pdf) …  Chase … cliparthut.com … (shutterstock.com)… 

26. Roma   WHITE   DOG   Playing   with   a   FROG  Thoughts-3- (1993) 
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26. Roma   WHITE   DOG   Playing   with   a   FROG  Thoughts-3- (1993) 

 

 
Why don’t you speak? Woof! Said the dog to the frog. 

 

  And the frog just sat down wondering what funny ideas had this dog. But the dog 

kept on jumping„ first back and then forth, saying always the same thing to the frightened frog 

… woof and woof … not realizing that frogs speak a different language with a grammer 

completely indifferent to the vocabulary of her Garbish. And the frog just kept sitting down, a 

little bit nervous, wondering from where and out of what had this white elephant fallen down„ 

and what did she want really. But our white dog only wanted to play, she did not want any 

harm or bad to the frog or anybody else for that. But when she touched the back of the frog with 

her dark black nose, she jumped back in terror, surprised! It was so strange: what could be 

this, a normal earthy colour, unbelievingly cold? So she went back a step„ and from far she said 

again, “Woof” meaning “I want to play. You just run in front and I run behind, but I promise 

you, I will not touch you, because you are so cold.” Still the frog didn’t understand anything, as 

not speaking her Hundish„ he only spoke Frogish or English! And he always was cold and 

didn’t give a damn of what anybody thought about it: especially as he was not going to run or 

jump for such silly stupid childish demands; imagine, just because he was cold he was not 

obliged to play no games. And if he ran to save his life, who knows that this big white elephant 

might even tumble over him. Frogs are all right, but white elephants jumping back and forth are 

not very reassuring; are they? They can fall over and tumble little frogs. Believe you me! 

 

 

  The scene was so touching that I asked a lady-friend (a quoted painter) to make me 

a painting on it. And she did. Now it is one of my most prized possessions: ’cause my small white 

dog is not there anymore and cannot play with frogs any longer. But to imagine her living, oft in 

a vacant or pensive mood, longingly I look at this painting, for not to cry: a host of golden 

memories! For not to cry! A hoard of pains! For not to cry, nor to run, or jump back, nor cry! 

 

Understand U Dogish … or English? No … Then … Learn to chase a frog …  

… or be Romantic … Friedrich Schiller (1st. Romantic, 1759) … “Alle Menchen werden Brüder” … 

… Ode to Joy … Hymn à la Joie … Ode an die Freude … *Beethoven* Sinfonía Nº 9 ''Coral'' (4th.) … 

’Twas a special Painting … Made for me by Ada Massaro …  Roma (Italia) … Neuchâtel (*Schweiz*) 

… Somebody took it once … And never returned it … ’Tis so Cruel Life„ on Lost Souvenirs … 
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27. Roma   POST-CARDS   and   BROKEN   HEARTS  Non-Sense-1- (1993) 

… Courtesy Google … Witch … 1.SteamCardExchange.net … Ace … pinterest.com … Two-zazzle.com (2-Hearts) … 

… Heart … Viral … 2.SteamCard … Dog … HeartBeach-moziru.com … White … Queen-alamy.com … 

   

   

   

   

… By courtesy of Google … Post … Heart-My-Design …  Pink … zazzle.com …  Card … blingee.com … 

… Post … funny-quotes.picphotos.net …  Hearts … zazzle.com …  Words … zazzle.com … 

27. Roma   POST-CARDS   and   BROKEN   HEARTS  Non-Sense-1- (1993) 
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27. Roma   POST-CARDS   and   BROKEN   HEARTS  Non-Sense-1- (1993) 

 

 

  Immediately you’d ask me, but what is the relationship. There is none. And you are so right. 

Even I, the undersigned writer, don’t have the most palid of ideas. But yes, yes, you have absolutely reason: 

there has to be some sort of a start somewhere, otherwise how! Ok, Ok! It is a bit sad to relate, but I will 

tell you all about it. All. I promise that! 

 
  Yesterday, I was sitting down in my room thinking about a lovely person. And so for long 

sitting and thinking was I that, suddenly, so suddenly in a flash an idea flirted across the mind, a tragic story 

with a banal theme like post-cards and I started writing, that: 

 
  “She had post-cards all over her house. In the walls, in the placards, displayed in the kitchen 

neatly arranged on a special wall–board; and amusingly enough even on the floor„ that is when they fell 

down because she had not attached them very carefully. And it gave me an extremely good sensation of 

warmth, because I knew that they had been mostly sent by me, by little old me: and hundreds of them. And 

they made a beautiful piece of decoration, especially when they fell down on the floor: and something hit 

me hard inside, on the heart, to realize that I was probably only a piece of good decoration; a nice piece of 

excellent decoration, that was I”. Strange sensation? Was I that?  

 
  Beautiful, isn’t it! Absolutely beautiful! The beginning, I mean! And then I couldn’t write 

anymore. Not because that I had tears in my eyes which impeeded me to see the paper on which I was 

writing, but because I had no thought anymore, not even the minimumest and slightest of ideas to fill up even 

the smallest post-card in the whole world: I who had written hundreds of them! So, these passing thoughts 

which I preferred not to have and which were shooting through my brain like meteorite swarms, that what I 

arranged meticulously in some very secret private compartments of my brain, just waiting for an uncertain 

future, for that! 

 
  So was it that I traveled in time to today … cogitating that … 

     
  Once as I tediously cleaned the house„ it so happened that a tender and soft remembrance 

touched me. There was once that a mistress of mine used to do it for me, with great love. Not that we were 

only not made for each other, for I had told her right in the beginning that it could not work, but because we 

were just not made for each other„ even if I respected her the maximum that a man can respect a woman. 

However, she re-assured me, “Please don’t worry about me. What is gained is gained. Let’s be happy for now, 

for I will accept the situation when the time will come … to separate”. And when the time came to separate, 

she did not accept the situation. And that was human. And I had to break her heart. And while I was 

breaking her heart, almost against my will, I was only respecting my word; I managed to destroy mine own. 

But right from the first day, I justified myself, I had told her that we were not made for each other. Please, 

you out there, please can you tell me how? How does one go about in this world, not breaking a heart. And 

even if I promised to myself that I will never again break a heart, the punishment has been great. I cannot 

love: or refuse to love! For start, how’s that? 
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     Zut et Zut alors! Sounds a bit wise ’n balsamic … so very balsamic on the heart. French was 

that. Where did this French come from? Must be a reason for that … 

 

  Here I wander off into the future: a future that’s now past, for now am I only present in my 

future? I see that as you are fully lost in my past„ or ’tis my past ’n present ’n future tense, but not so tense 

as that, for we share it now„ all together; thus must I give a clear explanation … ’n beg your pardon for that. 

 

  Let’s then continue„ on this cruel ‘Amour’, so unfortunate for her than for me. So when I went 

away, far away„ we developed a strange habit of phoning each other often ’n oftener; but our conversations 

oftenest ended on a dispute: some silly dispute of interpretation … such as, if I could trust someone or not … 

for she refused to make a distinction, ’tween my reference to my ‘Friends’ or my ‘Contacts’; this is what 

irritated me most. So I always said to her these last twenty years, “When I come back the next time, I’ll render 

you a visit”: and she ever replied the same, “What’s there left to see? For now she took herself to be old … 

Guard Good Memories of my Freshness, my Youth … and forget the Rest„ or What Rests till the End !!!” 

Thus conserving herself, for me in mine Thoughts„ she is ’n lives always, as a Perfumed Fresh Friendly Flower 

that Flows Faceless Formless and Ageless unto Eternity, that what ’twas my Nicole„ for all that. 

 

  Then suddenly, I came to the brink of Death … ‘Mort’ frotted me six times; at half an inch ’n 

half a wink, I saw it stroking my nose … 8 weeks of ultra infection„ 3 meters fall on pointed rocks, beside a 

roaring stream„ dog barks ’n bites ending in injections„ hit by a heavy vehicle, with a broken shoulder ’n 

vertebra„ hit ’n run robberies and false accusations„ ’n last but not least, armed aggressions with criminal 

attacks (money-honey) … beg your pardon … but strangely, out I came ‘indem’! None of my family came to 

any help, as some of them didn’t know … none but some friends„ including Nicole, from so far: “Traitors, I 

want Tariq alive, not dead; whatever it costs!” So fair was she to save my life, that finally blurted I out„ “In my 

own funny way, I also love you!” This happiness attained at last, she graved it to the grave … She had waited 

so long? Could she, not have waited a bit longer„ to complete our half hundred?    So, that’s that„ for that. 

 

  Do you see finally friends, what am I ending up with: you don’t; let me explain: two themes 

which have nothing to do with one another, but start going parallel. And to amuse myself, I defy me, good ol’ 

me„ for I never defy anybody else as, I refuse to win against anyone else: to write something on two irrelevant 

themes which never interact and which never co-relate but still they have a strange relationship. And then I 

already had two nice beginnings, the first post-cards (go back to paragraph three) and second reference coda 

A to Z (A “As I was tediously cleaning the house” to Z “Zut et Zut, alors”). Please musicians, are you ready: 

then here we go! And then, practically speaking and let us be frank„ if I manage to fill a few pages, ’n another 

few halfs I have done already, I might be able to distort some money from that tight–fisted publisher of mine, 

the miser. I just had to find a development„ a middle, a re-tournment (that’s again French because there is 

no such word in English, ain’t I clever: you will understand it, if you just take the o away … o away … o away 

… that sounds wise„ ain’t I clever: and for the end we just have to put a full–stop. Everyone does, even if 

there is no meaning in it: for generally that’s the major number of good writer’s rules. With a full–stop we 

end„ and without a full–stop we start, even if there is no meaning in that; ain’t I clever for this„ or that). 
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   But really, I will confide you something; I care two hoots about my publisher. So, mine this 

preamble was only an excuse to write another post-card to this lovely person, for probably it is going to be my 

thousand and oneth„ like the Arabian Nights, Ô sweet romance and soft thoughts! But at the rate I am 

going like an express train, it seems that the post-card will take rather surprisingly enormous dimensions, 

about one meter square I suppose. And it would make me laugh to see her trying to put a one meter square 

post-card on the wall. Anyway, surely not in the place of her Picasso copy I hope„ even if mine might make 

better decoration. Without being modest, I can say that I am rather proud of myself on my unexpected 

inventions: they are even quite unique, sometimes. Frankly, I even surprise myself, many times„ or many 

many times, frankly. And if you don’t agree, I’ll tell your mother, that …„ that …  

 
  Have you understood? Again No! ’Tis serious? Hun, Hun? It’s becoming the tragedy of my life 

that, I always all must explain. You are impossible. Well, here we go. Don’t break anybody’s heart ever, 

because you might end-up only writing post-cards, thousands of them: but while they might make very good 

decoration on the wall and even on the floor, when ’n if they fall down … however, you already know that. 

 
  The wheel comes full-circle ’n the punishment is very well deserved, full–stop. No meaning. 

We had previously promised you all that„ and when we promise, it’s known that …„ we do hold that. 

 

 
Full-stop: at the end …„ for that. 

 

 
  Clever ain’t I, you have to admit that„ … that this is the second time„ that I finish a story with 

that word …„ that. And the whole story, at that; … how’zat … so that’s that … & remember„ that as that … 

 

 

  Ah! What! The end, of the real story of post-cards. You are cheating me. I have already finished 

my story, with an end and a full–stop and all„ and that. Well, let’s make a concession. You are after all a 

good friend, and everyone now knows that … and if they don’t„ they should know that. 

 

  Thus I tell you, with a happy wink of my eye … no tragedies. Recently she told me that she 

loves me; and that after only a multiple of thousand post-cards, a sort of a test of long endurance: as a 

result, I can say sincerely„ that I am quite satisfied …„ with that. 

 

  But where, she will put this one square meter post-card; on the wall or the well„ well, well, well„ 

or in the scaredy cat’s cabin corner, I would also like to see that …„ ’n laugh about that. 

 
Again. Full-stop. That …„ is that. 

 

So had I promised, so I have done and so am I obliged to say that. 

And don’t interrupt me now. But I must say, ’twas very difficult to say full-stop …„ 

and just finish a story with that. And make any sense, or common-sense …„ out of that. 

 

Full-stop. Don’t forget that. 
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  Dedicated to Nicole … of forty-eight years of friendship … we always disputed with each other„ 

but I we felt and insisted that we knew each other since a half of a century … where she always corrected me 

‘minus something’ … that ‘minus something’ has materialised now to ‘minus two’, for the two of us„ since 

2010 ’n 2„ she being the ‘minus’, unfortunately. And I always hoped and promised her, that we will laugh 

full that day, when the half became the full: but it didn’t, so my promis was broke„ for none fault of mine or 

her … only let’s say, I was well punished; for I broke her heart: and to this day, I suffer; for how could an 

empty promis come to be fulfilled: things broken have never an end, ’cause ends ’tis-selves can never 

mend! How? Explain me that! Nothing now can ever change, as all ends …„ ’n that is that … 
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Puis … Tout Frais du Pakistan :  

je me suis trouvé à Londres  

et j’ai posé une demande  

pour Concours de  

l’Harmonica à  

Strassbourg  

en 1963  

pour devenir amis pour toujours  

 

1960  

 

elle 

 

avait 

 

17 

 

ans 
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Nicole-Jordy.pdf … Championne de Monde d’Harmonica … 1965 : Delft Hollande … Accordion Times-00- -82- 

 

 

Elke ARMBRUSTER est arrivée 2ième. … 

puis il y avait 3 autres Allemands comme 3,4,5 ! (T.H.) 
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  In the kingdom of the blind, he who has imagination is the knowledgeable one. And as he is 

not really blind, he sees things other ways than normal ways. 

 

 
  I never go out! I have seen so much that I can imagine anything, even the universe. The only 

thing I cannot imagine is, is why it was created? But that is irrelevant. It is there„ and we have to live in it. 

And sometimes later, also die in it. 

 

 
  When I was a child, I used to read a lot: books and such stuff„ bits of paper; and I used 

to imagine everything I had seen, on these bits of paper. 

 

 
  There are artists today, who can imagine all on bits of paper. A musician can reconstruct a 

whole symphony in his head„ just looking at odd bits of paper, as an architect can see a complete edifice, 

just by a few lines drawn on bits and pieces of paper. Or a painter throws his heart out„ on very large and 

medium and small bits of paper. 

 

 
  How funnily life changed, when I took a dog: a small white dog. She didn’t care a bit about my 

bits of paper: and knowledge was far from her thoughts. Wisdom mine, all scattered thus on bits of paper, 

was reduced to smaller wisdom„ on smaller bits of paper all spattered over the floor; because she tore and 

bit them when she became angry„ for I hadn’t taken her out for a walk for a long time„ for I was completely 

absorbed in my bits of paper„ loosing lots of previous time re-arranging all these unbecoming bits of paper 

in my mind. But as far as she was concerned, she had amply clarified that it was more amusing chasing cats„ 

rather than uselessly loose time chasing knowledge. 

 

 
  And she used to hold the lead in her mouth„ because she knew where she was going, while 

the master did not. It was a perfect partnership and all responsibilities were divided in half. The master 

decided when to go„ and she indicated where: so she caught the lead in her mouth, and took the master 

for a walk, who otherwise would be lost„ arranging and re-arranging his heaps of bits of paper. 

 

   
  And they were pleasant walks. Once she even took the master to see a Circus. She had 

remarked it a day before„ and there was something strange here, extremely strange. So we stepped aside an 

entry door and from behind a protected point, turning the head around a wooden stub, a thick wooden post 

we looked into a cage„ the same cage that we had glanced into yesterday. 
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   The cat was still well there. A big cat, a rather big cat, rather a very big cat„ in fact an 

extremely big cat: and we wondered why the master had called it “tiger” the other day; he must certainly be 

wrong. There was no doubt. ’Twas a cat and an enormous cat for that: and in the small but ever-attentive 

brain, weighing„ the for and the against of attacking it in open quarters, we finally renounced to our 

inherent and hereditary right of going in in a full swing„ yo-ho, to make the cats and rats, yo-ho-ho away„ 

run away run and a bloody good run. But again then looked at the master, a bit deflated„ sort of a 

questioning regard in his direction almost asking, ‘what did you call this thing, a tiger’; to me seemed very 

well a cat, even if a bit out of size. But dangerous, unh-hun! Don’t you think so? 

 

 
  And the time we fell down in the lake„ because seeing a little white dog in the water, we wanted 

to play with him; and we didn’t really understand why the dog did so rapidly disappear„ and why did we 

have to come back on a swim. Never afterwards did we ever try chasing small dogs in still waters. 

 

 
  Or the time we had hid the watch„ because seeing the master go out on a long trip, we decided 

that if we hid something which counted time, or regulated time„ probably the master will give up the whole 

idea, or even forget about going away. And when he didn’t and came back after a few weeks„ we brought the 

watch back to him and put it on his feet, so that he could count time again. And so, we hid behind a curtain 

to watch, to watch, his kingdom, to watch„ thus the master started counting time again; with the watch! 

 

 
  Those days were over now„ and there is no little white dog, holding the lead in her mouth to 

take the master for a walk. She went away while the master was visiting a very dear friend. And what was left 

was a photograph here and a photograph there„ a memorandum here and a memory there … and a dear 

friend become dearer like none other, for she had seen the master cry and the masks had fallen … and 

were left abandoned just some simple and odd bits of paper„ scattered around here and scattered around 

there„ scattered around for an entire life to come … 

 

 
  So hardly I go out; nursing my thoughts and my little bits of paper„ a torn paper here and a 

torn paper there: and this little story which I also wrote originally on a torn piece of paper„ because found I by 

chance, nothing else! 

 
So funny is life„ just torn bits of paper ! 

 
Just torns and torns and torns … and tons and tons and tons of bits of paper ! 

 
While thus sufficient are … only a few bits of paper ! 
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… Courtesy Google … Paper … Mosaic-feature.com … Red-4.replicawatch.net … Owl-pintrest.com (PaperBits) … 

… Paper … Shreads … vetstreet.com … Dog … allthingspaper.net … White … pumpsystemsaustralia.com.au … 

So funny is 

life, just torn 
bits of paper! 

Just torns and 

torns and 
torns and tons 

and tons and 

tons of bits of 
paper! 

While thus 

sufficient are 

… only a few 
bits of paper! 

   

Shredding 
paper is great 

fun for dogs, as 
outlet for their 

energy. Tearing 
something is 

like tearing their 
prey as hunting 

in the wild. 
Others shred if 

are bored.    

Much Ado About Nothing is a comedic play by William Shakespeare thought to have 
been written in 1598 and 1599, as Shakespeare was approaching the middle of his career. 
The play was included in the First Folio, published in 1623. Much Ado About Nothing is 
generally considered one of Shakespeare's best comedies, because it combines elements 
of mistaken identities, love, robust hilarity with more serious meditations on honour, shame, 

and court politics.   To     SWEET–NOTHINGS 

By means of “noting” (which, in Shakespeare’s day, sounded the same as “nothing” as in 
the play's title, and which means gossip, rumour, and overhearing), Benedick and Beatrice 
are tricked into confessing their love for each other, and Claudio is tricked into rejecting 
Hero at the altar on the erroneous belief that she has been unfaithful. At the end, Benedick 
and Beatrice join forces to set things right, and the others join in a dance celebrating the 
marriages of the two couples. 

 

 

How does Shakespeare represent love in 'Much Ado About Nothing'? It is a 

comedy where the primary focus is marriage, while ‘Romeo and Juliette’ is 

tragic. There are three pairs of lovers. The idealised love of Hero and Claudio, 

representing an idealised love that was a widespread image in the early 1600's. 

Another is a love based on the exploration of each other's character, Beatrice 

and Benedick; here we see a very different picture - a love/hate relationship. 

Last is the earthy side of love, which is purely sexual; Margaret and Borachio. 

While Claudio and Hero whisper sweet nothings to one another Beatrice and 

Benedick bicker incessantly: Benedick saying “and I would I could find my heart 

that I had not a hard heart, for truly I love none.” are presented as equals and 

seem destined to be together sooner or later. They are very alike and both 

have similar attitudes towards love by neither ever wanting to marry. Beatrice 

says, "I had rather hear my dog bark at a crow, than a man swear he loves me." 

… By courtesy of Google … Sweet … Text …  en.wikipedia.org …  Beatrice (by Frank Dicksee) … 
… Sweet-Nothing … ipnagogicosentire.wordpress.com …  Text  …  markedbyteachers.com … 
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29. Roma    To     SWEET–NOTHINGS  Non-Sense-2-  (1993) 

 

 

  Strange that I start writing nonsense and out comes something beautiful. Don’t you also 

find it so strange. But it’s quite simple. I just imagine that I am speaking to my sweet-heart: and light 

dawns. I suppose that’s what love is all about, just simply saying “sweet–nothings” all the time. 

Shakespeare was no idiot when he invented this word in his ‘Much Ado about Nothing’, it’s so believed … 

but the earliest example of "whisper some sweet nothing" is found in a poem in a London magazine called Belgravia by Mary  

Elizabeth Braddon 1876: As low he bends o'er her he loves so dear, To whisper some sweet nothing in her ear. However there 

is a big difference: you can just say “sweet-nothings” as such, or you can say them to each other but 

without ever mentioning the word. Did you get the subtlety. So back to “writing nonsense”„ ’n let us try 

then, a funny experiment. Let’s just keep on saying sweet–nothings and see where it leads to. 

 

 

  And I am telling you that I speak no nonsense, contrary to the fact that I solonelly promise 

you to write complete nonsense. This, we ’n you agree to. 

 

 

  When I was a kid, my professors used to tell me, “But neither a paragraph, nor let alone a 

sentence„ you can’t finish with the word ‘to’!” ’Tis what I’ve just done, too. “’Tis extremely bad 

English”. And that day even being a kid, I promised to myself that one day I will wrote a story or two, or 

something too„ where every paragraph will end with ‘to’. Like I am doing now and I think„ succeeding 

quite well, too. Don’t you agree to it … too. 

 

 

  There I got you … and you … too. But wishing, I could have easily finished it with ‘to’, if I 

darned really wanted to, too. 

 

 

  Just put one o, and not two o„ o’o„ to make too, to. 

 

 

  But coming back to our sweet–nothings, there is a technical difficulty involved. Thus, to be 

(or not to be) really able to say them as “nothings” „ and not as “nothing” you cannot be alone. In the 

singular form, you can only say “nothing”, but then you say and mean nothing: however, in plural form, 

it is absolutely essential that you are accompanied, briefly in short. So to be very short and clear„ ’n so 

to cut the discourse even shorter„ and here we are obliged in short to be a bit long and expanded about 

it, to emphasize what we’hv so shortly said„ in other words, in love you have to be in two … too. 

 

 

  And there I got you again … and you … too … but … remember the classified formula … 

No. 102 … one o … two to too. (Just first put two ’n to together too, after the last to). 
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  Unless you are not paired in two, but in three? I explain. There is a sort of guardian angel 

sitting on your shoulder, or somebody thinking himself or herself to be a guardian angel, without wings„ 

peeping over your shoulder, the same shoulder that we have just above mentioned; and sort of 

impeeding you to say sweet–nothings. Now it is one fact not to say sweet–nothings, but it becomes quite 

a different matter when you say nothing. And believe you me, it begins to became very seriously 

dangerous when you stop saying nothing and being in two start saying only “nothings” and sweet ones 

for that and also in the plural form too (’n rather a long sentence, one into too). So is the beginning of 

love too. And I must say it, to hold and keep my promise, I got to … have to save my honour too. 

 

 

  What’s your opinion! Raise your hands! Thanks! Motion “Agreed to” ! 
 

 

  Now if there is an angel sitting on your shoulder„ to over-hearing you in your very first 

moments of great love, it can be damn annoying. One solution would be to employ no violence and just 

get up and change the place„ but the self-appointed guardian angel may just decide to follow you and 

change the place also. After all we live in a democracy. And then where we are sitting we feel very good 

“und gemütlich”, calmly under a bowed mulberry-tree where the silk-worms are busy eating leaves and 

throwing the rest of the leaves in our hair; and we like it. So I think that we are obliged to employ the 

second alternative: a slightly more undemocratic and firm attitude„ with something fisty about it„ that 

which consists in turning rapidly around your shoulder and decisively punching him in the nose and 

nostrils with the afore-mentioned fist, to make it evident that his guardian angel services are not 

required anymore„ and that he can report whatever he feels like, to God: if broken nose cares to. 

 

 

  But don’t we know very well, dear friends, that God ’Tis-self is a Super-big specialist of 

“sweet-nothings” … just consult the Vedas, Bible, Quran & Company … hi hi„ using always them to us; 

it’s only our misfortune that in most cases we choose to ignore them. To hear them, it’s the heart we 

have to open„ ’n the same heart that we have to listen to. 

 

 

  And then our God does not need to appoint an incompetent guardian angel to report these 

“sweet-nothings”. Sweet–nothings are sweet-nothings, nothing more; and there is no good or bad in 

them. And how can an angel who is obliged to classify everything in good or bad, understand 

sweet–nothings. Can you imagine, while caressing his swollen nose, what he can repeat to God: a 

dialogue like, “Ahem!!! ‘The cat can’t catch the mouse„ because mousy, I’ll give the cat a kick when my 

ratty rat, the cat tries to catch’ !!! Sir!” And God will just laugh ’n say, “It’s a universe that I have created 

for you ’n unto you; but you’ll never understand that, especially when real lovers say sweet-nothings„ 

then you have to report to Me nothing„ for I can hear them directly. So please leave them to …” 
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  And God didn’t say anything anymore, because ’Tis wanted me to finally finish this 

paragraph with the word, to. 

 

 

  Since that time, I sit happily under a bowed mulberry-tree with my sweet–heart in my 

arms, letting the silk-worms do their job efficiently to fill our hair with bits of leaves, no guardian angel 

around the corner, but God directly smiling down on us„ ’n me saying sweet-nothings to my mousy-

mouse-too. 

 

 

  Because don’t tell me really, that you didn’t really know that that’s how I call her„ my 

mousy-mouse-too … 

 

And with one o and not two 

 

To the previous previous to too 

 
  And there I got you again for the last time … and you … please finish the sentence with to 

… one o and not two … 

 

    With one kiss-o to my mousy-mouse-two-to ! 

    And don’t forget, one o and not two to too, to make it to ! 

    Hell! I must go to work, the sirens sounds … to to to ! 

    I promised to write nonsense and so I did, so let’s finish without, to ! 

  (Walzing) One Two Three … Tweaty Tweaty Tweaty … Two To Too 

(And Then Angels Lead) And One Twooo … Sweaty Sweaty Sweaty … Two To Too 

 

 

To be or not to be … To do … To Eat … To Drink … To Dream … To Sleep … So Behave English Verbs Too … 

 

Too much … Too little … Too stupid (you) … Too Intelligent (me) … Too Poor (They) … And you Two Too … 

 

Two U & me … Two me & U … Two lil me U be … One & Two Us Three … Two is One (me) & (You) ToOoT … 
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30. Roma (Fr/Eng) Sans Silence et Sans Son No Silence ’n No Sound   Thinks-4- 1993 
 

Sans Silence et Sans Son Sans Silence et Sans Son Sans Silence et Sans Son 

cette forêt immense cette forêt immense cette forêt immense 

de solitude de solitude de solitude 

ces sentinelles muettes en désordre ces sentinelles muettes en désordre ces sentinelles muettes en désordre 

gardent la distance gardent la distance gardent la distance 

sans intimité„ sans intimité„ sans intimité„ 

Dans une clairière d’un étang Dans une clairière d’un étang Dans une clairière d’un étang 

clairsemés ces nuages clairsemés ces nuages clairsemés ces nuages 

inversent ces images inversent ces images inversent ces images 

des arbres mobiles des arbres mobiles des arbres mobiles 

surveillant discrètement surveillant discrètement surveillant discrètement 

la séparation des êtres„ la séparation des êtres„ la séparation des êtres„ 

Jouent deux enfants Jouent deux enfants Jouent deux enfants 

sublimement inconscient sublimement inconscient sublimement inconscient 

de ce silence de ce silence de ce silence 

inaltérable inaltérable inaltérable 

ces hurlements dévastant ces hurlements dévastant ces hurlements dévastant 

cette solitude sacrée cette solitude sacrée cette solitude sacrée 

aux initiés de la souffrance„ aux initiés de la souffrance„ aux initiés de la souffrance„ 

Ces bruits disparaissent Ces bruits disparaissent Ces bruits disparaissent 

dans l’interne oreille dans l’interne oreille dans l’interne oreille 

dans le noir de la nuit dans le noir de la nuit dans le noir de la nuit 

et les arbres avancent et les arbres avancent et les arbres avancent 

avec intimité avec intimité avec intimité 

en cette solitaire ambiance en cette solitaire ambiance en cette solitaire ambiance 

sans ces bruits des sons„ sans ces bruits des sons„ sans ces bruits des sons„ 

À peine la lune éclaire À peine la lune éclaire À peine la lune éclaire 

cette clairière cette clairière cette clairière 

de sobres reflets de sobres reflets de sobres reflets 

ses images d’argent ornée ses images d’argent ornée ses images d’argent ornée 

cette innocence cette innocence cette innocence 

de simples cris est partie„ de simples cris est partie„ de simples cris est partie„ 

Puis les arbres progressent Puis les arbres progressent Puis les arbres progressent 

jusqu’au pied de cet étang jusqu’au pied de cet étang jusqu’au pied de cet étang 

pour me noyer dans le fond pour me noyer dans le fond pour me noyer dans le fond 

de mon être„ de mon être„ de mon être„ 

Sans Silence et Sans Son Sans Silence et Sans Son Sans Silence et Sans Son 
 

 
No Silence ’n No Sound 

Sans Silence et Sans Son 

this immense forest 
cette forêt immense 

of solitude 
de solitude 

these mute sentinels in disorder 
ces sentinelles muttes en désordre 

guarding their distance 
gardent la distance 

without intimacy„ 
sans intimaté„ 

In a clearing of a marsh 
Dans une clairière d’un étang 

these clouds thrown about 
clairsemés ces nuages 

inversed in images 
inversent ces images 

of mobile trees 
des arbres mobiles 

discretely watching 
surveillant discrètement 

the separation of beings„ 
la séparation des êtres„ 

Two children play 
Jouent deux enfants 

sublimely unconscious 
sublimement inconscient 

of this silence 
de ce silence 

inalterable 
inaltérable 

their hurls devastating 
ces hurlement devastant 

this sacred solitude 
cette solitude sacrée 

to the initiated of sufferance„ 
aux initiés de la souffrance„ 

These noises disappear 
Ces bruits disparaîssent 

in the internal ear 
dans l’interne reille 

in the darkness of the night 
dans le noir de la nuit 

and the trees advance 
et les arbres avancent 

as intimates 
avec intimate 

in this solitary ambiance 
en cette solitaire ambiance 

without these noisy sounds„ 
sans ces bruits des sons 

Hardly the moon lights 
À peine la lune éclaire 

this clearing 
cette clairière 

of sober reflections 
de sobres reflêts 

these images of sculpted silver 
ses images dargent ornée 

this innocence 
cette innocence 

of playful cries is gone„ 
des simples cris est partie„ 

Then the trees progress 
Puis les arbres progressent 

unto the edge of this marsh 
jusquau pied de cet étang 

to drown me in the bottom depths 
pour me noyer dans le fond 

of my being„ 
de mon être„ 

No Silence ’n No Sound 
Sans Silence et Sans Son 
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30. Roma (Fr/Eng) Sans Silence et Sans Son No Silence ’n No Sound   Thinks-4- 1993 

… By courtesy of … (Ville de Volkswagen) … Leroy Pollak …  Jens L. Heinrich … Phæno-ZahaHadid … 
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31. Roma    CHILDS     and     KIDS   Tragically-2-  (1993) 

 
 

  When I fell in love, it took me some time to stop playing Childs and Kids. People live, love, 

get married„ but go about in life often playing Childs and Kids. Then life goes away, love goes away and 

partnerships go away„ and they are surprised why suddenly all has ended, not realizing that while life 

moved otherwise, they had never stopped playing Childs and Kids. And they would never stop, unless … 

 

  Something drastic happens! 

 

  I have never really played Childs and Kids. That was my problem in childhood when I used 

to sit between adults and not children: and that is my problem in the mature age when I sit among 

children and not with adults„ because while adults are playing Childs and Kids, children do not. 

Children play real life for real or what they think is real life. But if they don’t grow up and the real life 

really comes, they have no other choice but to become what they were before and so again start to play 

Childs and Kids. I have played with a child a child and with a kid a kid, that was only to make them 

laugh. And thus we stole something from life to laugh, unless … 

 

  Something drastic happens! 

 

  I once had a mistress and happier we could not be because we never played Childs and 

Kids„ but love and esteem. I wanted to make her happy giving her a flower’s name: and a pretty flower 

like a lilac sprung to the brain. But it seems futile to finish the name of a pretty woman in “ac”; a 

Pontiac, with an enormous big nose, yes„ but not a pretty woman; it gives you nausea when you are a 

refined person. So I diminished it to lily which went her well, because I used to pronounce it gently and 

softly, like little lily, my little lily. But the forked arrows of fortune did not give us peace and we didn’t 

know that destiny was grouching around the ugly angle„ still and not at all moving, unless … 

 

  Something drastic happens! 

 

  And it is years now, that she is on a rolling-chair, for nobody’s fault. But still she worked 

and brought up her own family in face of an inconsiderate husband. And people go around looking for 

trouble and playing Childs and Kids with their own lives and with that of the others, unless … 

 

  Something drastic happens! 

 

  I used to love my mother. She was the only person with whom I ever played Childs and 

Kids. But then I was a child and I was her kid: and can’t you play Childs and Kids with your own 

mother? And so happy never have I been in the whole life. She was a simple woman and happy in simple 

things„ and learned me with love and a good hit on the head everyday up to the age of twenty-two years, 

that once I will be child NO, no more, but become a man; and it was better to become a simple man and 
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happy in simple things. So was it that we played Childs and Kids together knowing well, that I was 

already a man and the only part that remained a child in me was that she was my mother. And we were 

happy. But happiness is not eternal and laughter lasts only a short time, unless … 

 

  Something drastic happens! 

 

  But a drastic inevitable did happen„ for there is no surprise in the inevitable„ as it 

comes unexpected; such is the part played in life, by destiny … My mother collapsed in coma … 

 

  Three years she stayed paralyzed in bed. In life she had never played Childs and Kids, 

but now, not for her fault, she was playing it with my sister. And my sister who had never ever played 

Childs and Kids, looked after her as a child, her child that she herself never had had. Three years thus 

passed, of sleepless nights for her„ changing bed-sheets five times a day; and again three years of 

tearsome sleepless nights for me, working like a harnessed donkey in foreign lands, but no færy-lands 

only to bring the money in! It was nobody’s fault. And there are ungracious people who have everything, 

to be happy about and not realizing it threw it all to the winds playing Childs and Kids, unless … 

 

  Something drastic happens! 

 

  My father was a grand man. He was devasted of his heritage at the tender age of ten and 

two and a half. If you studied the lines on his hand, his success one started in the middle of his palm; a 

completely self-made man. Then he rose to a grand position; the greatest legal authority on the Elections 

Law, in the sub-continent, before and after partition! I remember one of his phrases in one of his books, 

‘Elections dominate for a long period the national life; so it is essential for the future of the 

Land, that they be Free and Independent and Impartial and Absolutely Honest’. However, we must 

learn to know„ that all Ideals are True, unless … 

 

  Something drastic happens! 

 

  Thus, suddenly came a time, when my father went into coma„ for two days; medical 

facilities were not easily available then. So the third day he died. Just try to imagine the scene! While the 

lifeless corpse of my father lay in my room; and mother, son and sister were looking at each other all 

wordless, my younger brother, who was only nine years old, all full of life, kept on asking for a present … 

as ’twas his birthday! Needless to say, he got NO present … and me neither! We changed his birthday 

date but for years he used to ask for his present„ until one day he stopped playing Childs and Kids„ and 

realized that you can only ask for a birthday present, if all is well; and if not then none, unless … 

 

  Something drastic happens! 

 

  Do you want me to continue? I can go on and on about the friends who died and friends 

who did not„ but could have done so! About a friend, a friend who had a fantastic wife and three 

fantastic children and who woke up one morning completely paralyzed„ but only the ears and the eyes.  
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And when after about twenty operations in the head they managed to recuperate something, they made a 

mistake involuntarily„ and destroyed a brain center which filters internal body sounds; something that 

even the doctors didn’t know about, it was nobody’s fault. Now he can hear very well. He can even hear 

his own blood going through his every vein and air going through the capillaries of his lungs … he can 

hear very well, but he sleeps well no more„ for he can hear his own thoughts: can’t stop hearing the 

entire full-time functioning mechanism of his thoughts„ unless … 

 

  Something drastic happens! 
 

  But … Did … Something drastic happen ? 
 

  Or another very pretty friend who made her husband everything he was. Money, house, 

swimming-pool, everything. But he had a weakness for drink. And little by little he drank more and 

more. And so after twenty-three years of marriage, once when he was fully drunk, he slapped her and 

said to her, “I don’t want to see you anymore. Why don’t you commit suicide, so that I will never have 

you around me again!” And he has been repeating it for a long time ever since. These friends never 

played Childs and Kids„ but life was still very hard with them and nothing was their fault. But what is 

the use of speaking; sound penetrate not deaf ears. There are lucky people who have little problems 

and lesser thoughts„ and they make of an easy life, a hell. But we think we are strong and we repeat our 

errors every day and most of us never grow-up but just keep on playing Childs and Kids, unless … 

 

  Something drastic happens! 

 

  And that is what I said to her. Please, little love, take care of yourself. Before it’s too late. 

You can only play Childs and Kids, unless … 

 

Something drastic happens! 

 

  I wish people well. But I am always afraid when I see their happiness, because often it is 

not happiness, it is only unconsciousness. But I wish them well and hope that at least for most of them, 

it will last for-ever … fore-ever, unless … 

 

  Something drastic happens! 

 

  Like I have known when once I was happy„ a child and a mother and a father playing 

Childs and Kids„ but only for play … until … 

 

  But … Did … Something drastic really happen ? 

 

  It always seems so, that … Something drastic had happened! 

 

  But How to Find Out … that … Something drastic did, did really happen! 
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  In the End, if sound disappeared from the Universe, the silence could not be more profound 

than that inside me„ when I sat alone and watched the four walls of my room. And it was only outside, that it 

was well ’n well, New Year’s Eve. 

 

  There were times when I did not seek silence„ and I used to speak to these four walls. And my 

thoughts made so much noise that sometimes my neighbours used to tap on the wall and say, “In the night, 

please put the television lower, even if it is outside, New Year’s Eve.” 

 

  And what could I say, what could I explain them. I only speak in metaphors and symbols; and 

you can glean out of it what you want and if you do not want, it is your problem. So I just said, “Please excuse 

me: and please don’t try to hear me or understand me„ and enjoy your New Year’s Eve.” 

 

  I’m un-understandable, like my stories which have NO End. But one day ’twill come … The 

End. And in the end and like in this life, everybody would have over passed all and nobody would have 

understood nothing. Thus it is also that none did ever understand, why suffer hardships must we. Not me„ to 

them I am used: to hardships and their colleagues. For ages, hardships and hardnesses have been my daily 

bread, even sometimes too dry and many times a day. So dry, that even when by chance, a little happiness 

has been gifted to me, unbelief was so great that I closed my eyes and passed over happiness: not caring that 

people were celebrating outside, New Year’s Eve. 

 

  Since millions of early times, pain was a constant companion. So as a child I had vowed myself 

to silence. But at certain moments I succeeded to efface its pinching intensity for short interfaces: but then it 

used to re-come back in a big hurry to embrace me, like old friends throwing themselves in each others arms 

with joy„ only that “joy” was a superfluous word. O, joy that I could separate from pain, this profound and 

deep pain … except on New Year’s Eve. 

 

  So, was it that in my thoughts, to break my vow of silence„ I used to speak to an imaginary love, 

a childhood love, an imaginary beloved who never replied: “I wanted to make you smile. But it is not my fault 

that years of solitude inside me make me feel so lousy and twisted in the interior … and I am sorry to say so 

terrible things … that if you don’t want to speak, please let only our silences communicate to each other! For 

in this, love can also communicate by silence”! For love does not need New Year’s Eve. 

 

  Thus I had complete silence instead of a reply„ because she was only ’n only in my imagination. 

And my vow of silence remained unbroken: for silence can also generate “nothingness” … in the holy 

universal New Year’s Eve. 

  More than half a century has passed, but even this story came to no end. And really speaking, 

it does not need an end„ because we named it “The End” right in the beginning … but, long long before the 

start of a New Year’s Eve! 

  So dear friends, if one day you do not hear my silence no-more, just tap on the  last four walls„ 

silently and respectfully and think well of me: for even my story would have ended and nobody would have 

understood anything„ not because it finished, but because it never started … even at New Year’s Eve. 
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The End. 

 
  Obliged I am. New Year’s Eve has passed. And there’s no more gaiety anywhere anymore … 

For Gaiety exists, only while Sound effaces Silence. 

So let’s wish us good-bye, good friends! Ending … New Year’s Eve. 

And let me go and look out at permanent things … like … simply …  an end … 

There are Beasts in Animal„ ’n there are Beasts in Human Form; but some of the Later 

can rise to Supreme Heights : ’n that is What Paradise’s all about … 

to look after Beasts of Origin ’n Beasts of dis-Origin„ after 

they have passed Thumbs-up, their Purgatory 

or their Hell ! Hope’s unHell ! 

… The End … 
 

   THE END. 

     TO END. 

        AT END. 

           TO START WITH. 

 

 

New Year’s Eve in Gregorian calendar 

(known as  Saint Sylvester's Day), is 
December 31; six days after Xmas Day. 

New Year’s Eve is celebrated at evening 

social gatherings, when people dance, 
eat, drink, and watch fireworks to mark 

the new year: the celebrations oft go 

onto past midnight, right into January 
First (New Year's Day) … 

Samoa and parts of Kiribati are the first 

places to welcome the New Year 
while Baker Island, in the United 

States, is among the last. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The End of the World, commonly 
known as The Great Day of His 
Wrath, 1851–1853 The painting 
shows the "destruction of Babylon‘s 
material world by natural cataclysm”.  
Per Tate, the painting depicts the 
Revelation 16 (New Tetament), 

John Martin’s son Leopold Martin 
said, that was inspired in a night 
journey through the Black Country.  
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